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Abstract 
Since the early 1990s, the British Columbia provincial government has pressed 
school teachers to educate the "whole" student. By providing outdoor education activities 
through innovative curriculums, educators can help address this directive and promote 
administrative, teacher and parental support for its inclusion in schools. In response to the 
"whole" student directive, this project created a middle school based outdoor education 
curriculum designed to address the demand for additional student physical activity and 
promotion of student psychological and social development. This project highlights 
specific obstacles to implementing outdoor education in schools and offers 24 innovative 
lessons to circumvent administrative road blocks, minimal equipment and facility 
resources and financial restraints that may deter educators from providing outdoor 
education opportunities in schools. To assess the effectiveness of this curriculum 118 
Grade 6, 7 and 8 students completed the Richards and Neill's (2002) ROPELOC (Review 
ofPersonal Effectiveness and Locus of Control) survey three times throughout the study. 
This assessment tool was used to identify increases in student perceptions of personal life 
effectiveness as a result of participating in outdoor education programs. Analysis of the 
data indicated no significant increases in students' perceptions oflife effectiveness after 
completing this projects outdoor education program. 
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NOTE 
1. It is recommended that only teachers who have been trained in outdoor education 
or are very familiar with outdoor wilderness practices use this curriculum. 
2. It is important that teachers using this curriculum ensure maximum safety of their 
students at all times when teaching in outdoor settings. All students' medical 
concerns should be identified prior to leaving the school grounds. Similarly, there 
should be clear emergency procedures for rescue or teacher aid established with 
school administrators prior to commencing the outdoor education program. 
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Introduction 
Statement of the problem 
Outdoor education is "education about the outdoors and its many ramifications, in 
the outdoors, for the purpose of developing knowledge, skills and attitudes concerning 
the world in which we live" (ERIC Digest, 1978, p. 1). Outdoor education experiences 
involve students observing interrelationships between nature and human beings, 
developing caring attitudes for natural settings, enhancing physical fitness, expanding 
skills for utilizing natural resources for human survival and nurturing an interest in 
outdoor based leisure pursuits (Uhlendorf & Gass, 1992). In recent years, outdoor 
activities have slowly been incorporated into Canadian secondary, middle and elementary 
school programs. Its total inclusion in schools has been constrained by lack of 
knowledge, experience, funds, equipment, and school organization (Darst & Armstrong, 
1980). If educators overcome these challenges, outdoor education activities can provide 
opportunities for students to explore an holistic combination of experiences in the natural 
environment whilst addressing British Columbia's Ministry of Education's push for 
increased participation in activities that emphasize the importance of active living 
(Province of British Columbia, Ministry of Education, 1995). 
Since the early 1990s, the British Columbia Ministry of Education has presseJ 
school teachers to educate the "whole" student. Outdoor education activities can help 
address this directive and promote administrative, teacher and parental support for its 
inclusion in schools by demonstrating increases in student physiological activity and 
enhanced student perceptions of personal life effectiveness using appropriate 
performance indicators (Neill, 1997). In response to the "whole" student directive, I have 
created an outdoor education curriculum guide designed to address the demand for 
additional student physical activity and promote student psychological and social 
development. 
Rationale 
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In an era where improving student academic success is paramount, it is important 
that educators seeking senior administrative support demonstrate the educational value of 
their outdoor education program. Outdoor education programs will only survive the back 
to basics movement if teachers are "dedicated to experiential education, where they are 
innovative and creative in their programming ... where they can be subversive enough in 
dealing with administrative realities" (Hannah, 1996, p. 11 ). The focus of this project 
was to create and implement a six-week outdoor education program for a middle school 
(Grades 6, 7 and 8) located in northern British Columbia. The curriculum design tackled 
aspects ofthe school's environment that limited the amount of structured physical 
activity students received throughout the school year. It explored strategies to help 
outdoor educators implement or sustain an outdoor education program by becoming 
equal partners in their school's entire education program. The project addressed limiting 
factors such as finances, time, facilities, equipment availability and administrator support. 
This sample curriculum's primary objectives were to a) inspire teachers to take the first 
step in implementing outdoor education activities, b) guide teachers currently teaching 
outdoor education, and 3) enrich many school curriculums. 
Currently most school-based outdoor education programs involve students 
working in small groups experiencing adventure-based activities conducted over seve al 
consecutive days or weeks. They are guided by instructors or teachers usually trained in 
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both outdoor and facilitation skills. Upon reviewing available curriculum resources, there 
was a distinct lack of standardized outdoor education programs developed for middle 
school aged students (Neill, 2002). Consequently, it was extremely difficult to determine 
which types of outdoor education programs and transmission methods were most 
effective for addressing the unique needs of middle school participants. There are even 
fewer programs addressing how well their outdoor education activities impact 
participants perceived life effectiveness in a variety of psychological and behavioural 
phenomena (Neill, Marsh, & Richards, 1997). 
To measure the impact of this project on Grade 6, 7 and 8 students' perceptions of 
their life effectiveness, the Review of Personal Effectiveness and Locus of Control 
Questionnaire (hereafter, ROPELOC, Richards & Neill, 2000) was used. The ROPELOC 
enabled me to determine if changes in students' self-perceptions occurred while 
participating in outdoor education course. Outdoor education students ROPELOC scores 
were compared to students participating in a music exploration course running 
concurrently with outdoor education. The music students served as the control group for 
this assessment (these students had not participated in the outdoor education course). 
Further investigation sought to establish if changes were related to the students' age or 
gender. Significant findings could serve to ascertain the appropriateness of continuing the 
usage of the project curriculum in its current form and its usefulness for guiding outdoor 
educators teaching adolescents in Northern British Columbia middle schools. 
Purpose of Study 
This project was divided into two parts: First, the design and implementation of 
an outdoor education curriculum that increased student access to physical activity and 
enhanced students' perceptions of life effectiveness, and second, the evaluation of the 
curriculum using ROPELOC. 
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Part 1. The project created a curriculum guideline incorporating developmentally 
appropriate learning outcomes from British Columbia's 1995 Physical Education 
Integrated Resource Package (IRP) with instructional strategies and activities for a six-
week (24 lessons) outdoor education course. The curriculum was designed to provide 
information for middle schools educators wanting to develop or enhance outdoor 
education programs. Instructional guidelines were formatted to assist teachers in 
establishing clear objectives and offer solid logistic support, safe policies and procedures, 
a toolbox of creative instructional material and useful evaluative techniques to assess the 
curriculum's impact on participants. Other program features included the program's 
philosophy, instructional techniques and facilitation style, instructor experience, ideas for 
addressing inclement weather, choosing appropriate group sizes and sequencing 
activities. The intent of this guide was to present detailed descriptions for 24 short, 
manageable lessons of 45-minutes duration, with 25% being taught in the classroom and 
75% in the schoolyard or nearby natural outdoor settings. The theme of the educaii nal 
material covered in this curriculum guide was centered on getting lost in the wilderness 
and being found. Lessons explored reasons why people get lost and examined how people 
can maximize their chances of survival in the wilderness. Initiative based tasks and group 
adventure challenges using mapping and compass skills were woven throughout the 
course work. 
Part 2. The evaluative component of this project determined whether the 
curriculum design and content enhanced student perceptions of life effectiveness as 
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measured by ROPELOC. Subsidiary focus items looked to see if participant age and 
gender influenced changes to students' perceptions oflife effectiveness. The impact of 
this course on student perceived life effectiveness was documented using outdoor 
education students attending a northern British Columbia middle school. Personal life 
effectiveness for the purpose of this project's participant analysis was defined as how 
successful the student perceived him/ herself to be in a variety of physical, psychological 
and sociological ways as measured by ROPELOC. The ROPELOC is a questionnaire that 
measures 14 areas of personal effectiveness: active involvement, cooperative teamwork, 
leadership ability, open thinking, quality seeking, self confidence, self efficacy, social 
effectiveness, stress management, time efficiency, coping with change, overall 
effectiveness, internal locus of control and external locus of control (Richards, Ellis, & 
Neill, 2002). The outdoor education students' responses to this questionnaire were 
examined using the following research questions and hypotheses: 
1. Do overall ROPELOC scores change with participation in this middle 
school's outdoor education course? 
Ho-1: There is no significant difference in overall ROPELOC score for course 
participation in music or outdoor education. 
2. Are ROPELOC scores dependent on the grade level of the participant? 
Ho-2: There is no significant difference between ROPELOC scores based on 
grade level. 
3. Do ROPELOC scores differ by participant gender? 
Ho-3: There is no significance difference between ROPELOC scores based on 
gender. 
4. Are there specific self-perception dimensions scores surveyed in ROPELOC 
that change because of participation in the outdoor education program? 
Ho-4: There are no significant changes in ROPELOC scores for different self 
perceptions dimensions based on participation in the outdoor education course? 
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Literature Review 
Middle school curricula are typically student centered and adopt a humanistic 
philosophical approach towards curriculum and instruction rather than a traditional 
approach (Bailey, 2000). The humanistic curriculum enables middle schools to 
effectively cater to diverse developmental needs and abilities of children in grades 6, 7 
and 8. Current middle school educational philosophy promotes the use of an integrated 
curriculum to help students make connections between various content areas through 
meaningful learning experiences (Dougherty, 1997). This philosophy lends itself to the 
inclusion of outdoor education as an elective subject or its integration into existing 
academic subjects. 
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Outdoor education taught as an elective subject or integrated throughout academic 
curricula enables students to explore, construct and develop subject knowledge and skills 
beyond traditional academic subject areas (Zuberbuhler, 1995). Understanding what 
outdoor education is about, how to teach it, and identifying and manipulating variables 
that affect its successful delivery to students is of paramount importance to educators 
wishing to implement outdoor education activities. 
Outdoor education defined 
In its simplest and most comprehensive form, outdoor education can be defined as 
"education 'in', 'about', and 'for' the out-of-doors" (Ford, 1986, p. 1). This definition 
describes the place, topic and purpose of outdoor education. 
The in refers to any outdoor location ranging from the schoolyard to remote 
wilderness settings that enables participants to directly observe and manipulate the 
environment for the purpose of constructing new knowledge related to the context in 
which learning is taking place. 
The about depicts the outdoors itself and any cultural or physical characteristics 
pertaining to the natural environment being experienced. Student learning occurs in the 
context of the outdoors. Educational topics can be related directly to the natural 
environment under investigation enabling students to observe, explore, manipulate and 
practice activities pertaining to leisure and occupational pursuits and to understand 
natural processes or investigate human impact upon an ecosystem. 
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The for focuses on the purpose of outdoor education and the role a natural outdoor 
setting has in stimulating cognitive, psychomotor, and affective domains ofleaming. For 
alludes to how outdoor education can facilitate an understanding, correct usage and 
appreciation of natural resources. 
Ford's (1986) definition encompasses a constructivist approach to acquiring new 
knowledge from direct experiences within natural environments and accords well with 
instructional practices in outdoor education. However, it fall shorts in depicting the nature 
of outdoor education as an experiential discipline that provides meaningful contcx _ 'i ·-
participants directly involved in knowledge construction. For the purposes of this 
project's curriculum guide, outdoor education will be viewed as follows: 
Outdoor education is an experiential method of learning with the use of all 
senses. It takes place primarily, but not exclusively, through exposure to the 
natural environment. In outdoor education, the emphasis for the subject of 
learning is placed on relationships concerning people and natural resources. 
(Priest, 1999, p. Ill) 
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Theories impacting outdoor educational practice 
Over the last 70 years, schools have increasingly incorporated experientially 
orientated activities in the form of outdoor education programs to supplement and 
enhance their academic curriculums. This movement sprang to life with the theories of 
discovery learning championed by Dewey (1938/1997). Educators recognized the need 
for reforming traditional educational practices by empowering students with knowledge 
and skills gained from learning about self and life in the outdoor arena. Researchers (e.g., 
Hattie, Marsh, Neill & Richards, 1997; Neill, 2002) emphasize the importance of 
educators familiarizing themselves with current theoretical principles to gleam a better 
understanding of how their methods and processes used to impart outdoor education 
curricular will impact student learning and psychological gains. Neill (2002) purports that 
engagement in theory will enhance program quality. 
Dewey' s (1938/1997) work is considered central to the underlying philosophy of 
outdoor education. His theory is based on learning by doing through direct experience 
with real life learning opportunities. The learner can examine and explore problems in 
context and discover solutions experientially. By performing activities natural to 
childhood and youth, the student engages with their surroundings, their interest is piqued 
and they become active participants in the learning process. Dewey identified 
decontextualisation of instruction as the main cause for a decline in intrinsic motivation. 
The removal of learning from context results in lesson material losing its practical utility 
and links to everyday interests and activities. Instructional activities devoid of meaningful 
learning opportunities become dull and boring (Ford, 1986). Outdoor education activities 
provide an avenue to present academic material in culturally authentic activities. It is or 
this reason that learning by doing has become the driving theory guiding educator' s 
selection of meaningful learning activities in outdoor education. This theory has also 
become a platform for the evolution of experiential education practices employed in 
outdoor education programs. 
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Experiential education is based on the premise that "all genuine education comes 
through experience," (Dewey, 193 8/ 1997, p. 13 ). The value of the experience is judged 
by the effect it has on the participant in the present moment, their future, and the extent to 
which the individual is able to extend their learning beyond the current experience. Many 
experiential education activities are synonymous with adventure activities and outdoor 
pursuits explored in outdoor education (Ford, 1986). 
Another theory impacting the delivery of outdoor education activities is Albert 
Bandura's social learning theory. His major premise is that we can learn about selfby 
observing others. It is through vicarious and direct experience with others that human 
beings change their perceptions of self (Bandura, 2001 ). Outdoor education programs 
attempt to provide social opportunities to facilitate positive change in participants' self 
constructs. 
The purpose of outdoor education 
A well designed outdoor education program will have positive effects on 
students' self constructs, foster an appreciation for the natural world, and exemplify the 
experiential approach to education (Ford, 1986; Gray & Eric, 1993). Empirical evidence 
had shown that outdoor education programs have small to moderate enhancement effects 
on self constructs, including self esteem, self confidence, self efficacy and self concept 
(Hattie, et al. 1997; Neill, 2001). To facilitate these effects outdoor education programs 
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attempt to provide meaningful contextual experiences in both natural and constructed 
environments that complement and expand classroom instruction (Knapp, 1996). Outdoor 
activities can be used to teach students a critical sense of place through exploration and 
manipulation of natural stetting (Vickers & Mathews, 2002; Woodhouse & Knapp, 
2003). These activities are also used to foster connections to and build an appreciation of 
wild places by promoting "an experientially based intimacy with the natural processes, 
community and history of one's place" (Sanger, 1997, p. 4). 
Ford (1986) argues that common goals of outdoor education programs are to a) 
help students develop basic ecological, sociological, and cultural principles and in so 
doing teach students land usage ethics and stewardship, and b) to inform and instruct 
students on how to use the outdoors in a sustainable manner that will enhance the quality 
of the outdoor experience. Wilson (1994) found that many outdoor education progtams 
still emphasize sports and leisure pursuits, but there is an increasing trend to also stress 
ecology and conservation. 
Dart and Armstrong (1980) highlight commonly practiced objectives of outdoor 
education that drive its inclusion in school curricula. They are as follows: 
1. Gain knowledge and appreciation ofthe earth's environments. 
2. Develop socially through cooperative planning. 
3. Develop knowledge, skills, and attitudes for outdoor leisure-time activities. 
4. Learn more about the strengths and weaknesses of oneself and others. 
5. Learn more about the concepts of responsibility, self-reliance, compassion, 
and leadership (p. 8). 
These objectives, plus the development of self constructs, guided the selection of 
instructional strategies, activities and material chosen for this project's curriculum. 
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The value of outdoor experiences for middle school students 
In middle schools, it is important that the instructional activities in an outdoor 
curriculum attend to the specific development needs and capabilities of this student age 
group and give them tools that can assist them through the transition from childhood to 
young adulthood. If experiences are to be educative, it is important that educators 
consider the internal conditions of participants when deciding how to structure learning 
experiences (Dewey, 1938 [1997]). Hopkins and Putman (1993) support this idea, stating 
that it is essential to "match student activities with their particular needs and 
requirements. If the match has been carefully facilitated, the learner will strive for 
mastery" (p. 103). 
Piaget's (1969) theory of intellectual development identifies the type of activities 
middle school educators should attend to in their practical and academic programs. 
Children between the ages of 11 and 15 are functioning somewhere between Piaget's 
concrete and formal operational phases where the child is striving to coordinate facts into 
a logical whole or move towards understanding complex verbal and hypothetical 
problems. Young adolescents engage in thinking about the world and how their actions 
from the past, present and future affect their surroundings. This is where they begin to 
reason scientifically, logically and abstractly, and need opportunities to explore and 
manipulate their surroundings in order to make connections with seemingly unrelated 
materials. Piaget's theory, when applied to outdoor education and the learning readiness 
of students, means that children can benefit from concrete, manipulative, practical, active 
learning experiences that bridge the gap between abstract concepts and the real world 
(Purcell-Cone, Werner, Cone, & Woods, 1998). The broad experiential base provided 
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from being in the outdoors stimulates brain development and function in children 
(Rivkin, 2000). Recent research indicates that when the outdoor environment is used as a 
medium to integrate a school's curriculum, academic achievement is higher (Lieberman, 
1999). 
Providing an element of risk at the operational phase of a child's development 
through meaningful environments can provide a challenge sufficient to bring about 
student psychosocial growth (Nadler, 1993). The challenge involved in most outdoor 
education activities contributes to creating a state of dissonance or constructive levels of 
anxiety (Luckner & Nadler, 1997). Participants must master these skills associated with 
the prescribed tasks to over come this state of dissonance (McKenzie, 2000). This 
combination of challenge, mastery and success can lead to participant growth (Witman, 
1995). Positive psychosocial changes were demonstrated by Stenger (2001) who 
examined changes in middle school student's life effectiveness perceptions based on a 
three-day adventure-based residential outdoor education program. This study found that 
girls and boys develop a variety of personal effectiveness skills for successful living from 
participating in this type of program when activities are sequenced so that risk le .;· 
correspond to increasing levels of task difficulty or cognitive challenge. Garst, Schneider 
and Baker (200 1) examined the impact of outdoor adventure trips on urban adolescents' 
self perceptions and found that student participation in these trips positively influen ed 
their behaviour and socialization. Palmberg and Kuru (2000) found preteens aged 11 and 
12 gained in self-confidence and feelings of safety, and exhibited better social behaviour 
and higher moral judgments when involved in outdoor activities (field trips, hiking, 
camps and adventure activities). Other affective areas enhanced by outdoor education 
experiences include self concept (Burrus-Bammel & Bammel, 1990; Cason & Gillis, 
1994; Hattie, et al. 1997; Long, 1986) and locus of control (Hattie et al. 1997; Neill, 
2002). 
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Depending upon the nature of the outdoor activity, a certain amount of risk, 
exploration and adventure is involved. In addition, competition between participants is 
minimal. The emphasis in outdoor education is not on winning or losing, but choosing to 
confront environmental challenges (Darst & Armstrong, 1980). Students involved in 
outdoor education activities have the opportunity to develop socially through cooperative 
planning and learn more about the concepts of responsibility, self-reliance, compassion 
and leadership (Palmberg & Kuru, 2000). 
Increasing outdoor education opportunities in schools 
With recent government pressure to increase student physical activity, school 
personnel have been struggling to meet this directive (Province of British Columbia, 
Ministry of Education, 1995). The frequency and depth of structured physical activities 
experienced by middle grade students is affected by "ecological" restraints (Hanna, 1996; 
Wilson, 1994). By addressing ecological parameters such as minimal administrative 
support, time and scheduling restraints, terrain and site availability, insufficient 
equipment, budget constraints, safety and legal liability issues and limited teacher 
training, teachers can promote outdoor education' s inclusion into the school as a mean to 
successfully address physical, psychological and social needs of young adolescents. 
Middle school outdoor educators must not only consider the act of teaching, but how 
work place conditions impact the successful inclusion of outdoor education. 
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Securing administrative support. Outdoor educators need to clearly identify their 
instructional practices to administrators that support the mandate of the school. Hanna 
(1996) suggests developing a proposal which addresses ways in which the school's 
mandate will be covered or complemented by the program. The proposal should show 
how the program makes strong and real curricular connections with other subject areas 
highlighting the cognitive, academic learning of content, attitudinal social and physical 
fitness outcomes. As identified by Percell-Cone, et al., (1998), one of the most viable 
ways of improving the status of a subject like outdoor education is through 
interdisciplinary programming. Interdisciplinary teaching through curriculum integration 
is also central to the middle school concept of meaningful learning experiences (Vas, 
1987). Interdisciplinary programming involves the integration of two or more subjects to 
reveal the interrelationships between each subject's skill and knowledge areas and how 
they relate to life experiences. Percell-Cone, et al. advocate the importance of integrating 
disciplines because a) in everyday life the real world is integrated, b) students learn and 
retain information more readily when learning is connected, c) students become the focus 
oflearning, d) teacher's knowledge of all disciplines and goals at a particular grade 1 vel 
broaden and e) there is a more efficient use of time. 
Before formally approaching the administrator, it is important to begin building 
support informally with other teachers, board consultants, parents, students, and other 
personnel with interests or commitment to this type of education. Collaboration between 
teachers, school personnel, parents and community organizations can develop, sustain 
and deliver program resources that will assist in the school administrator's adoption of 
the outdoor education program (Morrow, Jackson, Allen & Payne, 1999; Ward and 
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Doutis, 1999). The administrator's support is vital for establishing positive relations 
between teachers, school boards and parents (Percell-Cone, et al. 1998). Prior to 
presenting the proposal to the administrator, however, it is necessary to identify potential 
barriers to the successful implementation of the program and highlight strategies for 
overcoming these barriers and make specific requests for assistance where appropriate 
(Hanna, 1996). 
A proactive administrator will enhance the implementation process of an 
integrated curriculum by allowing schedule changes and reallocating resources. 
According to Fitzgerald and Bass (1997), administrators can positively influence the 
organizational context within which teachers adopt and implement integrated curriculum 
reforms "through flexible scheduling, compensation of time, acknowledgement of effort, 
and provision of materials" (p. 341). Datnow, Borman and Stringfield's (2000) research 
on reforming schools through highly specified curricula reveals that the "level of 
implementation is a significant predictor of student achievement gain, over and above 
any general positive effect of participation in a particular program" (p. 186). This 
observation highlights the importance of administrative support towards the succes i 1! 
inclusion of outdoor education 
In keeping with the nature of interdisciplinary material being explored in this 
project, outdoor educators must design assessment tools that will enable administrators to 
evaluate the educator's efforts to integrate outdoor education activities and adequately 
meet curriculum guidelines for each middle school discipline (Forte & Schurr, 1993). 
Scheduling: Course length and lesson duration. Course length and lesson du ation 
is of primary concern in this curriculum design. There is increasing pressure applied to 
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outdoor educators to deliver shorter and shorter programs (Neill, 1997). Educators in 
middle schools face the same pressure. Meta-analyses of outdoor education programs by 
Gillis and Cason (1994) and Hattie, et al. ( 1997) found that longer programs were 
associated with more effective outcomes. The implication of failing to address this issue 
jeopardizes the fulfillment of program objectives. Since course length and lesson duration 
are a primary limiting factor affecting the nature of curriculum content covered in this 
project's outdoor education course, special attention needs to be given to the type of 
activities chosen and the nature of instruction to compensate for this deficit. 
To aid the successful transmission of relevant instructional material, flexible 
scheduling is of primary concern to educators. If programs are to provide an effective 
sequence of interrelated activities with appropriate time allocation to achieve outdoor 
education objectives, creative scheduling and staffing can overcome scheduling barriers. 
This requires securing administrative and collegial support to allow field trips during 
school time where the traditional 30 to 50 minute class periods do not allow for travel to 
off-campus sites. Hanna (1996) provides guidelines to facilitate communication and 
support networks with colleagues to aleve time limitations: 
1. Use interdisciplinary planning with other teachers who can join field trips 
bringing along relevant lesson content material to enhance the learning process, 
2. Work with colleagues to draw up a school-wide event schedule to ensure that 
trips do not conflict with other planned special events, and 
3. Schedule one or two field trips during a term and a single climax trip of four 
to seven days at the end of the school year. 
j 
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Terrain and Site Access. It is important that the educator match program 
objectives to locally available sites, personal educator experience and student experience 
"to minimize the potential for facilitating 'miseducative' experiences (the excessively 
expensive, time wasting, or physically hazardous)" (Hanna, 1996, p.13 ). Suitable outdoor 
sites are those found close to the school and include the school grounds, parks, ravines 
and green belts. As will be demonstrated in this project's curriculum guide, many outdoor 
activities can be taught and learned on the school grounds. 
Equipment and budget constraints. Activities that are readily accessible for 
northern middle school programs are backpacking, camping, map and compass reading, 
cycling or mountain biking, cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, personal survival skills, 
bush craft and outdoor adventure activities. These experiences enable students to develop 
skills to use, explore and preserve the outdoors and demand a special kind ofknowledge, 
physical and mental strength, endurance and flexibility. The degree of challenge 
presented in each activity can be administered proportional to the skill level of individual 
participants, allowing each student to experience a degree of success. However, educators 
need an array of tools to successfully deliver an outdoor education program in ord ~r 10 
financially justify its inclusion in school curricular. 
To address this concern, the cost of equipment should initially be kept low by 
employing adventure-based activities that require little equipment. This project's 
curriculum will specifically concentrate on presenting activities that use minimal or 
inexpensive equipment. Fundraising for expensive equipment and activities can be 
conducted through grant writing, student directed fund raising activities and help fr m 
school parent associations. 
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Safety and legal liability issues. Outdoor educators should design a risk 
management plan for their program in conjunction with school board directives, 
administrators and other assisting school personnel to deal with safety and liability 
concerns related to the activities undertaken in the program (Gray & Chamberlain; 
1993Hanna, 1996). As suggested by Gray and Chamberlain, "commitment to safety is at 
the heart of success" (p. 17). Outdoor educators should document safety guidelines for all 
outdoor programs, ensure equipment is in good working order and that faculty and 
students know how to use it correctly, and that school personnel know what colleagues in 
the field are doing. 
Instructor effectiveness. This project's curriculum design includes instructional 
units for Grade 6, 7, and 8 classes that illustrate how all of the elements of a successful 
program fit together. Lesson activities utilize learning methods based on a constructivist 
approach that make use of guided discovery and problem solving involving student 
senses: sight, sound, touch, and smell. The challenge for effectively imparting lesson 
content is determined by the instructor's ability to utilize constructivist strategies. Student 
knowledge base and skills in outdoor activities improves if the instructor creates a d 
allows for student self-initiated learning opportunities in which success can be achieved 
with appropriate minimal instructor intervention (Neill, 2003). 
Outdoor education teachers should consider adopting a constructivist approach to 
learning. Constructivism changes the orientation of teaching from controlling or 
managing student learning to the facilitation of student learning and development through 
their own organization and manipulation of information. 
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Constructivist instructional principles focus on creating agency for learning 
(Knapp, 1992). Agency is achieved by providing students with some degree of choice 
and control in the learning process through activities that require them to be active, not 
passive, learners. Strong support for the inclusion of choice in lessons is found in 
research by Cordova and Lepper (1996) on intrinsic motivation and the process of 
learning. This study looked at the benefits of instructional strategies that utilized 
contextualization, personalization and provision of choice. These three strategies 
produced dramatic increases in student learning, depth of engagement in learning, the 
amount learned in a fixed time period and the students' perceived competence and levels 
of aspiration. 
Providing opportunity for reflection is another constructivist strategy that allows 
students to examine their own thoughts, learning and classroom behaviors. This is 
facilitated by the use of cooperative groups that encourage students to share ideas and 
questions with other students and prompts them to think about their answers and personal 
learning strategies. The use of debriefing or guided reflection sessions at the culmination 
of an activity or series of related tasks enables students to review and reflect upon their 
learning. Debriefing questions provide an avenue for thinking about experiences, for 
tying what has happened in an activity into the experiential continuum of those wh have 
passed through it. Reflecting upon an activity allows the learner to generalize the 
experience into the learner's repertoire of skills and knowledge (Dewey, 1938/ 1997). 
Students need help to draw inferences, to see the pattern that connects their in-class 
experiences with continuous experiences in the real world (James, 1980/ 2000). T 1. 
tum gives the learners a clearer understanding of their capabilities and positively 
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influences their efficacy perceptions. According to Greenaway (1993), "The challenge is 
to get the balance and relationship right between experience and reflection - if education 
is to be the outcome" (p. 3). 
The use of authentic tasks (activities reflecting real-life experiences), initiative-
centered problems and assessments that have real-life applications or content that has 
some utility beyond the lesson facilitate learning and engage student interests and 
intrinsic motivation. Students insert course material into their "quality worlds" when 
teachers strive to establish meaning, relevance and purpose in learning tasks (Glassser, 
1992; Parish & Anderson, 1995). According to Wiggle and Manges (1995), course 
participants who perceive learning tasks as meaningful and important experience 
increased motivation and effort. Similarly, the value of learning tasks increases when 
teachers show connections between learning tasks and their usefulness in helping 
students meet their current or future needs (Glasser, 1992,). 
Teachers maintain student interest and efficacy by promoting talking, listening 
questioning and discussing through class discussions, student presentations, student 
learning teams and reciprocal teaching activities. The focus of lesson discourse should 
reflect issues related to content knowledge of a topic and alternative methods for 
learning, practicing and understanding new concepts. Additionally, to help students find 
new experiences stimulating and rewarding it is important that educators work on and 
exhibit warmth of personality (Neill, 2003). 
Providing opportunities for meaningful practice of ways of thinking about and 
learning new material fosters interest and value as well as self-efficacy (Bandura, 19 7). 
Self-efficacy is having confidence in one's ability to perform a particular task. For 
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example, allowing students to practice mapping skills and follow navigational rules in a 
real hiking situation allows students to comprehend and apply their knowledge and skills 
to challenges posed by the natural environment. Similarly, challenging tasks 
accompanied with appropriate learning tools and student teaming opportunities together 
support student learning and mastery of a task (Glasser, 1998). According to Pintrich and 
Schunk (2002), the novel use oftools (powerful technologies) "can reduce the cognitive 
load on students and allow them to think and learn more effectively" (p. 349). 
A constructivist teacher offers students opportunities to demonstrate the products 
of their learning in meaningful ways through the creation of artifacts, journals, self-
portraits, peer-conferencing opportunities and group debriefing sessions. This flexible 
approach accommodates learning process differences in students. According to Ridley 
and Walther ( 1995), "learners best create and demonstrate their understanding when they 
are able to use their preferred learning style" (p. 32). When teachers allow students to 
make choices in acquiring and visibly expressing their understanding of a topic or task 
through manipulation of artifacts, drama presentation or group collaboration on solving 
an initiative task, they in tum maximize student understanding, feelings of autonomy and 
efficacy. Similarly, the relevance and value ofthe material presented is enhanced, 
increasing student task engagement and intrinsic motivation (Ridley & Walther, 1995). 
Providing scaffolding (support structures) to help students perform at a level 
unattainable without assistance will develop positive self-efficacy judgments as the 
student accomplishes the task (Pintrich & Schunk, 2002). This can be achieved with 
models, giving useful and accurate feedback, and teachers guiding or giving hints along 
the way to mastery. Ridley and Walter (1995) suggest that self-confidence is heighte ed 
when teachers check and monitor student understanding on an ongoing basis and give 
quick, accurate and detailed feedback in a constructive and encouraging way. 
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The ultimate goal of constructivism is to create a culture of learning that 
addresses student and teacher belief structures, expectations and norms about how people 
learn in the outdoors. An understanding of how these constructs affect student motivation 
is essential if students are to be successful learners. Teachers must solicit student input to 
set norms and expectations that will be conducive to learning and respect the unique 
learning requirements of students. Pintrich and Schunk (2002) stress that in order to 
implement principles regarding sharing ideas, collaborating on projects, and engaging in 
discourse, inquiry, and discovery practice there must be respect for other people's ideas 
and beliefs. A climate of respect relieves student anxiety and fear of embarrassment and 
nurtures feelings of self worth. 
When teachers engage in constructivist practices, they are more likely to enhance 
motivation and facilitate student academic success (Neill, 2003). A constructivist 
teaching approach increases student autonomy, personal responsibility and independence. 
It also minimizes the focus on ability and maximizes effort, reduces opportunities for 
social comparisons and presents a "humanized" curriculum that connects the real world 
with what is being taught. Teachers adopting this approach create meaningful and 
positive learning environments that meet students' motivational needs and help them 
develop a genuine appreciation for life long learning. 
The primary goal of each unit and the curriculum as a whole is to make learning 
an enjoyable, meaningful and constructive process so that students will want to pursue 
outdoor activities on their own time. 
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Student perceptions of life effectiveness 
The term life effectiveness encompasses personal skills that will influence how 
effective a person will be in achieving their intentioned needs and desires in life. An 
individual's perception of their life effectiveness affects how they act, respond, and think 
in a variety of situations (Neill, 1999). It has been proposed that the greater one's 
personal effectiveness, the more likely that person is to achieve success in life (Neill, 
2000; Neill, Marsh, & Richards, 1997). Young adolescents' perceptions oflife 
effectiveness are constantly challenged at school, in the home and during their social 
dealings with others and. Programs designed to explore and enhance a person's thoughts 
or self-beliefs and focused on how these affect their actions/ behaviours/ feelings, 
potentially influence how individuals manage and succeed in life. 
Until recently, there has been no single instrument that measured life 
effectiveness. In response to the lack of a valid and reliable life effectiveness measuring 
tool a group of outdoor educators in Australia began designing a psychometric instrument 
that measured developmental changes in participants' perceptions of their overall life 
effectiveness (Neill, Marsh, & Richards, 1997). The ROPELOC has proven to be a . .1! 
and reliable tool for measuring self-perception changes facilitated through experience 
based training programs (Richards, 2002). This tool was designed to be (a) easily 
administered in the field; (b) suitable for early high school students through to adults; (c) 
relevant to psychological and behavioural program aims; (c) detect change; and, (d) 
specifically measure a range of life skills that are necessary and/or beneficial to 
successful living and working (Neill, Marsh, & Richards, 1997). 
The ROPELOC instrument contains 14 scales grounded in self-perceptions 
(described in Table 1 ). It measures dimensions of life effectiveness based on four 
behavioural categories of personal competence: 
1. Personal Abilities and beliefs (Self confidence, Self-Efficacy, Stress 
Management, Open Thinking), 
2. Social Abilities (Social Effectiveness, Cooperative Teamwork, Leadership 
Abilities), 
3. Organizational Skills (Time Management, Quality Seeking, Coping with 
Change), and 
4. Energy (Active involvement and overall life effectiveness). 
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These regularly appear as the main objectives of many outdoor education 
programs including the course designed for this project. According to Neill (1999) the 
degree of positive or negative growth in these dimensions, or components of these 
dimensions, is subject to "the quality of programming, particularly program philosophy 
and program design, not to mention the actual implementation of the program and 
individual involved" (p. 113). He stresses that to ensure outdoor education program" arc 
positively influencing students perceptions of personal life effectiveness, evaluative 
instruments like the ROPELOC are needed to assess change in life effectiveness 
domains. Using ROPELOC to examine school-based outdoor education programs, 
educators can monitor program effectiveness, document program quality and adjust 
components of the program to improve program quality. Neill's (1999) collation of data 
collected from programs using the Life Effectiveness Questionnaire reveal how 
u----------------------------------------------------------~ 
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Table 1: ROPELOC 14 scale measurement items: A Review of Personal Effectiveness 
Factor Description 
Active Involvement Use action and energy to make things happen 
Cooperative Teamwork Cooperation in team situations. 
Leadership Ability Leadership capability 
Open thinking Openness and adaptability in thinking and ideas 
Quality Seeking Put effort in to achieving the best possible results. 
Self-confidence Confidence and belief in personal ability to be successful 
Self-efficacy Ability to handle things and find solutions in difficult situations. 
Social Effectiveness Competence and effectiveness in communicating and operating 
social situations. 
Stress Management Self-control and calmness in stressful situations. 
Time Efficiency Efficient planning and utilization of time. 
Coping with Change The ability to cope with change. 
Overall Effectiveness The overall effectiveness of a person in all aspects of life. 
*Internal Locus of control Taking responsibility for actions and success 
*External Locus of Control Accepting that external issues control or determine success 
Control items In-built control measure of stable personal pregerences. Allow 
baseline comparison for changes of other R.O.P.E. dimensions. 
Note 1. Adapted from Richards, G.E., & Neill, J. T. (2000). Review of Personal 
Effectiveness (and Locus of Control), Canberra, ACT, Australia: National 
Outdoor & Leadership Services 
participant age and gender, group size, program length and program type may hinder 
positive gains in life effectiveness perceptions. 
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The curriculum design in this project focused on developing the four behavioural 
categories of personal competence and in so doing lent itself to a review of students' 
perceptions of their life effectiveness. It is for this reason that the term life effectiveness 
and the ROPELOC measurement tool were chosen to reflect this projects learning 
objectives and outcomes. 
Participant gender and maturity. Degree of participation and changes in 
adolescent perceptions of life effectiveness in outdoor education appear linked to 
cognitive levels and personal maturity associated with gender. Richards' (1999) work on 
self concept in the adolescent years demonstrated that adolescents perceptions of self are 
lower at age 15 than any other age and that they appear reluctant to make high ratings 
about themselves. This reflects Neill's (1999) findings that there is a decline in program 
effectiveness and students' corresponding perceptions of personal life effectiveness. 
As girls move through their teenage years, they come under more and more 
pressure from society to fit into the feminine social norms (Rogers, 1999). This incr~a~ed 
social pressure may contribute to decreased levels of physical and outdoor activity with 
teenage girls (Pipher, 1994; Stemmermann, 1993) and result in lowered self-esteem and 
confidence levels (Sadker & Sadker, 1994) that will ultimately affect their self 
perceptions of life effectiveness. 
Outdoor education can potentially help young adolescent girls feel comfortable in 
the outdoors by helping them overcome many of the constraints that women face (Culp, 
1998). Culp found that adolescent girls often acknowledged that a lack of self-esteem or 
U~==========~~----~~--------~--------~ 
I 
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confidence were reasons that other girls might not want to participate in outdoor 
activities. The test for current school-based education programs is to discover activities 
that challenge traditional male and female roles and relations, and empower females to 
involve themselves in ways (attitudinally and behaviorally) that will produce 
improvements in self-perception oflife effectiveness. Stenger's (2001) assessment of 
middle school students' life effectiveness perceptions after attending a school based 
residential outdoor education program showed that there were no significant differences 
in overall in life effectiveness scores based on sex. It appears that a coed, adventure-
based program worked effectively for both males and females from the participating 
schools. Stenger's findings supports the claim that both males and females develop 
positively from participation in outdoor pursuits, which may result in positive life 
experiences for these students when they become adults. 
Course duration 
Niell (1999) found that adolescents in school-based programs, when compared to 
the substantial life effectiveness gains achieved by adults participating in longer 
programs experienced smaller gains in life effectiveness domains. According to NeilL 
this could be attributed to the shorter program duration. In Neill's study the relationship 
between outcomes and program length revealed adolescent school based programs that 
ran for nine to ten days were more effective in facilitating positive changes to life 
effectiveness perceptions than two to eight day programs. Similar findings supporting the 
use of longer programs were reported in meta-analysis studies by Cason and Gillis ( 994) 
and Hattie et al. (1997). It is apparent that for outdoor education programs to have 
positive impacts on adolescent life effectiveness perceptions programs should be 
conducted over longer time periods. 
Summary 
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Through the years, researchers have examined many aspects of outdoor education 
and found, in general, that participation in outdoor education programs can help people 
develop mentally, physically, socially, and academically. More recently, researchers have 
looked closely at the effects of outdoor education in areas of personal growth such as 
self-esteem or self-confidence, self-concept and self-efficacy. These outcomes of outdoor 
education impact how educators design and implement their programs to affectivcly meet 
the needs of their participants. To determine ifthis project's curriculum was meeting its 
objectives, it was important to evaluate the program's influence on students' psychosocial 
development. 
Neill, Marsh and Richards (1997) created a reliable and valid measurement 
instrument (ROPELOC) that was easily administered in the outdoors, worked well with a 
variety of groups, assessed several areas of personal development important to success in 
life, and detected psychosocial changes in an individual. ROPELOC was used in thi <; 
project to determine if the curriculum changed students' self perceptions in 14 
dimensions oflife effectiveness: stress management, self efficacy, cooperative teamwork, 
leadership ability, time efficiency, social effectiveness, open thinking, quality seeking, 
self confidence, active involvement, coping with change, internal and external locus of 
control and overall effectiveness. 
: 
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Methods 
Part 1: The outdoor education course 
For the first component of this project I created an outdoor education course for a 
middle school (grades 6,7 and 8) located in northern British Columbia. The curriculum 
design attempted to address two issues: a) Aspects of the school's environment that limit 
the amount of structured physical activity students receive throughout the school year and 
b) facilitation of positive changes in students' perception oftheir life effectiveness. 
This curriculum package provided practical information that was flexible enough 
to use in a variety of settings and climatic conditions. Ideas and strategies covered all 
aspects of teaching middle school outdoor education to complement and extend current 
physical education practices undertaken in the school. These consisted of: 
1. Selecting instructional units 
2. Developing lesson plans and choosing instructional material 
3. Integrating lessons with other subject areas 
4. Selecting teaching styles and strategies 
5. Assessing and grading students 
6. Increasing Instructor effectiveness 
7. Incorporating technology effectively 
Curriculum content was based on two theme units 1) Getting Lost and Being 
Found and 2) Being Bear Aware. Each unit package was comprised oflesson plans, 
teacher guides, activity resource and equipment lists and student activity forms. 
Student academic and physical performance levels were assessed using a 
combination of teacher rubrics (evaluating daily preparation, participation, attitude), 
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worksheet marking criteria and genuine (cooperative) assignment criteria completed by 
learning teams. Genuine assignments in this curriculum were tasks that lent themselves to 
team cooperation and were difficult for a student to complete alone (see appendix H: Unit 
1 - Lesson 7). 
Part 2: Evaluation of the outdoor education course 
The second component of this project examined the effects the outdoor education 
curriculum had on middle school students' perceptions oflife effectiveness. The study 
focused on the impact of course design on student responses to the ROPELOC 
questionnaire, and whether the participants' age or gender influenced their perceptions of 
personal life effectiveness. 
Participants 
A middle school located in Northern British Columbia, agreed to allow their 
outdoor education and music exploratory courses to serve as the treatment intervention 
and control for evaluating self perception changes in scores on the ROPELOC 
questionnaire in this study. The school has been providing an outdoor education program 
for 3 years. The school's outdoor education program is one of six compulsory explorator: 
courses (drama, technology education, music, art and home economics) offered to grades 
6,7 and 8. For the school year 2003- 2004 exploration courses were conducted over a 
period of six weeks and rotated six groups of approximately 150 students per group 
throughout the year. 
The project curriculum was taught to five classes (three grade 6/7 splits and two 
grade 8 classes) for four 45-minute blocks oftime each week. Students from Grades 6, 7 
and 8 who participated the course at the time this study took place (group rotation 5 - · 
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Curriculum Aim 
This school based outdoor education course is designed to prepare students 
physically, mentally and socially for survival challenges encountered in wilderness 
settings, while providing them with opportunities to safely explore recreational activities 
that have the potential to become life long pursuits. 
Instruction 
Chosen educational material is thematic and interdisciplinary by nature. 
Instructional activities are designed to ensure individual success and are modified to 
provide an appropriate challenge for each individual in grade 6, 7 and 8. There are also 
opportunities for the student to work in groups, thereby promoting the use of experiential 
learning and a sense of belonging. 
Assessment Tools 
Student grading is based on continuous, formative (process not product) 
evaluation, as opposed to scores on a single test at the end of each unit. Evaluation is 
integrated in the instructional process, utilizing rubrics as a measure of student 
participation, effort, attitude and knowledge application. Assessment focuses on clear] y 
defined observable behaviors criteria. Student achievement scores reflect an individual's 
progress relative to goals and objectives set for each unit and lesson. 
Varieties of authentic assessment techniques are utilized including: reflective debriefing 
sessions, genuine (cooperative) assignments, portfolios, oral and written reports, peer and 
teacher observations, group projects and demonstrations. 
Support Items 
Class size: Based on groupings of 25 to 30 students 
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Equipment: Chosen equipment allows each student to benefit from maximum 
participation. Varieties of developmentally appropriate and inexpensive equipment items 
are used to meet varying student needs regarding age, body size and skill level. 
Facilities: Numerous outdoor locations are utilized to accommodate the scope of the 
program, number of students and shortage of indoor spaces. 
IRP Student Learning Outcomes 
"It is expected that students will: 
• Participated in regular physical activity to develop components of fitness and 
motor abilities 
• Select safe activities that promote personal fitness and a healthy lifestyle 
• Identify factors that affect choices of physical activity for life 
• Describe the relationships between physical activity, stress management, and 
relaxation 
• Identify the factors to consider when planning outdoor activities and the impact of 
physical activities on the environment" (Ministry of Education, 1995, p.l 05) 
Lesson Plans 
Lessons were taught in 24 teaching blocks of 45 minute duration and can be found 
in Appendix H. All curriculum aids mentioned in the lesson plans (student forms and 
teacher resources) are also found in Appendix H. 
Part 2: Evaluation of the outdoor education course 
The second component of this project examined the effects the outdoor education 
curriculum had on middle school students' perceptions oflife effectiveness. The study 
focused on the impact of course design on student responses to the ROPELOC 
questionnaire, and whether the participants' age or gender influenced their perceptions of 
personal life effectiveness. 
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Participants 
A middle school located in Northern British Columbia, agreed to allow their 
outdoor education and music exploratory courses to serve as the treatment intervention 
and control for evaluating self-perception changes in scores on the ROPELOC 
questionnaire in this study. The school has been providing an outdoor education program 
for 3 years. The school's outdoor education program is one of six compulsory exploratory 
courses (drama, technology education, music, art and home economics) offered to grades 
6,7 and 8. For the school year 2003- 2004 exploration courses were conducted over a 
period of six weeks and rotated six groups of approximately 150 students per group 
throughout the year. 
The project curriculum was taught to five classes (three grade 617 splits and two 
grade 8 classes) for four 45-minute blocks of time each week. Students from Grades 6, 7 
and 8 who participated the course at the time this study took place (group rotation 5 -
April) were asked to voluntarily take part in this research project. In order to participate 
in the study, the participants and their parents were required to complete assent and 
consent forms, respectively. This was done eight weeks prior to commencing their 
exploration course in group rotation 5. Students and parents were made aware through the 
assent form that there was no penalty for declining to participate in the research and that 
all students were free to withdraw from the study at any time. The participants completed 
the Life Effectiveness Questionnaire- ROPELOC three times, as a pre-course test (acted 
as a base line control), first day pre-test and last day post-test. Table 2 depicts the 
research design showing the frequency distribution of subjects participating in each 
ROPELOC survey. 
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In this study the total number of subjects was N= 118. There were 57 males and 61 
females from the 10 classes that participated in this project. The control group consisting 
of five music classes had 53 participants, while the treatment group consisting of five 
outdoor education classes had 65 participants. During the pre-course test, 118 participants 
completed the ROPELOC survey. One hundred and eight (1 08) subjects completed the 
pre-test, while 110 completed the post-test. Of the subjects, 99 completed all three tests. 
The number of participants was largest during the pre-course test as some of the 
participants in the study were absent from school on the days of the pre-test and post-test. 
Additionally, 12 participants dropped out of the study after the pre-test. 
Table 2: Frequency Distributions (N) of ROPELOC Survey Participants 
Music Outdoor Education 
Pre Course Pre Test Post Test Pre Course Pre Test Post Test 
Grade 617 8 617 8 617 8 617 8 617 8 617 8 
Males 17 10 15 10 13 10 21 9 19 8 18 9 
Females 19 7 16 7 18 5 21 14 19 13 21 14 
Instrumentation 
The ROPELOC instrument used in this study comprises a 45-item questionnaire 
with an 8-point Likert-type scale response (see appendix G1). Participants were required 
to answer each item by deciding where the statement fells along a continuum of false 
(completely unlike them, a score of 1, to true (definitely like them, a score 8). The 
participant's overall score could not be less than 45 and no greater than 360. 
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The questionnaire included 14 dimensions of measurement for life effectiveness 
based on personal abilities and beliefs, social abilities, organizational skills, and 'energy' 
scale called Active Involvement and a measure of overall life effectiveness. In addition, 
the instrument had Locus of Control Scales, which determined whether changes reported 
in the other dimensions were due to program effects or simply retesting on the same 
instrument. The two Locus of Control scales measured the student's tendency to take 
responsibility for their actions and successes or to see external controls as determining 
their actions. To assess which dimensions saw perceptional changes, the dimensions (test 
variables) were each represented by three questions pertaining to the dimension's 
construct (see Appendix F). 
The questionnaire also collected background and demographic information such 
as sex and date ofbirth so that responses could be compared across the participant 
sample. 
Treatment 
The school's outdoor education program focuses on providing adventure-based 
activities that are based on leave no trace principles, nature appreciation and wildlife 
stewardship. Each year a new six week course is designed and presented to students. The 
curriculum served as the course being taught for the school year 2003/04 and act d as the 
treatment tool for the research component in project. The treatment groups in rotation 5 
were assessed in April2004. 
Control 
Five music exploration classes were the control group for this project. Students 
who participated in outdoor education for rotation 5 completed the music exploration in 
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rotation 4. Student attending music for rotation 5 were scheduled to complete the outdoor 
education program in rotation 6 (the final exploration for the school year). 
Procedure 
The ROPELOC was administered three times with a pre-course test assessment, a 
first day pre test assessment and last day post-test. Four weeks before the outdoor 
education program intervention, study participants in both the control and treatment 
groups completed a pre-program assessment in their rotation 4 exploration class, and then 
a first day assessment in their new exploration class (rotation 5) to obtain a baseline 
measure. Study participants in the treatment classes participated in the six-week outdoor 
education course designed from part one of this project. The control commenced a six-
week course in music at the same time. A post-test was administered to both groups in 
the final class session of their rotation 5 exploration course. 
During the pre-course test assessment and first class pre-test assessment, students 
not participating in the study were given an alternative quiet assignment while the 
research participants completed the questionnaire. The same procedure was used for the 
administration of the post-test. Table 3 illustrates the administration time table folk -wu: 
by the researcher. 
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Table 3: ROPELOC Survey Administration Time Table 
Pre-Course Test Pre-Test Treatment Post-Test 
ROPELOC ROPELOC 6 weeks ROPELOC 
Administered at Administered on the (24 lessons) Administered at the 
school on Monday-4 first day of the Outdoor Education conclusion of the 
weeks before outdoor education Project Curriculum outdoor education 
program begins. and music courses and music 
(Rotation 4) (Rotation 5) programs. 
Research Design Guidelines 
The researcher and two other exploration teachers (hereafter called 
administrators) gave the following items to all volunteer research participants: the 
ROPELOC instruction sheet and questionnaire instrument (see appendix F), and a 
Number 2 lead pencil. The administrator read the instructions to the participants and 
explained how to complete the background information. 
The subjects were asked to answer truthfully and to complete the form without 
talking to other subjects. After completing the ROPELOC, the administrator checked t at 
forms were properly filled out and answers marked in the appropriate area of the form. 
The forms were placed inside an envelope marked with the type of test (pre course te t, 
first day pre test or last day post-test). The envelopes were sealed and remained unopened 
until the data was entered into the computer. 
Scoring of Assessment Measure 
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The data from the completed answer forms (General Purpose NCS® Answer Sheet 
form no. 4887) were entered into an Excel 2000 data file. In order to have more accurate 
data, any blank response cells were double-checked against the original answer sheet. 
The data was first analyzed using !-test of independent variables (grade level and sex) for 
each of the ROPELOC scores assessed in the four hypotheses of this study. The 
researcher then examined pre-course test, pre-test and post-test control group (music 
students) and treatment (outdoor education students) group effect sizes and compared the 
14 life effectiveness dimensions post-test correlation values for test score reliability (see 
Appendix Table H1). The independent variables in the study included student grade level 
(2 levels), and gender (2 levels). The dependent variables were the overall scores on 
ROPELOC, and scores on each of the fourteen dimensions; stress management, self 
efficacy, cooperative teamwork, leadership ability, time efficiency, social effectiveness, 
open thinking, quality seeking, self confidence, active involvement, coping with change, 
internal and external locus of control and overall effectiveness. 
For all analyses, alpha was set at .05, which is considered by behaviour scientists 
to be an appropriate level of determining significant change, while minimizing the chance 
of a Type II error (Hurlburt, 1997). 
Results 
Data Analysis 
The following five hypothesis where tested using t-tests. An alpha level of .05 
was used for all statistical tests. 
Hypothesis I . Do overall ROPELOC scores change with participation in this 
middle school's outdoor education course? 
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Table 4 presents changes in overall ROPELOC scores in pre-course, pre-test and 
post-test control and treatment assessments. The calculated 1 values for the pre-course test 
1 = 0.005, pre-test 1 = 0.58 and post test 1 = -1.14 were all less than t critical value i .98. 
None of these potential interactions fell within the rejection range of 1.98 or were 
significant at the Q = .05 level of significance. I did not reject the first null hypothesis, 
that Ho-1: There was no significant difference in overall ROPELOC score for course 
participation in music or outdoor education. Both music and outdoor education students 
had almost identical mean scores in the control pre test performed 4 weeks prior to the 
pre test. However, there was a drop in mean scores for both groups in the pre-test. 
Music's mean score went from 5.59 to 5.29. Outdoor education' s mean score w L rom 
5.59 to 5.07. In the post-test the outdoor education students' mean score showed a slight 
increase to 5.35, whilst the music students ' mean score continued to drop to 4.96. 
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Table 4: ROPELOC Score Changes Based on Participation 
Pre Course Test Pre Test Post Test 
M 0 M 0 M 0 
Mean 5.59 5.59 5.29 5.07 4.96 5.35 
Variance .88 .72 4 3.67 4.82 2.3 
N 53 64 53 64 53 64 
Pooled Variance .79 3.82 3.43 
df 115 116 116 
t observed 0.005 -.58 -1.14 
P two-tail 0.99 .56 .26 
t Critical two-tail 1.98 1.98 1.98 
Effect Size (a/ -.001 -.1 .114 
Note 1. d < .2 (level is trivial) 
Note 2. M = Music Students; 0 = Outdoor Education Students 
Hypothesis 2. Are ROPELOC scores dependent on the grade level ofthe 
participant? 
A comparison of ROPELOC scores based on student grade level is provided in 
Table 5. Here the test statistic!= .58 for males and!= -1.74 for females in the post test 
and pre test surveys both were less than the t critical value at! > 1.98. The p-value 12 = .56 
for all grades in the pre test and post test p-value 12 = .26 were also not significant with 12 
< .05. There was no significant difference between ROPELOC scores based on grade 
level. 
Table 5: ROPELOC Score Changes Based on Student Grade Level 
Pre Course Test 
Grade 
Mean 
Variance 
N 
8 
5.44 
0.93 
40 
Pooled Variance .89 
df 116 
t observed -1 .02 
P two-tail .31 
t Critical two-tail 1.98 
Effect Size (d) .21 
Note. d < .2 (level is trivial). 
617 
5.63 
0.87 
78 
Pre Test 
8 617 
5.21 5.15 
2.55 4.48 
40 78 
3.83 
116 
.14 
.89 
1.98 
-.01 
Post Test 
8 617 
5.1 5.21 
2.35 4.02 
40 78 
3.46 
116 
-.31 
.76 
1.98 
.03 
Hypothesis 3. Do ROPELOC scores differ by participant gender? 
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A comparison ofROPELOC scores based on student gender is provided in Table 
6. Here the test statistic for each of the three assessments!= -0.32,! = 0.42 and! = -0.79 
for males and!= 0.33,! = 0.38 and!= -0.74 for females are less the t critical value at! > 
2.0. The males p-values Q = 0.75, Q = 0.68 and Q = 0.22, and females p-value~ = 0.7, Q = 
0.43 and Q = 0.46 were also not significant against Q = .05. There was no significant 
difference between ROPELOC scores based on gender. 
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Hypothesis 4. Are there specific self-perception dimensions scores surveyed in 
ROPELOC that change because of participation in the outdoor education program? 
Prior to examining self perception dimension changes in post test assessment 
score a correlation matrix on dimension question reliability showed there to be a 
moderate to strong relationship between the three questions assigned to each dimension 
of r > .5. Weaker relationships were seen between questions from different dimensions, 
where in most cases r < .5 (see Appendix Table 01). These findings support 
ROPELOC's reliability claims that the questions are suitable measures of the 14 life 
effectiveness dimensions deemed important in a person's psychological makeup 
(Richards, Ellis, & Neill, 2002). 
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Table 7 compares posttest survey t-test results for 14 ROPELOC life effectiveness 
dimensions. The test statistics for each of the 14 dimensions are less the t critical value at 
1 > 1.98 and p-values were greater than 12 < .05. From these findings, the researcher 
concludes not reject the null hypothesis H0-4: There are no significant changes in 
ROPELOC scores for different self perceptions dimensions based on participation in the 
outdoor education course. 
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Summary of Results 
Each of the four hypotheses related to the four research questions in this study were 
tested using a 1 test analyses. Included in the data analysis calculations was a test of 
statistical power to determine if the sample size was large enough for this study. I found 
that the effect size for each hypothesis was trivial where d < .2. 
These findings reinforce the statistical power of each test, validate that the 
survey's sample size was adequate for testing student perceptions of life effectiveness 
and support the non-rejection of the null hypotheses. In all research questions, I failed to 
reject the null hypotheses. 
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Discussion 
Part 1: Curriculum Design 
Although analysis of the data failed to show significant differences between 
participants' personal effectiveness scores as measured by the ROPELOC tool, the 
curriculum's evaluative methods used to assess student academic and physical 
performances indicate that its content was well received by the participants. Student 
participation was high in most activities, particularly in the "genuine" assignments where 
learning teams were utilized. Encouraging verbal feedback given by students during 
debriefing sessions demonstrated that most students enjoyed and understood the nature of 
the tasks set or the challenges posed throughout the curriculum units. 
Possible reasons why the curriculum design had minimal impact on students' 
perceptions oflife effectiveness could be attributed to: 
1. Insufficient time to complete the course material where I often struggled to 
complete a full debriefing session at the culmination of each activity. On numerous 
occasions, activity debriefing was conducted at the beginning of the next lesson. These 
watered down or delayed versions of debriefing could have weakened the impact these 
discussion sessions may have had on altering students' life effectiveness perceptions. 
Research has shown that self-confidence was heightened when students received 
ongoing, immediate, accurate and detailed feedback about their performance and 
understanding from their teachers and peers (Ridley & Walter, 1995). By lengthening the 
course and increasing lesson time, opportunities to maximize time spent in activity 
debriefing sessions could result in enhanced student perceptions of life effectivenes . 
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2. Insufficient task challenge or risk posed in various unit activities may have 
hindered student introspective analysis of their performance. Lesson activities may have 
failed to create a state of dissonance (McKenzie, 2000) or constructive levels of anxiety 
(Luckner & Nadler, 1997) that would contribute to student psychosocial growth. By 
restructuring curriculum activities and tasks to raise the level of risk and challenge, 
student experiences in future versions of this curriculum could contribute to positive 
changes in self-perceptions. 
Part 2: ROPELOC Review 
Research Question 1. Do overall ROPELOC scores change with participation in this 
middle school's outdoor education course? 
There were no significant differences between music and outdoor education 
students' overall ROPELOC scores. Therefore, it was not possible to answer, "yes" to 
this question. It appears that the outdoor education program did not influence student 
perceptions oflife effectiveness. Possible reasons for minimal changes in student 
responses to ROPELOC questions could be attributed to the following: 
1. The control group students were aware that other groups were doing the 
outdoor education program and may have spoken to or over heard these participating 
students discussing aspects of the program. This may have included the type of activities 
being conducted, the degree of challenge posed, how exciting or enjoyable being 
outdoors was compared to classroom-based curriculums. 
2. The music groups were aware that they would be doing the outdoor education 
program in the next rotation leading to heightened interest, anticipation and 
motivation toward the content of the program. 
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3. Students may have enjoyed music and outdoor education equally resulting in 
little variation to ROPELOC scores. 
4. Grade 7 and 8 students in the music group have participated in outdoor 
education exploration courses in previous years, possibly resulting in a carry over or 
transference effect regarding their knowledge, understanding and experience in the area 
of outdoor education. This transference effect also applies to the outdoor education 
'experimental groups' where grade 7 and 8 students have participated in the outdoor 
education program in previous years. Hence, before and after scores may be similar 
because of past experiences. 
Research Question 2. Are ROPELOC scores dependent on the grade level of the 
participant? 
There were no significant differences in overall ROPELOC scores between grade 
617 and grade 8. As stated earlier, academic maturity may have limited the accuracy of 
student responses on ROPELOC. The degree of physical, mental and social challenge 
posed by curriculum content may not have been sufficient to stimulate changes in self-
perceptions of life effectiveness at each grade level. Pintrich and Schunk (2002) report 
that literature on children's motivation, achievement and engagement in middle school 
activities stall or even decline due to "developmental mismatch between the student 
needs and capabilities and the structure and organization of middle schools" (p 371). 
Students may have perceived the outdoor education curriculum tasks and challenges to be 
too easy, thus lowering the impact this curriculum had on attitudinal changes towards 
their self-perceptions oflife effectiveness. 
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Another contributing factor to minimal variation in grade level ROPELOC scores 
could be linked to students' attitudes and prior experience with outdoor activities. The 
attitudinal aspect and hence perceptions of personal life effectiveness may remain 
constant because students are already aware of the challenges posed and local knowledge 
needed for living safely in Northern British Columbia though parental nurturing and the 
support of community groups. 
Research Question 3. Do ROPELOC scores differ by participant gender? 
The analysis showed that there were no significant differences between overall 
ROPELOC scores based on gender. It appears that this type of program does not 
differentiate between males and females in life effectiveness perceptions while 
participating in this outdoor education program. 
This outcome supports the research findings that levels of motivation to 
participate and succeed in physical and mental challenges are similar for boys and girls in 
this age group, prior to the onset of puberty (Eccles, Wigfield & Schiefele, 1998). 
Research Question 4. Are there specific self-perception dimensions scores surveyed in 
ROPELOC that change because of participation in the outdoor education program? 
There were no significant differences in dimension scores between the pre-test 
and post-test ROPELOC assessments for any of the 14 dimensions. A possible reason for 
minimal changes in student responses is that the length of the program and duration of 
each class session was insufficient for participants to look back, reflect on what they had 
learned, and then build on that process. I did provide participants with opportunities to 
review their experiences through debriefing sessions and other reflective activities, ·thin 
the amount of time allotted for the exploration program. This time allotment may have 
been insufficient for adequate processing and retention of information. 
Implications of study 
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Academic maturity of the participants may have impacted the students' ability to 
accurately interpret ROPELOC questions. During each one of the test administration 
periods, the administrator( s) had to explain the meaning of several words or phrases to 
some students. Students appeared to understand most of the questionnaire items 
(although some students may not have bothered to seek clarification). This non-
comprehension of words and phrases could have masked self perception gains made by 
students participating in this outdoor education program. Consequently, the results 
would not accurately reflect perceptional changes. Neill (1999) noted that when 
comparing school based outdoor education programs, changes in ROPELOC scores were 
smaller for eleven, twelve and fifteen year old students. These groups of students 
demonstrated less change in ROPELOC scores than any other age group. Neill suggests 
their scores could be linked to adolescent developmental influences. For this reason, I 
recommend using ROPELOC with older participants who would have a more establish ~<' 
vocabulary and self-motivation. 
Using the music course student as the control group may have negated any 
significance difference in ROPELOC scores due to music being another course that lends 
itself to improving life effectiveness behavioural domains of self-improvement. Due to 
the nature of this project's middle school's exploratory programs offered, it was 
impossible to assess students taking outdoor education in rotation 5 with students in 
mainstream academic subjects as these students may have already taken outdoor 
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education in a previous rotation. By using the students entering music and outdoor 
education in rotation 5, it ensured that they group had not completed outdoor education 
and served to reduce the music's curriculum's impact on ROPELOC scores. The students 
entering outdoor education in rotation 5 had just completed the music course in rotation 
4. However, future studies in this field should attempt to secure a control group from 
another school where the outdoor education is not offered to students. 
School personnel who are interested in developing physical, mental and social 
attributes of the child through unique and meaningful experiences should continue to 
include, or at the very least integrate components of this outdoor education curriculum 
into other academic subjects. Increasing the exposure of middle school students to 
outdoor education opportunities should enhance self-perceptions of life effectiveness. 
Future research recommendations 
This project was unable to identify whether the curriculum design was truly 
capable of altering student perceptions of their life effectiveness. Future directions for 
research on school based outdoor education curriculums could compare middle schools 
utilizing outdoor education curriculums or integrated outdoor activities with school::; 
lacking such programming. This would minimize the transference effect between control 
and treatment groups. 
Conducting a longitudinal study in the same middle school comparing two 
different explorations time allotments should determine if student self-perceptions change 
with increased exposure (length of course, frequency oflessons and duration of class to 
outdoor education. For the 2004/ 2005 school year the project's middle school 
explorations subjects were given a two week increase to the length of their program and 
an additional 15 minutes to class time. Assessing the same curriculum's impact on 
student ROPELOC responses after completing the course with increased instructional 
time, could reveal that an increase in time allotment is a contributing factor to positive 
changes in students' self-perceptions of life effectiveness. 
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In terms of seeking greater clarification of students' life effectiveness perceptions, 
a qualitative component such as student interviews could be added to the teacher/ 
researcher methods for assessing the value and suitability of an outdoor education 
curriculum in the school setting. This combined with a modified ROPELOC 
questionnaire designed to be more readily understood by younger participants could 
increase the reliability and validity of student responses to questions about life 
effectiveness. 
Additional research should look at the long-term effects (one year after the 
program) of school based outdoor education programs on perceptions of life 
effectiveness. The middle school studied in this project has students taking outdoor 
education for one exploration session each year. Tracking the cumulative effect of 
exposure to outdoor education activities each year on students' perceptions of life 
effectiveness would contribute to a data bank of information about the program' s 
suitability towards developing the "whole child". 
Effect size data showed the student sample size studied in this research project to 
be adequate. Further studies examining the effect of lengthening the outdoor exploration 
program and duration of class sessions may reveal if program intensity was a limiting 
factor to minimal changes observed in student ROPELOC responses. Increasing 
opportunities for student involvement with outdoor education activities may prove to 
have a positive impact on student self-perceptions oflife effectiveness. 
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Conclusion 
This research project highlights the need to assess how effectively school based 
curricular addresses the physical, mental and social needs of the child. It also helps build 
a foundation for showing practical ways to bring about positive gains in a variety of 
personal growth areas not often studied in relation to the outdoors. This project 
attempted to design an outdoor education curriculum that would enhance students' self-
perceptions of their life effectiveness. However, data collected from the ROPELOC 
assessment tool did not uphold this objective. It appears (from the project's curriculum 
assessment tools) that participation in this type of curriculum is worthwhile for both 
females and male students from all middle school grades if the goal of the program is to 
develop a variety of life skills, while not necessarily altering student perceptions of their 
life effectiveness. 
I hope that this outdoor education curriculum will serve as a resource that will 
facilitate tangible improvements in other school based outdoor education programs. It 
will be a bonus if the ROPELOC results can be utilized by practitioners to support the 
need for increasing the frequency and duration of outdoor education opportunities in the 
school setting. Additionally, it is my wish that this study will guide educators and 
researchers seeking to develop a stronger case for outdoor education programs as an 
important tool for educating the whole child. 
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Appendix A 
LETTER OF AGREEMENT 
The following letter outlines the agreement between (School) and Rennae Pillipow, 
Masters Candidate at University of Northern British Columbia. By signing this statement, 
both parties agree to the following terms. 
By participating in this project, (School) agrees to do the following: 
1. Encourage parents/guardians to allow students to participate in the study. 
2. Distribute to the parents/guardians of the students in the classes participating in 
(outdoor education) programs in term 5 the Consent/ Assent Forms and collect the 
signed forms and return them to the researcher. 
3. Set up appointments with the researcher so that pre-test and post test questionnaires 
can be distributed at the school during class time .. 
4. Share the results of the research with teachers and parents. 
As the researcher, Rennae Pillipow agrees to do the following: 
1. Follow all guidelines required by the Research Board of Ethics of the University of 
Northern British Columbia's. 
2. Provide the schools with timely and accurate answers as questions arise. 
3. Provide copies of the Consent/Assent Forms to the school to be distributed to the 
students and their parents prior to the study. 
4. Distribute (or have designated associate distribute) the pre-test questionnaire prior to 
the (outdoor education) program and the post-test questionnaire at the end of the 
program. 
5. Maintain student anonymity by using codes to identify the students. 
6. A void using the school name in any published documents unless given written 
permission by the school superintendent or principal. 
7. Provide a written copy of the results to the school system during the Spring of 2004. 
I hereby agree to the terms as outlined in this letter. 
School Official's Name (please print) Signature Date 
Rennae Pillipow 
Researcher's Name Signature Date 
Appendix B 
University of Northern British Columbia 
(Principal) 
(School) 
(Address) 
Date: 
Dear (Principal) : 
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Thank you for agreeing to assist with the (outdoor education) assessment project. 
I appreciate you and the teachers taking the time out of your schedules to work with ne 
on this study. I am eager to discover what impact the outdoor adventure education 
program has on students' life effectiveness. 
Included with this letter are three items. The first is the Letter of Agreement, 
which outlines the roles and responsibilities of the involved parties. I have included two 
copies, one for you to keep for your records and the second to be returned to me after 
being signed. The second and third items are copies of the consent and assent forms to be 
completed by the students and their parents/guardians. The school may keep copies of the 
forms, but the originals should be returned to me for my records. 
In the spring, a copy of the results will be made available to you to share with 
your teachers and other administrators. 
Throughout the course of the project, if you have any questions or concerns , 
please do not hesitate to call me at _# __ or contact me by email: _____ _ 
Thank you, once again, for your time and assistance with my master's project. 
Sincerely, 
Maters Student, UNBC 
Enclosures tls 
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Appendix C 
Dear Parents/Guardians: 
As you know, your child will be starting their outdoor education exploration course in the 
next rotation (March 25, 2004). In order to better understand what behavioural outcomes are 
achieved by the students participating in this outdoor education explorations, I Rennae Pillipow, 
their outdoor educator, will be conducting a research study entitled, "Outdoor education in 
middle school: students ' perceptions of life-effectiveness." I'm am currently a Masters of 
Education student at the University of Northern British Columbia and will be conducting my 
thesis research on perceptions of students ' life effectiveness after being involved in Heather 
Parks ' 6 week outdoor education course. Student participation in this research is voluntary. 
By allowing your child to participate in this research study, you authorize myself to 
distribute a 45-item questionnaire on three separate occasions: 
1) Monday February 23 (4 weeks before the your child commences the outdoor 
education course their music block, administered by Mrs. ?), 
2) Monday March 22 (first class of the outdoor education course), and 
3) Thursday May 5 (fmal class of the outdoor education course). 
Participation in this study requires the student to complete a questionnaire regarding their 
perceptions of their abilities and skills before and after participating in the outdoor education 
program. This questionnaire takes approximately 20 minutes to complete. Student responses will 
be recorded on a computer scanning form, which will immediately be placed in an envelope and 
sealed once all the participating students complete the questionnaire. In order to assure 
anonymity, the questionnaire answer form requests only the child's gender and date of birth. The 
researcher at no time has access to student names or other information. The researcher and 
supervising university professor of the project will be the only people looking at the completed 
questionnaires until the results are scanned into the computer. After which, all surveys will be 
destroyed. 
Involvement in this study is voluntary and there is no penalty for refusal to participate. 
All students are free to withdraw from this project at any time without penalty after notifying 
myself. Students not filling out the questionnaire will complete an outdoor education challenge 
worksheet. If you have questions about this study you may contact me, Rennae Pillipow at school 
(250) 962 1811. 
After you have read and fully understand this form, please sign it, cut off the bottom 
portion (you keep the top) and have your child return the bottom portion to his/her homeroom 
teacher or the school office by Friday February 22, 2004. 
Sincerely 
(Outdoor Education Explorations Teacher) 
...... . ..................... . .......... Cut here .......... .......... .. .. . ... ... ......... ........... . .. . 
Outdoor Education: Life Effectiveness Survey 
My child---------------has my permission to participate in the 
Student's full name 
Life Effectiveness research project. Student' s pod#: _____ _ 
Parent/Guardian's Signature----------------- Date ___ _ _ 
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Appendix D 
Dear Student, 
Soon, you and your classmates will be participating in outdoor education 
explorations. This year, I will be looking at the outcomes students like you 
will receive from participating in this explorations for a University project I'm 
completing at UNBC. This is a chance for your principal, teachers, and myself to learn 
more about what you got out of the exploration program, which will help make the 
program even better in future years. 
If you volunteer to be a part of this project, you will be asked to truthfully answer 
a 45-item questionnaire about your own skills and abilities. It takes about 20 minutes to 
complete the form and you will be asked to respond on three different occasions, before 
you come to outdoor education in your music class, at beginning of your first outdoor 
education class, and one during the last class of outdoor education. This questionnaire is 
not a test and no grades will be given. In fact, your name will not asked for on the form, 
so you can maintain your privacy. 
I really hope that you will participate in this project so that others can find out 
what students got from this outdoor education course. Because taking part in this project 
is voluntary, there is no penalty if you decide not to be involved. You can drop out of this 
project at any time simply by telling me, _______ . 
After you have read and fully understand this form, please sign it, cut or tear off 
the bottom and give the bottom part to your homeroom teacher, the office or music 
teacher by February 22, 2004. You keep this top part. Soon after you return this and the 
permission slip from your parents/guardians, this project will start. The first scheduled 
questionnaire writing session will be on Monday, February 23, 2004. 
Thank you so much for helping me with one of my school assignments! 
(Outdoor Education Teacher) 
............................... ... ........ Cut here ............................................. .. . .. . 
I want to participate in the Life Effectiveness Research Project. 
Printed Namec__ _______________ Date ________ _ 
Signature _____________________ _ 
Homeroom teacher's name-------------------- --
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NAME:, ______________ _ AGE: __ (years) ___(mths) DATE:_/_/ __ 
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST 
This is not a test - there are no right or wrong answers. 
This is a chance for you to look at how you think and feel about yourself. It is important that you: 
• are honest 
• give your own views about yourself, without talking to others 
• report how you feel NOW (not how you felt at another time in your life, or how you might 
feel tomorrow) 
Your answers are confidential and will only be used for research or program development. Your answers 
will not be used in any way to refer to you as an individual. 
Use the eight point scale to indicate how true (like you) or how false (unlike you), each statement over the 
page is as a description of you. Please do not leave any statements blank. 
FALSE 
NOT LIKE ME 
1 2 
This statement doesn't 
describe me at all; it isn't 
like me at all 
A. I am a creative person. 
3 
More false 
than true 
4 5 
More true 
than false 
SOME EXAMPLES 
2 3 
6 
4 
7 
TRUE 
LIKE ME 
8 
This statement 
describes me very well, 
it is very much like me. 
5 7 8 
{The 6 has been circled because the person answering believes the statement "I am a creative person" is sometimes true. That 
is, the statement is sometimes like him/her.) 
B. I am good at writing poetry. 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(The 2 has been circled because the person answering believes that the statement is mostly false as far as he/she is concerned. 
That is, he/she feels he/she does not write good poetry.) 
C I enjoy playing with pets. 2 3 4 5 ~ G) 8 
(The 6 has been circled because at first the person thought that the statement was mostly true but then the person corrected it to 
7 to show that the statement was very true about him/her.) 
If still unsure about what to do, ASK FOR HELP. 
© NOELS2000 
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STATEMENT FALSE TRUE 
not like me like me 
01. When I have spare time I always use it to paint. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
02. I like cooperating in a team. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
03 . No matter what the situation is I can handle it 1 2 3 4 5 ' 6 7 8 
04. I can be a good leader. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
05. My own efforts and actions are what will determine my future. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
06. I prefer to be actively involved in things. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
07. I am open to different thinking if there is a better idea. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
08. In everything I do I try my best to get the details right. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
09. Luck, other people and events control most of my life. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
10. I am confident that I have the ability to succeed in anything I want to do. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
--------------------- -----------
11. I am effective in social situations. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
12. I am calm in stressful situations. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
13. My overall effectiveness in life is very high. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
14. I plan and use my time efficiently. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
15. I cope well with changing situations. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
16. I cooperate well when working !n a team. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
17. I prefer things that taste sweet instead of bitter. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
18. No matter what happens I can handle it. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
19. I am capable of being a good leader. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
20. I like being active and energetic. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
--------- ----------------------------------------------
21. What I do and how I do it will determine my successes in life. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
22. I am open to new thoughts and ideas. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
23. I try to get the best possible results when I do things. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
24. When I apply myself to something I am confident I will succeed. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
25. My future is mostly in the hands of other people. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
26. I am competent and effective in social situations. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
27. I can stay calm and overcome anxiety in almost all situations. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
28. I am efficient and do not waste time. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
29. Overall, in all things in life, I am effective. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
30. When things around me change I cope welL 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-----------
31. I am good at cooperating with team members. 1 2 3 4 5 6 '/ 8 
32. I can handle things no matter what happens. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
33. I solve all mathematics problems easily. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
34. I am seen as a capable leader. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
35. I like to get into things and make action. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
---- -- - ---- - -----· -- ·-- ·-
36. I can adapt my thinking and ideas. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
3 7. If I succeed in life it will be because of my efforts. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
38. I try to get the very best results in everything I do. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
39. I am confident in my ability to be successfuL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
40. I communicate effectively in social situations. l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
----- ----
41. My life is mostly controlled by external things. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
42. I am calm when things go wrong. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
43. I am efficient in the way I use my time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
44. I cope well when things change. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
45. Overall, in my life I am a very effective person. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
O NOELS 2000 
AppendixF 
Variable names for data entry ofthe ROPELOC. 
It is suggested data be entered using the following variable names. The structure of each variable name: 
a)first two characters= factor name abbreviation, 
b) 3rd character= number of the item within the factor, 
c) 4&5th characters= number of item within the instrument. 
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Should other descriptors be required such as time of administration etc they should be added to the variable name after these first 5 
basic characters. 
0 l . When I have spare time I always use it to paint. 
02. I like cooperating in a team. 
03. No matter what the situation is I can handle it 
04. I can be a good leader. 
05. My own efforts and actions are what will determine my future. 
06. I prefer to be actively involved in things. 
07. I am open to different thinking ifthere is a better idea. 
08. In everything I do I try my best to get the details right. 
09. Luck, other people and events control most of my life. 
10. I am confident that I have the ability to succeed in anything I want to do. 
11. I am effective in social situations. 
12. I am calm in stressful situations. 
13. My overall effectiveness in life is very high. 
14. I plan and use my time efficiently. 
15. I cope well with changing situations. 
16. I cooperate well when working in a team. 
1 7. I prefer things that taste sweet instead of bitter. 
18. No matter what happens I can handle it. 
19. I am capable ofbeing a good leader. 
20. I like being active and energetic. 
21 . What I do and how I do it will determine my successes in life. 
22. I am open to new thoughts and ideas. 
23. I try to get the best possible results when I do things. 
24. When I apply myself to something I am confident I will succeed. 
25. My future is mostly in the hands of other people. 
CllOl 
CT102 
SF103 
LA104 
IL105 
All06 
OT107 
QS108 
EL109 
SCllO 
SEll! 
SM112 
OE113 
TE114 
CH115 
CT216 
Cl217 
SF218 
LA219 
AI220 
IL221 
OT222 
QS223 
SC224 
EL225 
-----------------.--------------------------------
26. I am competent and effective in social situations. 
27. I can stay calm and overcome anxiety in almost all situations. 
28. I am efficient and do not waste time. 
29. Overall, in all things in life, I am effective. 
30. When things around me change I cope well. 
31. I am good at cooperating with team members. 
32. I can handle things no matter what happens. 
33. I solve all mathematics problems easily. 
34. I am seen as a capable leader. 
35. I like to get into things and make action. 
36. I can adapt my thinking and ideas. 
37. Ifl succeed in life it will be because of my efforts. 
38. I try to get the very best results in everything I do. 
39. I am confident in my ability to be successful. 
40. I communicate effectively in social situations. 
41. My life is mostly controlled by external things. 
42. I am calm when things go wrong. 
43. I am efficient in the way I use my time. 
44. I cope well when things change. 
45. Overall, in my life I am a very effective person. 
©NOELS2000 
SE226 
SM227 
TE228 
OE229 
CH230 
CT331 
SF332 
CI333 
LA334 
AI335 
OT336 
IL337 
QS338 
SC339 
SE340 
EL341 
SM342 
TE343 
CH344 
OE345 
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Appendix G 
Table G 1: Post Test Correlation of 14 ROPELOC Dimensions 
AI1062 AI2202 AI3352 CT1022 CT2162 CT3312 LA1042 LA2192 
AI2202 .71 1.00 
AI3352 .61 .67 1.00 
CT1022 .41 .37 .34 1.00 
CT2162 .48 .55 .49 .64 1.00 
CT3312 .41 .51 .49 .60 .78 1.00 
LA1042 .51 .46 .60 .47 .45 .46 1.00 
LA2192 .44 .54 .68 .36 .56 .56 .68 1.00 
LA3342 .42 .41 .59 .37 .29 .34 .63 .57 
OT1072 .44 .37 .44 .46 .45 .44 .46 .44 
OT2222 .47 .45 .46 .39 .50 .50 .50 .52 
OT3362 .50 .45 .54 .41 .40 .46 .54 .35 
SC1102 .28 .28 .37 .29 .20 .29 .38 .40 
SC2242 .48 .44 .54 .33 .41 .46 .52 .53 
SC3392 .55 .56 .69 .37 .39 .44 .62 .56 
SF1032 .45 .44 .50 .33 .25 .37 .54 .42 
SF2182 .38 .36 .49 .31 .22 .32 .37 .50 
SF3322 .57 .51 .55 .38 .40 .39 .51 .48 
SE1112 .41 .36 .39 .35 .36 .46 .48 .30 
SE2262 .42 .38 .46 .38 .34 .39 .41 .30 
AI= Active Involvement; OT =Open Thinking; CT = Cooperative Teamwork; QS = 
Quality Seeking; LA= Leadership Ability; SF= Self-Efficacy; SE =Social. 
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Table G 1 (Continued) 
AI1062 AI2202 AI3352 CT1022 CT2162 CT3312 LA1042 LA2192 
SE3402 .42 .41 .47 .37 .37 .39 .41 .38 
SM1122 .37 .35 .41 .42 .33 .41 .46 .32 
SM2272 .46 .42 .47 .41 .41 .42 .46 .38 
SM3422 .32 .34 .38 .40 .29 .30 .38 .39 
TE1142 .52 .45 .43 .39 .47 .52 .37 .39 
TE2282 .46 .42 .47 .41 .41 .42 .46 .38 
TE3432 .47 .35 .42 .36 .39 .41 .45 .48 
CH1152 .48 .53 .60 .34 .47 .38 .45 .48 
CH2302 .48 .38 .48 .41 .35 .37 .48 .41 
CH3442 .36 .35 .44 .34 .30 .33 .24 .36 
OE1132 .61 .52 .49 .36 .36 .41 .51 .41 
OE2292 .61 .44 .62 .43 .37 .37 .53 .48 
OE3452 .54 .40 .52 .42 .33 .36 .49 .47 
IL1052 -.08 -.06 -.06 .02 .04 .09 -.01 .02 
IL2212 .47 .51 .47 .47 .50 .46 .47 .48 
IL3372 .37 .28 .36 .36 .34 .38 .43 .38 
EL1092 -.11 -.10 -.16 -.05 -.12 -.17 -.05 -.15 
EL2252 -.08 -.17 -.15 -.07 -.08 -.09 -.05 -.13 
EL3412 .06 .01 -.08 -.03 .07 -.04 -.12 -.09 
CI1012 .00 -.12 -.10 .07 .01 -.13 .03 -07 
CI2172 .25 .36 .20 .38 .44 .44 .25 .28 
CI3332 .23 .24 .35 .24 .11 .13 .37 .27 
Note. SM =Stress Management; TE =Time Efficiency; CH =Coping with change; 
OE =Overall Effectiveness; IL= Internal Locus of Control; EL= External Locus of 
Control; CI = Control Items #. 
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Table G 1 (Continued) 
SF2182 SF3322 SE1112 SE2262 SE3402 SM1122 SM2272 SM3422 
SF3322 0.68 1.00 
SE1112 0.25 0.29 1.00 
SE2262 0.36 0.34 0.73 1.00 
SE3402 0.33 0.41 0.60 0.56 1.00 
SM1122 0.46 0.58 0.44 0.39 0.50 1.00 
SM2272 0.47 0.67 0.46 0.55 0.53 0.69 1.00 
SM3422 0.55 0.51 0.35 0.28 0.43 0.67 0.58 1.00 
TE1142 0.33 0.44 0.36 0.26 0.36 0.31 0.26 0.13 
TE2282 0.47 0.67 0.46 0.55 0.53 0.69 1.00 0.58 
TE3432 0.47 0.55 0.29 0.22 0.38 0.45 0.41 0.33 
CH1152 0.52 0.68 0.33 0.41 0.45 0.56 0.61 0.56 
CH2302 0.56 0.73 0.30 0.33 0.34 0.50 0.51 0.52 
CH3442 0.56 0.59 0.22 0.30 0.23 0.40 0.45 0.58 
OE1132 0.43 0.54 0.43 0.34 0.41 0.47 0.44 0.32 
OE2292 0.46 0.56 0.34 0.37 0.38 0.44 0.42 0.27 
OE3452 0.48 0.47 0.38 0.32 0.35 0.38 0.33 0.35 
IL1052 0.10 0.06 0.07 -0.03 -0.08 0.06 0.04 -0.04 
IL2212 0.33 0.40 0.34 0.28 0.23 0.36 0.38 0.29 
IL3372 0.16 0.21 0.29 0.20 0.23 0.33 0.21 0. 9 
EL1092 -0.03 -0.04 -0.07 0.09 -0.06 -0.04 0.08 0.15 
EL2252 0.00 -0.02 0.00 0.06 -0.02 0.01 0.03 0.08 
EL3412 -0.09 0.01 -0.04 -0.02 -0.07 -0.08 -0.10 0.07 
CI1012 -0.03 0.02 -0.03 -0.04 0.08 0.06 0.17 0.07 
CI2172 0.23 0.27 0.24 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.34 .23 
CI3332 0.42 0.42 0.13 0.23 0.22 0.41 0.33 0.31 
Note. SF= Self-Efficacy; SE =Social; SM =Stress Management; TE =Time Efficiency; CH 
= Coping with change; OE = Overall Effectiveness; IL= Internal Locus of Control; E = 
External Locus of Control; CI = Control Items #. 
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Table G 1 (Continued) 
TE1142 TE2282 TE3432 CH1152 CH2302 CH3442 OE1132 OE2292 
TE1142 1.00 
TE2282 0.52 1.00 
TE3432 0.64 0.41 1.00 
CH1152 0.48 0.61 0.49 1.00 
CH2302 0.42 0.51 0.51 0.66 1.00 
CH3442 0.32 0.45 0.40 0.61 0.63 1.00 
OE1132 0.50 0.44 0.57 0.44 0.48 0.22 1.00 
OE2292 0.58 0.42 0.63 0.45 0.52 0.26 0.74 1.00 
OE3452 0.46 0.33 0.51 0.48 0.56 0.38 0.60 0.67 
IL1052 -0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03 -0.02 -0.07 0.22 0.02 
IL2212 0.48 0.38 0.48 0.43 0.33 0.23 0.60 0.56 
IL3372 0.38 0.21 0.39 0.19 0.17 0.08 0.38 0.43 
EL1092 -0.23 0.08 -0.08 0.01 0.12 0.05 -0.20 -0.26 
EL2252 -0.18 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.06 -0.01 -0.14 -0.27 
EL3412 0.03 -0.10 0.10 0.05 -0.05 0.07 -0.01 -0.12 
CI1012 -0.11 0.17 0.06 -0.02 0.01 0.01 -0.12 -0.09 
CI2172 0.24 0.34 0.28 0.23 0.25 0.18 0.32 0.29 
CI3332 0.27 0.33 0.36 0.31 0.41 0.24 0.45 0.41 
Note. SM = Stress Management; TE = Time Efficiency; CH = Coping with change; 
OE = Overall Effectiveness; IL= Internal Locus of Control; EL= External Locus of Control: 
CI = Control Items #. 
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Table G 1 (Continued) 
OE3452 IL1052 IL2212 IL3372 EL1092 EL2252 EL3412 CI1012 CI2172 CI3332 
OE3452 1.00 
IL1052 0.05 1.00 
IL2212 0.42 0.30 1.00 
IL3372 0.39 0.16 0.53 1.00 
EL1092 -0.08 -0.07 -0.22 -0.15 1.00 
EL2252 -0.06 0.07 -0.24 -0.16 0.61 1.00 
EL3412 -0.04 0.02 -0.02 -0.08 0.47 0.51 1.00 
CI1012 -0.07 -0.09 -0.09 0.01 0.23 0.26 0.12 1.00 
CI2172 0.22 0.13 0.53 0.29 -0.11 -0.15 -0.14 0.03 1.00 
CI3332 0.39 0.09 0.31 0.35 0.03 -0.05 -0.04 0.01 0.35 1.00 
Note. OE = Overall Effectiveness; IL= Internal Locus of Control; EL= External Locus of 
Control; CI = Control Items #. 
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Appendix H 
Course Units and Lesson Outlines 
.-------------------~----~----~ 
Unit 1 
3. Students select from an envelope a 
coloured (5 colours)/ numbered (1-6) paper 
leaf for activit ou assi ents. 
4. Play ice breaker games 
a. Categories (resource: 1.2) 
b. Chair chasin (resource: 1.3) 
Lesson 2 
ffiii-vival ~!Getting l.osf' being ·Foun4 
I. Distribute Survival Quiz (form: 2.1) 
2. Discuss student Quiz results 
3. Distribute the activity sheet "Building 
From Clues" (form: 2.2) for the story 
"Lost in the Woods" (resource: 2.1a) 
4. Have students predict what the story will 
be about after viewing the contents of a 
backpack used by the characters in the 
story (resource: 2.1 b). 
5.While listening to or reading the story 
from overheads (resource: 2.1 a) students 
complete the "What, When, Where, Who 
and Whys" of the story on their activity 
sheet (form: 2.2). 
Lesson 3 (2 blocks} 
~Udivat .:="PciotiiY. ActiQq 
Part A: Priority Action 
1. Distribute "Survival Priorities" sorting 
activity challenge sheet (form: 3.1) 
2. Have students divide into their colour 
groups and race to complete challenge. 
Hand out envelopes (resource: 3.la/ b) 
3. A ward points for students for ranking 
of 8 survival priorities (resource: 3 .2a/ b) 
4. Debrief the activity 
Lesson 3 (Cont.} 
Part 2: Memory Maze 
1. Introduce the Forest Memory Maze 
challenge (resource: 3.3). 
2. Have students work in their numbered 
groups and race to complete the memory 
maze in the shortest time possible 
3. Debrief the activity 
I. Discuss the tools (senses) people usc to 
navigate their way through unfamiliar 
territor . 
2. Have students divide into pairs and 
complete the "Getting lost, being found" 
blind trust walk into a unfamiliar wooded 
area (resource: 4.1) 
3. Repeat activity having the pairs reverse 
their roles sub"ect. 
4. Debrief the activit 
Lesson 5 (3 blocks } 
Survi'Vhl Strategl~~ 
Part A: Lost in the Woods 
1. Have student sit in circle format and 
discuss with the class their own personal 
experiences with getting lost and how 
they were found, or found their way. 
2. Hand out "Getting Lost Being found" 
(form: 5.1 alb) and ask students to 
complete their own "lost" experiences. 
3. Have students view the video: Lost in 
the woods 
4. Whilst viewing the video students 
attempt to answer questions on worksheet 
(form: 5.1 a! b)+ (resource: 5.1 a! b) 
5. Discuss student responses to the video 
questions. Have students get into thetr 
number leaf groups and complete 
challenge: "What to do if you are 
lost" (form: 5.2) 
-
Lesson 5 (Cont.) 
6. Review teams' recommendations for 
reducing the chances of getting lost. Use 
overhead: "SARBC- 9 Rules for Survival" 
(resource: 5.2a). Do review :"Davenports 3 
steps to Survival"- (resource: 5.2 b) 
Part B: The Island Hop 
1. Have students assemble into 3 teams 
based on leaf numbers (i.e. 1 & 3's, 2 & 5's 
4 & 6's). Teams complete initiative 
challenge: "The Island Hop" (resource: 5.31 
Part C: Survival Kits 
1. Have students get into their coloured leaf 
groups. Give them a group work sheet 
"Survival Kit" (form: 5.3) 
2. Place 15+ items on a table in the middle 
of the room that a person may pack with 
them on hike. 
3. Have groups decide and record on their 
worksheet (form 5.3) the 10 items they 
believe would be important to take with 
them. Have groups discuss why they 
believe their items are important. 
4. Reveal to the kids from the overhead 
(resource: 5.4) "Preparation and 
Prevention" the 10 most important items 
that wilderness experts suggest are 
necessary items to pack 
5. Show overhead: When Lost or Injured 
(resource: 5.5). Discuss it importance in 
improving rescue chances. 
6. Head outside and experiment with 
signaling techniques in wooded area 
(resource: 5.6). 
Lesson 6 (2 blocks) 
Handrails: are easily distinguished map 
features (fences, walls, roads, rivers, 
railway lines) used to orient a map and 
navi ate. 
Cardinal Points of the Compass: North, 
South, East and West 
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Lesson 6 (Cont.) 
Part A: Orienteering Terms 
1. Discuss the orienteering terms with 
students. Draw picture of compass and 
have a student label the cardinal points 
2. Have students get into pairs 
3. Define and discuss the use of each 
symbol represented in the map's legend. 
4. Distribute school orienteering maps. 
Begin using maps by having the students 
find their classroom and other structures 
around the school. Ask students to 
position the map according to where their 
classroom is relation to nearby "handrail "; 
hallway, building wall, or fences. 
5. With map oriented to the position ofthe 
classroom, Teacher points to North and 
asks students to draw an arrow pointing 
North in a spot set aside on the map 
6. Take a handrail walk around the school 
using fences, roads and walls to orient 
their map as they make 
their way to basketball court/ field for 
their survival blindfold experiment. 
Part B : Blindfold Walk 
1. Complete Blindfold Challenge 
(resource: 6.1 ). 
2. On completing of the activity state that 
when people get lost they neglect, miss or 
do not recognize handrail features that 
might help them navigate through a 
wilderness area. Often they walk in circles 
in an attempt to find their way J 
Lesson 7 (2 blocks) 
r-------.---~~~~~~~----·---~to®~Orie~e~ 
1. Divide school orienteering divided into 
four colour groups (red, blue, green and 
Orange) each having a different set of 
control markers. Each should have 8 
controls. The controls are divided into 
quadrants and placed into four groups of 
two controls in each, then colour coded 
Either red, blue, green, and orange. Each 
Lesson 7 (Cont.) 
Colour coded course should have 
quadrants equally represented. 
2. Arrange students in groups of 3-4. Give 
Each group a map and corresponding 
code marker sheet (form: 7.1). 
3. Give each group a few minutes to 
identify their controls, make a plan, and 
record their start time. Remind them to 
take note of handrails that could guide them 
to markers. 
4. From a common starting area, send all 
groups off at the same time. 
5. Students find their controls, mark their 
controls appropriately on the control card, 
and return to the starting area. Upon each 
groups return, give them their finish time 
and have them check their control cards for 
accuracy. 
6. Have students record their start time, 
marker code numbers and finish time. 
7. Each group repeats the process with the 
remaining colour-coded maps. Groups will 
complete four maps over a period of two 
45 minute lessons 
1. Discuss how becoming more observant 
of one's surrounding can assist a person 
navigating their way through unfamiliar 
areas wilderness or urban). 
2. Present to students the Survival Kit 
Memory Game (resource: 8.1) and 
worksheet form: 8.1). 
Unit 2 
Part A: Bear Sense 
1. Discuss scenarios that lead to people 
getting lost in the woods. When a student 
mentions wild animals that cause a person 
to leave a trail to avoid injury, direct the 
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Lesson 9 (Cont.) 
Aware. 
2. Refer to overhead: (resource: 9.1). Ask 
students to respond to the column titles 
3. Discuss columns 1 and 2 prior to 
watching video: Bear aware. 
4. While watching the video, students fill in 
Bear comparison chart in video worksheet 
"Know Your Bears" (form: 9.1). 
Part B: A bear's who's who? 
1. Review bear characteristics recorded by 
students in the bear comparison chart: 
"Know Your Bears" (form: 9.1). Use over-
head key (resource:9.2a! b) to ensure 
students have identified the physical and 
behavioural characteristic of Grizzly bears 
and Black bears. Conclude review by 
showing a pictorial comparison overhead 
(resource: 9.3) 
2. Have students complete the team 
challenge: Being Bear Aware- Who's Who 
in the Woods (form: 9.2) using an envelope 
filled with bear characteristics (resource: 
9.4b). Refer to instructions (resource: 9.4a). 
3. Re-distribute completed team challenge 
sheets and review answers using the 
overhead answer key (resource: 9.4c). 
Optional- Quiz follow up (resource: 9.5) 
Part C: Going on a Bear Hunt. 
1. Introduce to students their next challenge 
"Going on a bear hunt". State that to be 
successful in this challenge they will need 
to correctly identify the bears (pictures) 
hidden in the bush and use the followmg 
skills to find them: 
a. Pacing to determine distances 
between bear markers 
b. Hand railing to ensure map 
features are used to maximum 
advantage 
c. Cardinal direction points (North, 
East, South and West) to orient map 
to true north and direct the route 
taken through the woods. 
Lesson 9 (Cont.) 
d. Tree identification - control bear 
markers will be place on four types 
of trees that students will need to 
reco ize. 
2. Take students outside to field or court 
area and mark off a 25m distance. Have 
student count the number of paces they 
need to walk over a 25m distance (form: 
9.3a). Repeat this 4X's. Students then 
calculate their average number of paces for 
25m. 
3. Follow this activity with tree 
identification. Walking in the wooded area 
to be used for Bear Hunt, show students the 
4 types of trees that the bear markers will 
be attached. Have students record tree 
characteristics (form: 9.3b) and then 
challenge students to identify trees as they 
return alon a trail (resource: Ke 9.3b ). 
1. Prepare for Bear Hunt (resource: 10.1) 
The Bear Hunt maps (sample resource: 
10.1 a) are divided into four colour groups 
(red, purple, yellow and orange with a 
different set of control markers (Bear 
ictures- resource: IO.lb). 
2. Arrange students in groups of 3-4. Hand 
out forms 10.la and lO.lb, one each per 
group. Show mapping instructions 
overhead (resource: 1 0.2a) then head 
outside. 
3. Give each group a few minutes to 
identify their controls and read instructions. 
4. From a common starting area, stagger 
send off times, alternating the groups so 
that no two groups are beginning the same 
course at the same time. 
5. Students find, identify (bears) and record 
control markers on the control card, and 
return to the starting area. Group records 
time taken to com lete course colour. 
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Lesson 10 (Cont.) 
6. Each group repeats the process with the 
remaining colour-coded maps. Four colour 
coded maps are to be completed over a 
period of two 45-minute lessons. 
Lesson 10 (2 blocks) 
~?in:aitd Bear,.~ 
Part A: Bear encounters 
1. Prior to watching the video: Bears and 
man discuss the effect mans 
encroachment on Bear habitat has had on 
Bear behaviour and survival. 
2. After watching video arrange class into 
their coloured groups and distribute video 
worksheet: Bear encounters (form: 10.2a) 
and solution key (form: 10.2b) 
3. Have students discuss and record their 
solution responses onto worksheet 
questions. 
4. Mark and review team answers. Use 
overhead solution key: Bear Encounters 
(resource: 10.2b) 
Part B: Be Bear Aware 
1. Have students view the "Be Bear 
Aware" over heads (resource: 10.3) put out 
by the Environment Yukon 2002. 
2. After viewing overheads have students 
complete the quick quiz on Bear Safety 
(form: 10.3). 
3. Redistribute students ' quizzes among 
their peers for marking answers. Use 
overhead key (resource: 1 0.3.1) 
Lesson 11 
2. Show students how to orientate compa s 
to North making sure that they: 
• Keep the compass off the table or 
away from metal objects 
• Keep the compass flat on the pa m 
of their hand 
3. Have students locate items around the 
Lesson 11 (Cont.) 
classroom after giving compass bearings of 
whole numbers; 90°, 180°, 270°, etc. 
4. Reverse the challenge and have them 
identify bearings after giving classroom 
items for students to pinpoint with their 
com ass; window, door, chalkboard, etc. 
5. Divide class into 3 groups by leaf 
number 1 & 3, 2 & 6, 4 & 5) 
6. Take students outside to practice 
compass navigation skills in an open area; 
arkin lot, field, courts, etc. 
7. Using a worksheet similar to "School 
Yard Compass Work" (form: 11.1) send 
each group off to one of the 3 starting 
locations found on the worksheet to 
commence their com ass task. 
8. Review answers back in the classroom 
Lesson 12 
1. Using an over head of the school ball 
courts (resource: 12.1b) explain how 
this compass challenge will work 
(resource:l2.1a). 
2. Have students work in pairs with at 
least one com ass between them. 
3. Students are to pick 2 compass 
course routes (form: 12.2) from envelope 
and record them on worksheet (form: 12.1) 
4. At the ball courts students commence 
their compass challenge at the designated 
startin basketball ole. 
5. Students upon completing each challenge 
route return to teacher and check their 
answers resource: 12.3 
6. Students can complete up to 4 routes 
lesson should take 2 x 45min blocks 
Lesson 13 
1. Students check their compass reading 
accuracy by taking back bearings. Give 
worksheet: Back Bearin s (resource 13 .1 . 
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Lesson 13 (Cont.) 
2. Have students work in pairs. Hand out 
Back Bearing worksheet (form: 13.1). 
There are 4 course challenges to choose 
from (A, B, C, D). 
3. Students commence worksheet challenge 
on ball courts and check their answers 
against the course keys (resource: 13.2) 
Lesson 14 
~UtVr~af;6f the Fith!·s~ 
1. Prepare students for their final challenge 
(see instruction resource 14.1) 
2. Students are to navigate their way 
through the forest using all the skills and 
knowledge accumulated through the course 
that would allow them to successfully reach 
a given destination. 
3. Students (in groups of 3 to 4) will be 
given a map (form 14.1), marker code score 
sheet (form 14.2) and a compass to 
navigate their way through 2 separate 
courses (resources 14.2a and 14.3a) 
answering questions that will determine 
which direction they take at each stage of 
the challenge. 
4. Students will be timed 
5. The final score received by each team 
will be determined by the location that they 
end up reaching in the course. Destination 
are governed by how many correct answers 
and accurate compass readings completed 
by the team. (resource: Key 14.2b/ 14. b) 
(resource: 14.4a/ 14.4b) 
3. Discuss if students have seen an 
improvement in any of the areas addressed 
in the uiz. 
Teacher Resource References 
Video Media 
Title Lost in the woods (003627) 
Physical Color; Sound; 23 minutes 
Copyrighted 1983 
Distributor Barry Casson Films (6900) 
Dewey 613.6$22 
Audience Primary (P) 
Synopsis Summary: Young boy becomes lost. His efforts to look after himself and 
the search and rescue is realistically portrayed. Suitability: Primary social 
studies, personal planning, outdoor ed. 
Grade level Level: Primary. 
Title Bear aware (014963) 
Physical Color; Sound; 29 minutes 
Copyrighted 1995 
Distributor Ministry of Forests (MFOREST) 
Dewey 599.744 
Audience Elementary, Junior Secondary, Senior Secondary (EJS) 
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Synopsis Deals with avoiding bear encounters, recognizing risks, what to do in a 
confrontation, bear diet and feeding habits, use of deterrents and other vital 
safety information. Suitability: Intermediate and secondary science and 
outdoor education. 
Grade level Level: Elem., J.S., S.S. 
Notes 
Title 
Physical 
Safety video filmed by Pan Video Productions for the British Columbia 
Ministry of Forests. 
Bears and man (219423) 
Color; Sound; 26 minutes 
Copyrighted 197 4 
Distributor National Film Board (1900) 
Dewey 599.78 
Audience 
Synopsis 
Junior Secondary, Senior Secondary (JS) 
When two unpredictable animals, grizzly bear and man, attempt to share 
the same area, there is bound to be conflict. Shows that bears can be 
potentially dangerous. Suitability: Secondary environmental/outdoor 
education, C.O.R.E., science. 
Grade level Level: J.S., S.S. 
Overhead References 
Resource: 2.1 a 
Pique, J. (2003). ABC News. com: First person: Lost in the Woods 
Retrieved from: 
http: //abcnews.go.com/sections/primetime/us/lostinthewoods 030731.html (2003 , 
October 21) 
Resource: 5.2a 
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O'Brian, G. (2004). Search and Research society of British Columbia (SARBC)-
Lost in the Woods - Child Survival Kit- The 9 Rules for Survivial 
Retrieved from: 
http://www/sarbc.orgllitw3 .html (2004, June 24) 
Resource: 5.2b 
Davenport, G. (2002). Simply Survival: Greg Davenport Global Survival Expert 
Retrieved from: 
http://www.simplysurvial.com/3stepapproach.html (2004, April6) 
Resource: 5.4 
Lost in the Woods - Preparation and Prevention 
Retrieved from: 
http://www.mce.k12tn.net/survival/reports/lost3.html (2003, October 20) 
Resource: 5.5 
When an Accident Occurs 
Retrieved from: 
http://www .mce.k 12tn.net/ survi vallreports/lost3 .html (2003, October 20) 
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Appendix I 
Resource: 1.1 
Outdoor Education Assessment Criteria 
30% ATTENDANCE: Prepared and punctual (5 marks/ day) 
Active participation - being present (notes for absences required) 
- on time (2 marks deducted for lateness) 
- properly dressed/ equipped (3 marks) 
* appropriate clothing sets a positive tone, is hygienically sound and 
allows for safe and active participation (1 mark lost I hmissing item) 
30% PARTICIPATION AND EFFORT: (3 marks/ day) 
Students learn in a variety of ways and rates. Active, positive 
participation in Outdoor Education includes: 
- active listening, 
-watching, 
- cooperating, 
- demonstrating skills and knowledge 
Skill level is not evaluated because every person is at their own skill/eve/. 
Skill improvement will be seen through practice and effort. 
THE PROCESS, NOT THE PRODUCT IS EVALUATED 
10% ATTITUDE: (2 marks/ day) 
Learning is an individual and group process. Students are expected to 
work toward identifying and demonstrating positive, respectful attitudes in 
the way they treat: 
- themselves, 
-their peers, 
-teachers, 
- equipment and learning materials 
Students are expected to try all activities to the best of their ability. 
30% KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING: 
Students will demonstrate knowledge of activities with respect to: 
-Rules, 
- Positive leadership and teamwork, 
- Appropriate use of skills 
- Strategies team games 
Students will be evaluated on their interactions, participation, 
personal skill improvement and degree of active involvement. 
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Table I: Outdoor Education 's Student Daily Assessment Rubric 
Marks Criteria Points Description 
Attendance (5mks) 
2 Punctual 2 Arrives on time 
0 Arrives late 
3 Prepared 3 Has all necessary gear 
with required 2 Is missing 1 item 
equipment 1 Is missing two items 
0 Unprepared 
Participation and Effort (3mks) 
3 Full 3 Is involved and contributes 
Participation ideas. Takes a leadership role 
Partial 2 Is not always involved, takes a 
Participation follower role 
Limited 1 Minimal involvement or 
Participation contributions to activities 
Non 0 Avoids activities or making 
Participation verbal I physical contributions 
to the group 
Attitude (2mks) 
2 Positive 2 Takes a positive approach to all 
Engagement activities 
Neutral 1 Swings between positive to 
Engagement negative approaches to activities 
Negative 0 Criticizes or negates the 
Engagement importance of an activity 
Form: 1.1 (Sample) 
Outdoot Educational Pursuits Explorations 
Dear Parents/ guardians, 
Your son/daughter is currently participating in Outdoor Education for explorations. TI1e 
school's outdoor program provides an array of exciting and challenging outdoor activities 
that include: 
1. Wilderness outdoor survival skills 
2. Cooperative games, team building skills and problem solving 
3. Hiking, orienteering, and bush craft skills 
Please ensure that your child comes prepared to every class with the required 
materials. Cool weather conditions demand that students come prepared for all types of 
weather. Most classes will be conducted outside regardless of weather conditions. 
Recommendations for appropriate gear include : 
1. Small back pack 
2. Raingear (jacket and pants) 
3. Hat (ball cap or toque) 
4. Warm sweater, gloves and or jacket 
5. Good footwear (NO sandals, flip flops or heeled ladies shoes) 
It must also be brought to your attention that we will be leaving the school grmmds 
for hiking and orienteering adventures in the wooded areas behind the school. Please sign 
the permission slip below and have our son/daughter return it to the office by date: .. •.... 
With your cooperation and help, this course will be exciting and fun for your child. If you 
have any questions or concerns, please contact me at school. 
Sincerely, 
Outdoor Education Teacher 
--Cllt here------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Permission Form 
Please sign and return the following 
I am aware that my sonJ daughter ______________ will be leaving 
Students Nnme 
the school grounds to take part in Outdoor Education activities. 
Explorations Block: Hm Rm division#: __ _ 
Are there any medical alerts? : Circle Yes I No 
If yes please explain: 
Parent or guardian signature: -------------
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Resource: 1.1 
Outqoot- Eq uc:qtion Assessment Critet-iq 
30% AITENDANCE: Prepqre~ qf1~ punduql (5 mqrks/ ~qy) 
Active pqrticipqtion - being ptesent (notes tot qbsences tequited) 
- on time (2 mqtks c\eductec\ tor lqteness) 
- properly c\tessed/ equipped (3 mqtks) 
# app,.opnate clothing sets 4 positive tone, is hygienic<tl/y sounc/ <tnc/ 
<tllows fat s<tfe <tnc/ <tdive p<ttficip<ttion {1 m<ttk lost/ hmissing item) 
30% PAR.nCJPATION AND EFFORT: (3 mqrks/ ~qy) 
Stuc\ents leqr-n in q vqr-iety oF wqys qnd tqtes. Active, positive 
pqrticipqtion in Outc\oor- Ec\ucqtion incluc\es: 
- qdive listening, 
- wqtching, 
- coopet·qting, 
- demonstr-qting skills qnc\ knowleclge 
Skill level is not eVcJiu<ttec/ hec,Juse evety petson is <tt theit own skill 
level Skdl imp,..ovement wd! he seen thtough pt<tdice <tnc/ effott. 
THE PROCESS, NOT THE PRODUCT IS EVALUATED 
10% A mTIJDE: (2 mq rks/ ~qy) 
Leqming is qn indivic\uql qncl group pr-ocess. Stuclents qte expectecl to 
wor-k towqtd ic\entitying qnq c\emonsttqting positive, tespecttul 
qttituc\es in the wqy they tteqt: 
- themselves, 
- theit peer-s, 
- teqchets, 
-equipment <lnd leqming mqtet"iqls 
Stuc\ents qte expectecl to hy qll qdivities to the best oF their qbil ity. 
30% KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING: 
Students will clemonsttqte knowledge oF qdivities with tespect to: 
-Rules, 
- Positive leClder-ship Clncl teClmwotk, 
- Appwptiqte use oF skills 
- Sh·Cltegies teClm g<lmes 
Students will be evqluqtecl on their- inter-Cldions, p<lrticipqtion, 
per-sonql skill impr-ovement Clnd c\egtee oF qctive involvement. 
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Resou tee: 1.2 
Ice Bte(1ket Gqme- (qtegoties 
TC:lsk: 
To hC~ve students reveC~I3 things 4bout themselves; their nC~me , 
where they were born, tqvorite outdoor '1ctivity colour or food , etc. 
Equipment: 
-!1 A cl4ss set of ch4irs C~rr'1nged in 4 circle 
I nsttuctions: 
1. Students C}re se4ted in '1 circle 
2. Instructor st:mds in the middle of the circle 4nd tells the group of 
students 3 things C~bout themselves. 
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3. After completing step 2 the instructor st4tes '1 "category" or feC~ture 
(co low·, piece of clothing, h4ir or eye colour) thCJt is visible on one 
or more students. Students showing this qtegory C}re to quickly 
le4ve their seC}ts CJnd find 4 new se4t. MeC~n while the instructor ·s 
4lso trying to find '1 seCJt to C~void being left stC~nding in the middle 
of the circle. 
4 . The individuC~IIeft st4nding in the middle is the new spokesperson 
who continues the process begun by the instructor (step 2 CJnd 3) . 
5. If 4 person finds themselves stC~nding in the middle for a second 
time they must reveal another chC~r4deristic C~bout themselves (CJge, 
number of siblings, etc) C~nd then c41l 4 new cC~tegory to leC~ve 
center circle. 
6. the game continues until all pC~rticipC~nts hC~ve hC~d 4 turn in the 
middle of the circle. 
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Resource: 1.3 
Ice Bre(lker G(lme - Ch£lit Ch£lsing 
TClsk: 
To have students compete for a seC}fed position in a circle of circle 
chC~irs . 
Equipment: 
~ A ciC~ss set of chC~it"S Clt-rCJnged in Cl circle ( 1 more chCJir thCJn there are 
students) 
Instructions: 
1. Students C~re seC~ted in Cl circle. One chC~ir is VClCCJnt. 
2. Instructor stCJnds in the middle of the circle, reveC~ls their nCJ me or 
other feC~ture C~bout themselves C~nd then tells the group thCJt they 
C}re going to tt-y C~nd sit in the VCJCC~nt chCJir before it is ciC~imed by 
Cl nother student. 
3. The instructor informs the students thCJt if the chC~ir on their right is 
VCJCCJnt they C~re move to it immediately before the person in the 
middle hies to sit down on the VClCCJnt chCJir. SeCJted pC~rticipC~nts 
continue to move onto the chCJir on their right as soon ClS it is 
VCJcqted. 
4 . If the middle pet-Son is successful in sitting down on the chCli r before 
them, the seateq individuCJI tt-ying to move to the VClCCJnt chCJ ir is 
forced into the middle of the circle. 
5. The new middle pet-Son reveC~Is their nC~me etc. then begins the 
process C~gCJin of rClcing to sit down on Cl vacCJnt chClir. 
6. The instructor C~lso hC~s the power to chCJnge the direction to wh ich 
the VClCCJnt chC~ir moves Clround the circle. By cC~IIing "chCJnge" the 
seC}ted person who hC~s the VCJCCJnt chC~ir on the left is to CJUickly 
move into the seCJt before the middle person displC~ces them. 
'-1: 
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Lqst N<Jme: _______ First N<Jme lniti<JI: D<Jte: Blk: ----
Form: 2·1 
Pre - Sutviv'll Ou iz 
C4n you survive in the wilderness? How well you c:qn 4nswer the 
following questions m'ly be 'ln indication. 
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Rate yourself: 1 Claw 4bility/ knowledge) to 5 Chigh ability/ knowledge) 
R<lting Questions 
1. Do you know wh<Jt 'l topogt'<lphical map is? 
2. C<Jn you use a comp<Jss? 
3. C<Jn you icknti(y ~evils club? 
4 . C<Jn you i~enti(y poison ivy? 
5. C<Jn you buil~ 'l lean-to? 
6. C<Jn you t'un 2 kms without stopping? 
7. Do you know what to ~o it you encountet' 'l be<Jt' on a h<Jil ? 
8. Do you know how to heat 'l poisonous bite (snake ot' spi~e t')? 
9. Do you know the simplest way to put'i(y watet' to ~t'ink? 
10. Do you know the symptoms o( Gial"~ia? 
11. lttace~ with <l ~iFficult challenge, can you t'elax I keep yom sense 
othumot'? 
12 . Can you list 10 essenti<JI items you shoul~ cai"I"Y in 'l ~ay-p<l ck? 
13. It you got lost in the wil~emess woul~ you know wh<Jt to do? 
14. C<ln you list 9 sut'ViV<ll pt'iot'ities (Things you must do to keep 
alive when sh<Jn~ed m lost)? 
15. C<ln you st<lt't <l Mt'e with one m<Jtch? 
16. Do you know the symptoms ot heat exhaustion? 
17. Do you know the symptoms oF heat shoke? 
18. Do you know how to heat 'l victim otheat shoke? 
19. Can you identiFy a pet'son suttel"ing hom hypothet'mi<J ? 
20. Do you know how to heat 'l victim othypothel"mia? 
R<lting total 
R4ting 
~ 95to100: 
~ 90to95: 
'WI 85to 90: 
~ Below80: 
You're a real survivor 
You're able to meet most challenges 
You need to make more preparations 
Don't take any chances you need to get more wilderness savvy 
rf 
Resource: OH 2. ·I b 
Primetime's John 
Lost in the Woods 
A First-Person Account 
By Jordan Pique 
Special to ABCNEWS.com 
(2003-1 0-21) 
Quinones with New July 31- When the 
Yorkers Jordan Pique, left, producers at Primetime 
and Samantha Hite in the approached me about 
Gifford Pinchot National taking part in a wilderness 
Forest in Washington experiment out in 
state. (ABCNEWS.com) Washington state, they 
asked if I had any 
wilderness survival 
experience (I didn't) and 
told .me there might be 
"uncomfortable situations" 
and to expect the 
unexpected. Little did I 
know. 
Day One, 12 p.m.- Setting Off 
When I arrived at Gifford Pinchot National Forest, near the 
Columbia River, with my fellow New Yorker, Samantha Hite, 
all we knew was that we'd be participating in some sort of 
wilderness adventure. It was a hot July day. 
I'm a 24-year-old account manager at an online ad agency, 
born and bred in the New York suburbs, and Sam is a 
Jersey girl who's 23 and now lives in the city and works at a 
nhoto aallerv_ Neither of us had anv real wilderness 
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Resource: OH ~·lb 
experience. 
Our "survival guides," Rick Sexton and Mark Westfall, gave 
us a debriefing on the equipment we'd each be allowed to 
bring - one energy bar, a fleece jacket (they called it a 
"warmth device") and a raincoat. They gave us two bottles 
of water, bug spray and a whistle. 
Next we were briefed by the producers on what the 
experiment was going to be. It turns out Primetime wanted 
us to be guinea pigs in an experiment to see how two 
inexperienced day hikers would cope if they got lost in the 
middle of an enormous forest in the Pacific Northwest, with 
no navigational devices and limited supplies of food and 
water. 
With our tiny (and I mean really tiny) backpacks all packed 
up, Sam and I were blindfolded and put into a car. Then the 
producers drove us around for about 10 minutes through 
what sounded like some seriously dense forest. Being 
blindfolded was definitely not doing much for my confidence. 
Not only was I not really sure what was going to happen to 
me, I also had no idea where I was going to be when it did. 
When we stopped, the producers helped us out of the car, 
removed our blindfolds and drove off, saying, "See you in a 
few days." Sam and I looked at each other: Did they just sa 
a few days? 
2 
They left Rick and Mark with us, fortunately, so the four of 
us set off, shadowed by a cameraman and a sound operator 
who were under instructions not to give us any help. 
We set off single-file through some thick foliage. It was 
pretty hard going, and I should have known something was 
un when the cameraman aot in close to film mv first sin of 
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Resource: OH ~·lb 
water. 
Day One, Late Afternoon - The Moment of Truth 
After about two hours we came to a clearing. I was a little 
tired (we had flown in from New York that morning), but 
definitely enjoying myself ... and that's when they dropped 
the bomb on us: Rick and Mark told us that they too were 
leaving and we were now on our own. 
Sam and I looked at each other again. If a New Yorker 
screams in the forest and there's no one around to hear it, 
does it make a sound? 
With only a few hours of sunlight left, Sam and I quickly 
formulated a plan: We were going to try and get out before 
dark, but it was more like wandering around aimlessly. I 
knew that the sun sets in the west, but unfortunately I had 
no idea which direction we actually wanted to head in. Sam 
told me her favorite is south, so that's the way we went. 
After a while we came across a small stream. Figuring that 
water flows downhill and potentially to a clearing, we started 
following it. But it turned out to be a dead end: a swampy 
marsh with no easy way of getting through. 
So we turned back in the direction we came from (at least 
that's what we thought). 
Next we started noticing ribbons tied to various branches. 
Thinking the ribbons were left by hunters and might lead us 
to salvation, we began following their lead. They took us 
nowhere fast. 
Day One, Dusk- Bedding Down 
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Resource: OH .2 ·I b 4 
After about two hours, Sam and I realized we were no closer 
to finding our way out of the woods than when we started, 
so we began to face the fact that we'd have to spend the 
night out there. 
We didn't have a tent or sleeping bag, so we figured it would 
be smart to start a fire. I told Sam we should gather firewood . 
and try to light a fire. I remembered seeing Tom Hanks rub 
two sticks together in Cast Away, but after a while I realized 
nothing was happening - the sticks were much too wet. 
The chill in the air and the relentlessness of the mosquitoes 
(we, of course, chose a spot near the marsh area) prompted 
me to put on my .. warmth device ... As I explored my pockets 
I realized I had a matchbook from the bar I went to for my 
birthday, many months before. This was a huge stroke of 
luck. Within minutes we had a nice cozy fire and much 
higher hopes. Being too tired to do anything else we lay 
down in the damp, cold dirt and attempted to sleep. 
We went to bed hungry, figuring it was best to save our 
energy bars for as long as possible. Other than that, 
everything was fine - until the fire went out a short while 
later. Then it started to get quite cold - in the mid-40s. 
Groggy with fatigue, we woke up and scrounged the 
surrounding area for more wood ... and then the fire went 
out again. 
We had to keep getting up to remake the fire, and I don't 
think I got more than an hour's worth of sleep. 
Day Two, 5:30 a.m. - Birds' Songs in the Morning 
Around dawn, the woods started coming alive with bird calls 
- loud bird call~ - cnmnellina u~ to rouse our tired bodies 
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Resource: OH ~·I b 
and get moving. 
Figuring we should find drier land, we headed off, this time 
at a much slower pace. Our hunger was giving us pangs, so 
we broke down and started gnawing at our energy bars. 
They were delicious, but not knowing where my next meal 
was coming from, I reluctantly decided to save the last few 
bites. Sam did not show as much restraint. 
Reaching drier land, we plopped down and slept for the next 
five hours. 
Day Two, 12 p.m.- Waking Up (Again) 
It took until noon for us to begin to thaw from the night's 
chill. When the camera crew told us we were expected to 
spend at least one more night in the woods, we were not 
happy campers. 
Being filmed was not so bad, but being filmed when you're 
completely out of your element, dirty and cranky, was not 
the ideal situation. The crew occasionally asked us 
questions on camera about how we were feeling and what 
we were thinking. We gave pretty honest answers about 
how frustrated we were over not having the appropriate 
knowledge and tools to have a comfortable stay in the 
woods. 
After collecting some more wood for the upcoming night's 
fire (we didn't want to have to go searching in the dark 
again) we heard a helicopter flying overhead. Realizing we 
weren't prepared to signal anyone in such an event, I began 
trying to light the fire. Alas, it was too late, and by the time I 
got the thing going the chopper was long gone. 
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Rescued! 
Just when we were really beginning to lose hope I heard 
Sam yelling to no one in particular, "Hello? Is someone 
there? Oh my God, are you here to rescue us? Jordan, 
they're here to rescue us!" 
Sure enough, Primetime's John Quinones strolled in with 
the rest of the crew like he owned the place. After a brief 
introduction he began to ask us what we thought of the 
experiment and how it felt to be stranded in the woods. 
We gave him our best answers when he dropped the big 
one on us. Apparently Greg Davenport, a leading 
wilderness survival expert with four books on the subject to 
his credit, was with us all along, surreptiously watching 
everything we did. 
Greg then proceeded to tell us the mistakes we made - we 
made quite a few - but thankfully he wasn't too hard on us. 
Apparently, with no idea where we were going, we should 
have stayed in the last location we were seen. That way 
rescuers would have an idea of where to find us. Instead of 
trying to find our way out, we should have built a shelter. Of 
course, a shelter. Why didn't we think of that? 
Also, Greg said, we should have drunk all the water we 
brought and made locating a water source our priority. We 
should also have been prepared to signal for help. That way 
when the chopper flew over, we would have been ready. • 
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Resource: 2.1b 
Aim: 
To hGlve student predict the nGlture oF Gl story they Glre qbout to reGJd 
Equipment: 
1 smGlll bGJck pGlck contGlining: 
~ 2 fleece jGlckets 
~ 2 COGlts 
~ 2 WGl-f:er bottles 
~ 2 energy bGlrs 
~ 1 Cqn bug sprGly 
~ 1 whistle 
~ 2 blind Folds 
Instructions 
1. Ptiodo teqding the story " Lost in the Woods" (resource: 2.1b) reveGll the 
contents oF the bqck pqck to students. 
2 . HGlve students predict whGlt the story will be Glbout on their worksheet 
" Building From Clues" CForm : 2 .2). 
3. AFtet students hGJve shGlred their predictions with the c!Glss, begin teGlding the 
story From the overheqd (resource: 2.1b) 
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~st N<tme: ________ Fitst lniti<tl ___ Block: __ D<tte: _ _ _ 
Form: J.·2 /12 
Building from Clues 
Task: 
1. Predict wh,rt the story will be 4bout. 
2. Fill in the 5 box sections below 
WHERE does the story t4ke 
pl4ce? (Give the VS stqte and 
physicql loc:Jtion) 
When does the story t4ke 
pi 'lee (time of yeqt")? 
WHAT h'lppens to the two 
"St'l rs" in the story? 
WHO (lre the 5 m'lin 
ch(lr(lcters 'lnd their ro le? 
WHY do the two st(lrs fi nd 
themselves in sticky situ(lt ions 
(list 4) 
't 
I 
Group Colour/ Number Combo: -------~---­
Bik: 
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Form: 3· I /5 + /21 = /26 
THE MOST IMPORTANT IDEAS 
Lost in the Woods 
Task: Detet"mine the most impot"tant ideas and events and the 
t"elationsh ips between them. 
1. Summat"ize in two to tht"ee sentences what the Story's 
about (Use yout" clues: Where, When, Who, What and 
Why). (Smks) 
2. Using your group member's "clues" rank the survival steps 
(see paper pieces in envelope) in order of MOST important 
to LEAST important and stick on the back of this page. 
(You don't have to use every step in your envelope) 
Teqchet Resource: 3· ( 
A: Cut 5 sets into individual pieces and place in 5 colour coded envelopes 
Build ~ Hre 
(If you h~ve the tools to do so) 
Find drinking w~ter 
Collect food 
Conserve your food 
Search for a way out- follow trails, 
ribbons, stre~ms etc. 
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Te(lcher Resource: 3· I 
A : Cut 5 sets into in<livi<iu<ll pieces qn<i pl<lce in 5 colour coded envelopes 
5tqy put the moment you reqlize you 
qre lost 
Find q cleqring if your present locqtion is 
hidden from over heqd viewing 
Mqke qn emergency signql - 505 or put 
out something bright 
Build q shelter 
Drink Wqter qnd eqt 
food when hungry 
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Te~cher Resource: 3 ·Z 
B: M~rking form~t- the following items ~ re r~nked in order of · 
import~ nee. The m~rks for e~ch item is set inside the box (21 mks) 
5t2iy put the moment you reCilize 
you 2\re lost 
(4mks) 
Find Ci cleCiring if your present locCition is 
hidden from over heCid viewing 
(3mks) 
MCike Gin emergency signCil - 505 or put 
out something bright 
(3mks) 
Build Ci shelter 
(3mks) 
Drink WC\ter Cind e(lt 
food when hungry 
(2mks) 
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Te4cher Resource: 3· .(. 
B: M4rking form4t- the following items 4re r4nked in order of · 
importC1nce. The m4rks for e4ch item is set inside the box (21 mks) 
Build el fire 
(If you helve the tools to do so) 
(2mks) 
Find drinking welter 
(2mks) 
Collect food 
(2mks) 
Conserve your food 
(-2mks if included in relnking) 
Seelrch for el wely out- follow trelils, 
ribbons, streelms etc. 
(-2mks if included in relnking) 
't 
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Te(lchet Resource: 3·3 
Fotest Memoty M'lze 
Aim: 
\fj To temembet- the path yout- team membet"S have cmt-ectly taken though the 
fot-est maze to t-each the othet- side of the fotest. 
4i Gwups at-e to attempt to complete the m<lze in the shortest time possible. 
Equipment: 
§ Tatp (1.5m x 2m) <md duct t<lpe - Cfotest m(lze) 
I nsttudions: 
1. Each team playet is to m<lp a pathwaytht-ough the m<lze by cottectly 
choosing to step onto the designated squ(lt-e fot each tow until they 
successfully make it thtough the maze. 
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a. When the pl<lyet- steps onto the fitst tow's designated squ<lt-e (see 
teachet template fot maze pathw21ys) the inshuctot' s21ys "YES" and 
the student can pt-oceed to the next !"ow. 
Rules: 
b. If the playet"'s choice is inconect the inshudot s(lys "NO". The 
membet- returns to the edge of the forest Cot- <lSsigned waiting atea) 
and ;::Jnothel" teqm member takes their turn. 
2. The clock is started the moment the fit-st team membet- steps onto the 
maze and is stopped when all te21m membet"S have s;::Jfely m21de it though 
the forest maze. 
ff Only one pet"Son pet- team is <~II owed on the maze at a time. 
fj The playet- cqn only choose a squ;::Jt"e that is ;::Jhead of them either dit-ectly in fwnt 
ot in the diagonal position to the squ<~te iust left. 
:g Playet"S w;::Jiting to tqke their turn must stqy in the ;::Jssigned waiting at-ea. They at-e 
not <~!lowed to physically show their team membel" the squ;::Jt-es they must touch 
to make theit way thtough the maze. Howevet" they may give vet-b;::JI inshuctions. 
A "30" second time pen<llty is added to the ovetall time if this mle is viol Cited. 
Debtiefing Circle: 
Ask students: 
1. Whctt strategies te;::Jm ot individual sttategies did they employ in e<l~h of 
theit gt-oups to complete the isl<lnd hop? 
2. What actions/ ideqs wet'e successful ot unsuccessful? 
3. Were thet'e <my othet- actions/ ideas that m<ly have impwvecl the it' team's 
time? 
4. Which membet"S <lssumecl leadet"Ship roles and why? 
rf 1 
For the maze surFace use a tarp (1.5m x 2m) and qiviqe it into 6 x 8 evenly 
marked squ<~res using colouted qud . 
StClrl: 
© 
StClrl: 
* 
-©-u --.;------- ~---~:x·-----+---~--
••• • 
5tqrl: 
••• • 
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T e4cher Resource: 4. ·I 
Aim: 
"Getting Lost Being Found" 
Blindfold W4lk in the Wooc\s 
1. To have students expet·ience btiefly the sensation of being lost. 
· 2 . To have students instill and develop a sense oF trust with their partne~ when 
guiding or being blindfolded 
BrieFing 
1. Ptiot to commencing the blindfold wqlk challenge, outline n<Jtural wooded 
·area boundaties (if: they exist) using a map ot have the group w<Jlk a ribbon 
line defining the boundaries For the activity. 
2. Specify saFety ptec<Jutions For guiding the blindfolded p<lttnet 
3. State emergency procedures For calling back in "lost pairsv and demonstr<~te the 
.emergency whistle call oF three loud blows (blown by the teCJchet) 
4. DesignCJte Cl cle<Jtly visible meeting place tot" returning "lost p<lirs" to wait For <Jli 
class mem bel" to l"etum. 
Activity 
1. Take role c<Jll 
2. Divide students into pairs 
5. Partners decide who will be the guide (A) and the blindfolded patron (B) 
6. The guides lead theit p<lttnel" (B) out into the wooded Cll"e<l CIS dil"eded by 
te(:lchel" (Clppwx 15m ins oF walking) 
7. Vpon Cll"l"iving Clt the design<~ted locC~tion the guide turns their p<lt"tnet around 
3X before having them l"emove theit blindfold 
8. Pair's t"oles t"evet"Se. The guide now becomes the blinqtolc\ed p<lhon (B) . 
9. The new guides now hies to tind theil" way back to the design<~ted meeting 
place guiding their pattnel"s CIS they go. 
10. Take tole call to ensure all "pairs" have t"eturned. 
11. Repeat the activity next class to Cl new wooded location Clllowing the first guide 
to expeHence getting lost · 
Debriefing Circle 
1. Ask students: "Wh<Jt tools (senses) did they use to guide them bqck to the 
design<Jted meeting pl<!ce?" 
2. Ask students: "Did they Feel safe? Wete they Clble to hust their p<lt"tnel" dming 
the blindfolded w<J[kt 
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Llst N<ime: -------~Fitst lniti<il: __ Blk: D<ite: _ _ 
Form: 5·1 av /6 + /10= /16 
Getting Lost Being Found 
Hqve you ever been Lost? 
Describe 4 situ4tion in which you, 4 friend or fumily member 
got lost. Vse the following guideline for you response. 
1. How did you/ they (fhend/~mily member) get lost? (1mk) 
2. Whqt did you/ they do to get found or to find your WqY bqck to 
sqfety? (1mk) 
After w4tching the Video (See pg 2) 4nswer the following ... .. . 
1. List two wqys you cqn prevent your self from getting lost. (2mk) 
~ 
2. List two things you Qn do to help your self getting found . (2m k) 
~ 
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Lqst Nqme: ________ First lnitiql : __ Blk: Dqte: _ _ 
Fotm: 5·1 cv /6 + /10= /16 
Getting Lost Being Found 
Hqve you ever been Lost? 
Describe q situqtion in which you, q ft-iend or (qmily member 
got lost. Vse the following guideline for you response. 
1. How did you/ they Cfriendl~mily member) get lost? (1mk) 
2. WhClt did you/ they do to get found or to find your WClY bClck to 
SClfety? (1m k) 
After Wqtching the Video (See pg 2) qnswer the following .... . . 
1. List two wClys you cqn prevent your self from getting lost. (2mk) 
~ 
2. List two things you qn do to help your self getting found. (2mk) 
~ 
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Teqcher Resource Key: 5·1 a.. 
· Getting Lost Being Found 
H<1ve you ever been Lost? 
Describe a situation in which you, a ftienq or fumily member got lost. 
Vse the following guiqeline for you response. 
1. How did you/ they (fi..iend/{qmily membet) get lost? (1mk) 
fl Kic/s stories (whCJt hCJppenec// where c/ic/ it hCJppen) 
2. Whqt did you/ they do to get found or to find your wqy bqck to sqfety? 
(1mk) 
After watching the Viqeo (See pg 2) answer the following ..... . 
1. List two Wqys you cqn prevent your self fi..om getting lost. (2mk) 
fA Use mCJp CJnc/ compCJss 
~ MCJke trCJJI mCJrkers (broken brCJnches_ rock cCJitns) 
fJ Tell someone where Cine/ how long you're going for 
fJ 5fCJy together (go in 4 group) 
2. List two things you cqn do to help your self getting found. (2mk) 
t. Find 4 cleCJting CJncf 5fCJy put 
-\!4 MCJke CJn 505 signCJI (rocks/ sticks/ letters in snow/ sCJnc/) 
tf Budc/ 4 fire 
·tf Put out something bright (orCJnge gCJrbCJge bCJg) 
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Group Colour: _____ _ Blk: D~te: - -
Form: 5·2., 
What to do if you at-e lost 
Make 9 Recommendations: 
(The recommend'ltions must help to mClximize Cl person's 
sutviv2d 'lnd incre(lse their chClnces of being found) 
1. ____________________ _ 
2. -----------------------
3. _______________________________ __ 
4. ___________________________________ _ 
5. -------------------------------------
6. --------------------------------------
7. ___________________________________ _ 
8. _______________________________________ _ 
9. ______________________________________ _ 
Choose a spokes person to share recommendations w·th 
the class. 
rf 
. 
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Resource: 0 H 5 ·J. a_ 
SARBC 
Search and Rescue Society of British Columbia 
Lost in the Woods- 9 Rules for Survived 
A definition of Sutvival: 
Staying WARM and DRY while waiting to be found. 
1. Stay Together 
~ Body heat 
~ Companionship 
2. Stay in one place or area. DON'T WANDER 
-~Avoid injury 
~Difficult for searchers to find you quickly 
3. Keep Wa. rm 
·~ Put on exhCJ clothing 
~Cover exposed skin (Head pa.rticularly) 
4. Find Cl Cozy Waiting Place, Not a. hiding place 
~Warm and out of the wind , ra.in or hot sun 
~Example: A rock or tree 
By Gary Obrien 
Resource: OH 5·-Z.o.. 
5. Put out Something Bright 
~ MC~ke Cl ACig with pCiper, ribbons, gC~rbC~ge bctg 
(don't tC~ke off C~ny clothing to do this) 
~ MC~ke Cln 505 signCII using rocks, sticks, 
writing in dirt/sC~nd, hC~ve them pointing to 
where you Cl re 
6. Look Bigger For 5ectrchers 
~Find ctn open p!C~ce or elect ring 
~Don't t-un when heC~ring Clircrctft 
~. Lie down on ground C~nd wctve ctrms/legs 
(like mC~king Cl snow ctngel) 
7. Do Not Lie on the BCire Ground 
~ MC~ke Cl survivC~I bed (brC~nches, moss, leC~ves) 
~ Vse sctme mC~teriCII For biC~nket 
117 
Resource: 04 5 ·2 o.., 
8. Do Not Eat Anything you are Not sure of. 
~ Do not eat sha nge berries, mush rooms or 
anyth ing else unless you are %100 sure. 
~ You can go without Food tor a long time 
9. Stay Away From Large Rivers and Lakes. 
\1j Drink Form small bodies oF running water 
~Find water on leaves trom dew 
~~ 
118 
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Resource: 0~ 5 ·2.b 
REG DA VE.NPOR ; 'M?!-~ G ·· . . . ·. T······ · ~~ GLOtlAL SURVIVAL EXPERT .· SUI11ll&'l 
oreg Davenport's Three Step Approach to Wilderness Survival 
Stop and recognize the situation for what it is . 
. Identify your "five survival essentials" and prioritize them, in order of importance, for the enviro 
ou are in. 
• Personal Protection (clothing, shelter, fire) 
• Signaling (manmade and improvised) 
• Sustenance (water and food) 
• Travel (with and without a map and compass) 
• Health (psychological stress, traumatic and environmental injuries) 
II. Improvise to meet your needs using both your manmade and natural resources. 
c) Simply Survival 2002 
p 
+ + + + + 
Personal Protection Sfgnanno Sustenance Trawt Health 
+++ + 
Clothing Shelter rtre Ertviro."lmoot Traumatic 
Improvise 
Te(}chet Resource: 5·3 120 
The Island Hop 
Aim: 
VA To have teams devise a strategy that will 21llow them to safely o-oss all 
their members from the mainl'1nc\ vi(} Ao'lting isiC1nds tht-ough sh(}t-k 
infested water to the mC1in island. Tot'll dist(}nce coveted is Sm in 
length. 
~ Each team is to attempt the ct-ossing in the shortest time possible with 
minimal casualties to be the most successful C1t completing this 
challenge 
•• 0 
Equipment: 
~ TC1pe meC~sute 
lJt 8 Frisbees (isl'1nds) 
~ 1 tarp (1.5m x 1.5m)- (main island) 
~ 2 mC1rketcones- (main land designation) 
I nshuctions: 
1. Teams commence the crossing with 8 floating isla nels (Ftisbees) in hand. 
The Ht"St pet"Son will lay a Frisbee on the gwuncl aheacl of them a net step 
onto this island ftom the mainland befote placing the next island to the 
water. Vnused Frisbees can be Qttied by any team member. 
2. The le<~det will continue to place islands down as they make their way 
across the ocean to the main islcmd. The isl<md (a tarp) can accommodate 
6 people comfottC~bly (can be m;:jde IC~tget if group numbet"S ate lcu·ger than 
8 people) 
I 
121 
Te()cher Resource: 5 ·3 
3. Successive team membets must place their foot onto the island, and keep it 
on the isl<md, until anothet- foot is placed beside theits befot-e moving to 
the next isl<~nd . 
Rules: 
4. The team then continues to use the islands as stepping stones until t hey 
t-each the main island. 
fs Once islands at-e placed inthe watet- they cannot be picked up <19<1in by the team. 
They may be pushed m pulled into anothet- position CIS long as some part of t he 
island t-emains in contact with the wC}ter. 
ti An island that is left unattended sinks (is t<1ken <lW<IY from the w<~tet-) <1nd cannot 
be used ag<~in . 
" A team membet- who fails to hop onto an island before the member ahead 
t-emoves their foot losses the opportunity to step onto that island due to its 
immediate sinking. They must attempt to hop the full distance fwm theit- island 
to the island furthet- ahead ot- move their isl<md closet- by dt-<~gging/pushing it 
forward of their cut't-ent position. 
tf A team membet may <1sk for <~nothet- island to be placed in front of them to 
repl<~ce the sunken isl<~nd if the le<1der has any unused isl<~nd in the it- possession. 
ti A teC}m member dies if they touch any p<lrt of the ocean while standing on <I n 
isl<1nd or cannot successfully deal' the hopping distance ft'Om one island to the 
next. 
VJ The challenge is over 'lnd the time stopped, when the maximum numbet' of 
people have island hopped to the safety of the main island. 
Debriefing Circle: 
Ask students: 
1. What stt-ategies did they employ in each of their gwups to complete the 
isl<~nct hop. 
2. What actions/ ideas wet'e successful ot unsuccessful? 
3. Was thet'e any othet' actions/ ideas that may have impwved theit' teams 
time ot member sutVival rate? 
4. Which members assumed le<~detship wles <1nd why? 
't J 
Fonn: 5·3 
Group Colour: ______ _ Blk: ---
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-. 
5. 
Surviv(ll Kit 
How observqnt 'lre you? 
T'isk: List the 10 survivql items th'lt should belong in your 
survivql kit to 'lSsist you if you 'lre lost or str'inded 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Blk: ---Group Colour: ______ _ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-. 
5. 
Surviv(ll Kit 
How observqnt 'lre you? 
T'lsk: List the 10 surviv'il items th'it should belong in your 
sutvi~l kit to 4ssist you if you 4t-e lost ot- stt-4nded 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
122 
rf - ___ __. 
Resource: OH 5 · '7 
Preparation and 
Prevention 
According to the Charley Shimanski* of Mountain 
Rescue there are ten essential items that every hiker and 
backpacker should carry. They are: 
1. U. S. Geological Survey topographic 
map and magnetic compass 
2. Flashlight with extra batteries and 
bulbs 
3. Extra clothing including mittens, 
hat, jacket, and rain gear 
4. Sunglasses (for bright sun, snow or 
water based locations) 
123 
Resource: OH 5·4 
5. Extra water 
and 
Extra FoodE 
6. Waterproof matches in a 
waterproof container 
7. Candle/ Fire starter 
8. Pocket knife 
9. First aid kit 
10. Space blanket or two large heavy-
duty trash bags (preferably orange-
for signaling) 
124 
Resout"ce: OH 5·5 
When Lost or Injured 
A simple trash bag can 
save your life. Use it 
to wrap your body. It 
will provide an extra 
layer of insulation as 
well as keep out 
moisture from rain or 
dew. 
At the moment you realize you are lost you should: 
S.T.O.P. (Sit, Think, Observe, And Plan). 
The first ten minutes of being lost is when most search 
fatalities make their deadly mistake. Stay calm and use 
your head not your feet. 
When you discover you are lost: 
• stay where you are and yeii"Help!" or 
• blow a whistle 3 times to signal you are lost. 
125 
Resovrc.e:.IO · 3 
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Which kind of camper are you? 
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1. Put cltl X through the pid:ure/s where you see trouble 
2 . Circle 0 the picture/s thqt you think qre sqfe hqbitqts 
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1. Put c:m X through the picture/s where you see trouble 
2. Circle 0 the picture/s thqt you think qte sqfe hqbitqts 
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Resout"ce: OH 5·5 
• Wait several seconds then turn 90 degrees and try 
again. 
Keep doing this. If someone yells back, let him come to 
you. Sometimes echoes may cause you to lose your 
orientation. 
Even if someone sounds far away keep yelling. They may 
sound this. way because they are turned away from you. 
If you are lost leave clues for searchers. 
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1. Stamp SOS in a large open area in the snow or grass . . 
2. Create •'arrows" to show the direction you are 
traveling. 
3. Leave clues such as a pile of rocks or wood. 
4. If possible build a fire to signal where you are. 
. ... 
-
Teqcher Resource: 5·<o 
Sign'llling fot Help 
Aim: 
~ To h<we students pt<ldice sign<llling techniques th<lt will (lssist tescue te<lms find 
there "lost" students' loc<ltion. 
E<J u ipment: 
fs 1 whistle CFot "lost" students) 
~ Bounc\<lty m<lrkers - tee\ Forestry t<lpe (indicates m<lximum (lte<l Fot students to 
C<ltty out se(ltch <lnc\ tescue) 
I nsttudions: 
1. Te<lchet will guide 2 students to <l set loc<ltion hidden within <l wooded 
<lte(l. Along the w<ly these students m<Jy le<Jve clues <lS to theit- whet-e-
<Jbouts. 
+ Ct-e<lte <ll"t"Ows to show dit-edion 
+ Pile up wcks ot- sticks 
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2. The lost students willst<ly within the m<lt-kec\ bound<lt-ies oF this (lt-ea until 
Found by theit- ci<Jss m<ltes. 
3. whilst W<liting to be t-escued Fwm theil" loc(ltion they qte to pt-<ldice the 
Following sign<llling techniques: 
+ St<ly put <lnc\ yell Fot- help 
+ Blow whistle 3 X in 10 second intet"V<Jis 
+ Aft:et w<Jiting 10 seconds tum 90c <me\ blow whistle <lg<Jin 
4. Se<lt-ch te<Jms (<lpptox 6 students) will be sent out to loc(lte lost students. 
They <lt-e to call the students byn<lme <lnd loc(lte them in the shot-test t ime 
possible. Along the w<ly the tescue te<lm members <lt-e to le<lve m<lt-ket-s so 
<JS not to get themselves lost (i.e. wck piles m Fot-estry Hbbon th<lt wdl be 
temovec\ <lt the end oF cl(lss) 
5. Repe<lt ch<lllenge with tem<lining te<lms <lnd "lost" student p<lit-s. 
Safety Rules: 
~ Cle<Jt-ly identifY the ch<lllenges boundary <lt"e<l . 
~ Students <lte to wot-k in p<lirs <lt <lll times. 
-~ Set <l t"etum time th<lt t-escue te(lms must t-epol"t b<lck to b<Jse iF they h<lve not 
located the "lost students. 
~ Ct-e<lte <l emet-gency/ t-etum sign<Jl th<lt will enCJble CJllstuc\ents to he'll" it within the 
chCJllenge boundCJt-ies. Students CJt-e t-etum immediCJtely to bCJse upon heCJt-ing t his 
signCJI (i.e. bike hom) 
·~ TCJke ci<Jss CJttend<lnce beFme leaving the CJt-eCJ 
- ·· ·- __, 
't 
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Teqchet- Resout-ce: 5·(o 
Debriefing: 
Ask students: 
1. Wh<lt sh(ltegies did they employ to <lid their rescue operCltion? 
2. Wh<lt Cldions/ ide<lS where successful/ unsuccessful? 
3. Which te(lm members (lssumed leqdership roles qnd why? 
--- ~~ 
T eqcher Resource: V> ·I 148 
Blindfold Ch£lllenge 
Aim: 
To h<Jve students walk <l 50+m distance Cpl<~ying Field) blindfolded to see if they have a 
tendency to w<Jlk in <l circle when landm<ltks for otient<Jting one's direction <)te absent. 
Equipment: 
.fj 4 Markers (identifY start <~nd finish points) 
~ T<Jpe me<~sure 
~ Class set ofblindfolds 
l nstructions: 
1. Distribute 1 blind fold pet pair of students. 
2. Blindfold one of the p<Jir <~nd h<Jve them w<~lk the 50+m dist<Jnce to determine 
wh<Jt direction (if <Jny) they tend to w<Jlk. 
3. Blindfolded student removes blindfold an <~ssesses whether they h<Jve man<Jge to 
w<~lk <1 sh<Jight line or if they h<~ve <1 more domin.:mt leg th<~t propels them in <1 
clockwise or counter clockwise direction. 
4 . Students sw<1p tole <~nd repe<1t pwcess. 
Safety Rules: 
\!4 St<1gger student dep<1rtures. Have p<Jirs le<~ve st<~tting <)l"e<l C)ccot"ding to their le<1f colour to 
<)Void students bumping into one <1nothet. 
~ Sighted pClrtnet is to pt"event theil" blindfolded charge from hitting objects/othel" students 
CJnd stop them when they h<1ve l"eCJched the Finish line. 
'If Don't run when blind folded . 
1ti Sighted pCJttnel" is not to dit"ect the blindfolded ch<1t"ge vel"b<Jily or physic<1lly. 
Debriefing 
Ask students: 
1. Did they w<Jlk <l straight line ot did they tend to walk to left or tight? 
2 . If tending to walk left or tight which leg is mote dominant? 
3. How might they compensate for a dominate leg propelling them is a p<l rticul<l t 
direction when w<Jiking in an area where landm<ltks <lte unfumili<lt ot <~bsent? 
(Refer to C<Jivin 's <Jttempt to return to the cqmpsite <Jftet discovering her W<lS lost. 
He wound up running in <l circle) 
/ 
rf 1 
--· -~ ~ 
Form: t' I 
Green Course 
Block: 
Group Members 
StClrt time: 
Finish Time: 
Add 2m ins for every 
incorrect code# 
Tot~! Time: 
MClrker Code# 
~. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f 
g. 
TotCll Code 
Points: 
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OrClnge Course 
·Block: 
Group Members 
StClrt time: 
Finish Time: 
Add 2m ins for every 
incorrect code # 
TotCll Time: 
MClrker Code# 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f 
g. 
Tote1l Code 
Points: 
Form: 7· ( 
Red Course 
Block: · 
Group Members 
Stqrt time: 
Fin ish Time: 
Add 2m ins for every 
incorrect code# 
Totql Time: 
Mqrker Coqe # 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
Totql Coqe 
Points: 
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Blue Course 
Block: 
Group Members 
Stqrt time: 
Finish Time: 
Add 2mins for every 
incorrect code # 
Totql Time: 
Mqrker Coqe # 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
Totql Coqe 
Points: 
T ee1cher Resource: <6 · 1 
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Su tVivq I Kit Memory G4 me 
Aim: 
\\ To chqllenge student memoty qbility by hqving them locqte sutvivql tools hidden 
in 9 sutvivq\ kits. 
~ To h<Jve students memor-ise 10 sutvivql kit items thqt would nor-mqlly be Found in 
q wilderness sutvivql kit. 
TeClm Set-up: 
~ TeCJms CJr-e b<Jsec\ on student leCJt colour/ number- combin<Jtions. 
'~ E<Jch teCJm colour- will be divided into 2 gr-oups: A (1 , 4, 5) <Jnc\ B (2, 3, 6). 
¥i E<Jch teCJm gr-ouping will t-eceive Cl sutvivql kit ( mCJtching colout- c\t-CJW shing bC~g ) 
with 4 sutvivql tools within . 
T eqm Objective: 
~ E<Jch te<lm colout- is hying to pi<Jce 8 p<lit-ec\ tools on theit- colout-ec\ sutvivql home 
b<Jse. 
Equipment 
~ 5 Sutvivql home bC~ses : co!out-ec\ Cqt-c\bo<Jrc\ sheets (t-ee\, blue, put-pie, green, 
yellow) plus 1 ICJt-ge t<Jrp/ doth tor <l covet-
~ 10 sutvivql c\t-<lW string bCJgs (2 r-ec\, 2 blue, 2 put-pie, 2 gr-een, 2 yellow) 
~ 40 Sutvivql tools: 4 comp<Jss, 4 m<Jtch boxes (empty), 4 mir-rms, 4 b<JIIs otshing, 
4 mini Fir-st <lid kits, 4 be<Jr- bells, 4 cqnc\les, 4 ACJsh lights, 4 m<JgnifYing gl<Jsses, 4 
whistles ot CJny other- items (i.e. gCJrbCJge b<Jgs, pr-etend pocket knives, etc.) 
r-··----- -- - ------··si~i----------------T·-----------·-f;~r-··------------·:------------------i~~r··----------·r · ·------------i~~r··----------- - -- - ------------·- - --i~-~r··---- - - - - -----1 
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Teqcher Resource: ~· I 
Instructions: 
P<lrt A : 
P<lrt B: 
1. CL'lss is <.lt"l'"<.lnged in <l cit"cle with colout"ed A & B gwups sp<Jced ap<lt"t fwm 
one <Jnothet" <Jwund the cit"cle. 
2. E<Jch te<Jm's colout-ed home b<Jse is pbce in the centet- of the cit"cle. 
3. One student t"<Jndomly pulls <l colout-ed/numbet"ed le<Jf fwm envelope to 
see which te<Jm willst<Jt"t the ch<JIIenge. 
4. The gwup who's membet"S le<Jf co lout"/ numbet- is dt"<Jwn st<Jt"ts the 
ch<JIIenge by <Jsking <Jnothet- gt-oup if they have <l p<lt"ticui<Jdool in theit-
suwivql kit (the tool must be found in theit" own kiO. 
5. Any gt"oup m<Jy be <Jsked fm <l tool (this includes <1 t"ed A gwup <Jsking 
theit" te<Jm's t"ed B gwup fm <l tooD. 
6. If <l gt-oup ~ils to <Jchieve <l m<Jtch with theit- tool, the gt-oup they just <Jsked 
now t<Jkes theidum <md <Jttempts to m<Jke <l m<Jtch . 
7. A gwup pi<Jces <l m<Jtched p<lir of sut"vivql tools on theit" te<Jm's colout"ed 
home b<Jse. 
8. A coloured te<Jm is elimin<Jted fwm the ch<Jllenge when no items t-em<Jin 
in eithet" oftheit" Am B gt"oups' sut"Vivql kits . 
9. A te<Jm wins if they m<Jn<Jge to collect the most suwiv<Jl tools on theit" 
home b<Jse (m<Jximum: 8 tool p<lirs) 
10. At the end of the p<lt"t 1 ch<Jllenge, te<Jchet- covet-s <Jll the items on e<Jch of 
the home b<Jses with I<Jt-ge t<Jrp or cloth. 
11. Te¥her gives out <1 memory sheet Cfmm 9.1) to e<Jch te<Jm gwup CA & B). 
12. Gwup membet"s then list the 10 tools used in the ch<JIIenge sut"Vivql kit 
(t<Jsk m<Jy be timed fm an <Jddition<Jl ch<JIIenge). 
13. TeClchet" mClrk.s Clnd reviews <mswers with class. 
14. Groups can detet"mine theit" overall memot"y success based on theit" 
pl¥ement in pat"t A & B. 
Debriefing: 
Ask students: 
1. What shategies did they employ to t-emembet" and con·ectly match suwivql 
tools in p<lt"t A? 
2. W<Js theit- a membet- in theit- gwup whose memmy <Jbility was pat"ticulat"ly 
good? 
3. How might memory affect a pet-son 's <Jbility to find theit- way ot- navigate a 
path in an un~miliat- at"ea? 
Form: ~· \ 
Gtoup Colout: ______ _ Te4m: A ot B (citde) 
Survival Kit 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4.. 
5. 
How obsetv(lnt 4te you? 
Tc:lsk: List the 10 sutVivql items th4t should belong in yout 
sutVivq( kit to 4ssist you if you (lte lost ot stt4nded 
6. 
7. 
8 . 
9. 
10. 
Gtoup Colout: ______ _ Te4m: A ot B (circle) 
Survival Kit 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4.. 
5. 
How obsetv(lnt (lte you? 
Tc:lsk: List the 10 sutVivql items th'lt should belong in yout 
sutVivql kit to 4ssist you if you 4te lost ot stt4nded 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
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Resource: OH <1 · t . 154 
Being Beqt Awqte 
----------------------- ----- ---------------------, 
Whcrt: do you Whqt do you . I 
KNOW Wondet ' 
qbout beqts? qbout beqts? I r------------------------------------ ------- ----~~~-----~-~---------- l 
I --------------+-------------- -----------1 
I .. 1-----------------i 
~ 
i 
1----------------------·-·······--------------------·----------·-----···--------·--·-·-------····-····-------------------------·-····----------·-··-····----------{ 
l ~ 
!.___________________________________________________________________________________________ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J 
I I 
i ~---- ------- -------- ------------- I 
'~-=~~=~~~~~=~~~=~--=~~~~~~-~ "~~~--~==~=~-~=~=: -~----~~=--==J 
~------ -----+-------------------~ 
!---------·--·-··-·-·--·-··-······--··----···-----~ -·---·--·--··-·-·-··-·-·-------···--··--·----·-·----~ 
, _______________________________________________ r-----·--·-------------···--------------------------------- ---·-·j 
I I 
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Lqst N4me: _______ FitSt lnii:i41: ___ Blk: __ D<lte:, __ 
Form: G1·1 
Know Yout Beelts 
Task: Describe the features thqt qre charqcteristic of eqch 
type of bear 
Blqck BeqtS Features Grizzlies 
Snout I fqce shqpe 
Shoulqets 
ClqWS 
Fur colouts 
Weight 
Number of cubs 
P tefened habitat 
(home space) 
Ptefetreq fooq 
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Resource: OH '1· 2 ·o.... 
Know Yout BeClts 
Tqsk: Describe the feqtutes thqt qte chqtqdetistic of eqch 
type ofbeqt 
Blqck Beqrs Feqtutes Grizzlies 
Snout I f4ce shqpe 
Shoulders 
EqtShqpe 
ClqWS 
Toe pqq shqpe 
Fut colours 
Weight 
Number of cubs 
Ptefetteq hqbit4t 
(home spqce) 
P tefetteq fooq 
't 
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Resource: OH Key q·2b 
158 
Know Yout Beelts 
Tqsk: Describe the feqtures thqt qre chqrqcteristic of eqch 
type ofbeqr 
B(qck Beqts Features Grizzlies 
Str<1 ig ht snout/ Snout I f4ce shqpe Vptu rned snout I 
n(lrrow heCld Squqred heqd 
Flqt, Shoulclets Hump 
no hump 
Lqrge I Eqrshqpe Round/ 
pointy smqll 
Short ((qws Long 
-
Ovql I Toe pqcl shqpe Round I 
spreqd qpqrt Squqshed together 
Blqck, brown, Fur colouts Blqck, brown, 
cinnqmon, blonde cinnqmon, blonde 
150 ponds I Weight 400 pounds I 
100kg 200kg 
2 Number of cubs 2 
Woodlqnd I Preferrecl habitat Woodlqnd I Cl lpine 
Forests I (}Void (home space) me(ldows I cleqrcuts 
open (lre(ls 
Roots/berries/smqll Prefettecl foo~ Roots/berries/ grubs 
m(lmmqls/ grubs/ mqmmqls/ sq lmo n 
smqll moose cqlves 
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Teacher Resource: q. 4 lL 
Aim: 
Being Bear Aware 
Who's who in the Woods? 
~ To h<1ve student correctly identifY physic<ll <lnd beh<lviour<ll simil<lrities <lnd 
differences between Grizzly be(lrs <lnd Bl<lck be(lrs. 
Equipment: 
~ 5 urge photo-copied ch(lllenge sheets (form '1.2) 
~ 5 l<1rge colour combin(ltion p<lper m<lts (le<lf colour/ number) 
• red -1,3,5/ yellow- 2,4,6 
• green-1,3,5/ red- 2,4,6 
• blue -1,3,5/ purple- 2,4,6 
• purple I green- 2,4,6 
• yellow-1,3,5 I blue- 2,4,6 
160 
'~ 5 colour combin<ltion coded envelopes cont<lining 21 cut up p<lper pieces ofbe(lr 
ch<l r(lderistics (resource: q. ~ 
qj 1 overhe<ld key (resource q. ~c,) 
I nsttuctions: 
1. H<1ve students bre(lk into their le<lf colour/number combin<ltion groups 
(see p<lper m<lts) 
2. Students receive ch<lllenge sheet Cform 9.2) <lnd plqce on p<lper m(lts <lnd 
envelope with be<Jr ch<Jr<Jcteristics (resource 9.'/b) 
3. Students <Jre then to sort <lnd pi<Jce be<Jr ch<Jr<Jcteristics in the <lppropri(lte · 
loqtion within the Venn di<Jgr<Jm 
4. Te<Jcher times ch<JIIenge <Jnd m<Jrks te<Jm sheets upon their completion 
5. After <JII te<Jms h<Jve completed the ch<Jllenge review <Jnswers using the 
overhe<Jd key (resource r. 'ic) 
-l 
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Te4cher Resource: '1-l.f b 
A: Copy 5 sets- cut into individu41 pieces 4nd pl4ce 4 full set in 5 co'lour 
coded envelopes 
Bl4ck Be4r 
PREFER WOODED 
AREAS 
POIN1Y EARS 
ROUNDED SNOUT 
SHORT ClAWS 
OVAL TOE PADS 
CLIMB TREES 
Simil4rities 
GOOD SENSE OF 
SMELL AND 
HEARING 
CINAMON 
BLONDE 
BIG 
SMALL 
HYBERNATE 
BlACK 
AVERAGE 2 CUBS 
/YEAR 
CUBS CLIMB TREES 
Grizzly 
PREFER ALPIN E 
MEADOWS &CUT 
BLOCKS 
ROUND EARS 
SHOULDER HUMP 
LONG CLAWS 
CIRCUlAR TOE PADS 
UPTURNED SNOUT 
--- ---
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T eqcher Resource: 'f · Lf b 
A: Copy 5 sets- cut into individual pieces and plqce q full set in 5 colour 
coded envelopes 
Black Bear Similqrities Grizzly 
ENJOY BERRIES 
GOOD SWIMMER 
163 
Resoutce: OH q ·lfc. 
Black BeatS Similarities Grizzlies 
PREFER WOODED GOOD SENSE OF PREFER ALPINE 
AREAS SMELL AND MEADOWS &CVT 
HEARING BLOCKS 
POINTY EARS CINAMON ROUND EARS 
ROUNDED SNO\JT BLONDE UPTURNED SNOVT 
~ 
SHORT CLAWS BLACK LONG CLAWS 
OVAL TOE PADS SMALL CIRCULAR TOE PADS 
CLIMB TREES BIG SHOULDER HUMP 
AVERAGE 2 CUBS 
/YEAR 
HYBERNATE 
GOOD SWIMMERS 
ENJOY BERRIES 
CUBS CLIMB TREES 
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Resource: OH- 9· 5 
Can You Tell Who is Who? 
Grizzly Bear· broaa face, ears are small ana rounded, 
coat grizzled 
"zzly Bear- broad face, ears are small and rounded 
.... . ,._ ... . 
'rizzly Bear- broad face, shoulder hump, small ears, 
coat grizzled 
Black Bear- larger ears, more pointed, shorter claws, narrow 
face 
Black Bear -larger ears. more pointed. no shoulder hump 
hump 
Black Bear - larger ears, more pointed, claws not e r ent, · 
() o shoulder hump 
-
Form: Ci.3ct 
Lctst name: Date: --------
How Fqt is Fqr? 
Blk: ---
Tctsk: To detet-mine how mcmy paces you take in 25m and 50m 
,~ What is a PACE? Two full shides 
165 
Recot-d your pace trials het-e Whqt is Yout-? What is Your? 
Tt-iql #in Avet-age pqce Pqce fat-
paces 25m in 50m 
1 25m (A) 2 X (A) 
2 
r----3---+-----l Total paces= L__l A __ _____,/ I= 
4 4 
Totql paces 
-~ Do you w<:llk in q: clock wise ot- countet--clock wise dit-ection? (Cit-de) 
~ Which is yout- dominqnt leg? _____ _ 
Last nqme: Dqte: Blk: ------- ---
How Fqt' is Fqr? 
Tctsk: To detet-mine how mqny pqces you tqke in 25m <:lnd 50m 
-it What is q PACE? Two fu II strides 
Recot-d yout- pace triqls het-e 
Yout-? 
Tl"i<:l I 
paces 
1 
2 
#in 
25m 
Wh'lt is Yout-? Whqt is 
Avet-<:lge pace Pace fa t-
in 50 m 
25m (A) 2 X (A) 
t----3---+----4 Total paces= L__l A __ _____,/ I= 
4 4 
T ot;:)i paces 
'~ Do you walk in a: clock wise ot- countet--clock wise dit-ection? (C ircle) 
~ Which is your dominant leg? _____ _ 
. ,,_ 
't J 
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Form: 9.3b 
Last Name: Date: ____ Blk: ___ _ 
Tree Identification 
TClsk: Record the chC~rC~deristic of eC~ch tree 
r··--------·--:r~~~--M~ppi-~9---------- --------------------:r~~~-----------------------··r··----------------------------------- ··:r;~~---------------------------------------- , 
i Symbol Nqme i Chqtqd:etistics i 
r······------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------T~~~~:~~-:~:~~:::~~:::::~~=:==:=~~~::~:~=~:~~==:::=~~:=:J 
! * ~ro~ ~~ ! 
r·"i------------------------------------------------ : 
! ·~ • Bqlsc:tm ~--i······--·-··------······-·---------·--·-···········--·------··-··---------··-········-·····-·-···1 
~---------------······················-·-·· · ····· · ············-··················-··················· ------- --- --{ 
-' ----------------------·--------------------------------------------l-~! ___________________________________________________ __ 1 
Last Name: Date: Blk: ----
Tree Identification 
Task: Recot"d the chC~t"adet"istic of each hee 
r···:r;~~""t~1~r?i~-g···sy~b~r- --------------------------- · ·:r;~~---------------------------··r·· ---------- -------------------------- ---··:r;~~------------ ----------------- -------- - - -- ---··: 
I Nc:tme ; chqtctd:etistics l 
* Spruce 
>-~:---···········--·········-············--··· ···· · ··· · ······-· ·····-··--·····'···-···· ·- · ··· .. j 
t !J-------------------------- ----------------··1 
e Bitch !• . r-i·------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ , 
~---- -----~ ------ -------~=::;~:;~:-- ---~==-~:==-===-=~=-=:~==:] 
j ¥4 
• i ·~ :---·-········-········· ············--··········-·-·---------------------·-·-··-······-······-············· ······- ~ ! ~ i 
L---------------------·----------------------------·-····-··-···· -·····-··········-------·--------·-·-··-·--····-----····--····-:...······-··---······-····-·······-----·-····-----··· ·- · --------·····-------------·-····-; 
't 
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T eqcher Resource: KEY 'l.3b 
Ttee ldentific4tion 
Tqsk: Record the physicql che1re1cteristics of ee1ch tree 
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r··------y-~~~-M-~pp_!-;:;_9 _______ --------------------------------··:r;~~--------------------------~------------ ------------------------ - --y;:~~---- - -----------------------1 
! Symbol N~me ! Ch~t~detistics ! 
r--·--------------------------------------------------------------- --------- - ---------------------------------- - ------------------- - ---------------------·r·i·-----~;~·ir~;--c=~-~~~-i~;~;~-~y-··- ----- - --- -- ---------
1 * Sptuce ["":i---~p[;:;~-TiTZ~--b·~;:k-(~-~-.ii~-;)·---------------j 
_----ijj·····~~-;k··;~~)"b";~~-~-- -b~-;-k·-······················· ····1 
:---- -- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------- -------------------------- - ----··r··,i·----~~~r~-~-~-~;-·ci~;~~--r~~~~r- ··---- --- ··1 
8 Bitch r-··i···--p~p~·;y·};~;k···· · ···· · · · ··················· ------- --------------~ 
r-~---~-hft~t-;~-~k·------------------- -------------~--- _--~ 
1 ~ conifer 
Dougl~s Fit i ~ l~tge chunky b~tk 
~-----·--··············-····-·-···········-·······---------·····················- ·-·· · · ········ · ······ ---~ 
j 1 ~ rusty ted/ot~nge b~tk ' 
:-··································· ···························· ··· · ··········· · · · ································· ············-·····-················--r··i····-~~-~-~-r~·;················· · ································· ···· ···. . j 
• B~ ls~m ~----~-----s~;~th--p·rtt~~--b~-;k··· ·· -------- ------- ·: 
r··-:i·-----~-i;~d--~~-p--fiTi~~--b~-bbr~-------- - ----------~ 
. --- --- - - -~~ 
-
Teacher Resource: 10 · I 
Going On A Beat Hunt 
Aim: 
To h<tve student pt<tctice m<tpping <md tree identifiqtion skills to locqte <tnd 
identify be<tts <tt control m<ttket sites hidden throughout the woods. 
Equipment: 
' ~ Cl<tss sets of colout coded l<tminCited m<tps (see s<tmple- resource: 9.1<t) 
• 5 purple 
• 5 ted 
0 5 ot<tnge 
Gl 5 yellow 
~ CICISS set of co lout cockd control m<ttket worksheet 
• 10 Purple/ ted Cfotm: 9.1<t) 
4P. 10 Ot<inge/ Yellow (form: 9.1b) 
~ 4 colour coded sets of5 different m<ttket code be<it pictures (tesoutce 9.1b) 
'~ 1 stop w<ttch 
Prerequisites: 
Students should 
~ be <tble to identify the fout cqtctinCII points of the comp<tss 
~ be <tble to otient<tte theit m<tps to north using cle<ttly identifi<tble l<tndm<itks . 
~ be <tble to identify h<tndt<iil fe<ttutes on <1 m<ip 
~ h<tve completed the p<tcing exercise <tnd tree identific<:ltion <:lctivity 
Instructions: 
~ Preparation 
1. M<tp out 4 sep<tt<tte coutses in wooded <tte<t (see tesoutce: 9.1('l). Eqch is to be 
identified by <l different coloured set of control m<ltkets (purple, ted, ot<l nge 
<tnd yellow) . 
2. E<lch course <lnd m<lp (resource: 9.1b) should h<tve <:l set of5 control m<lrkets 
(different colour coded be<lt pictures pinned to trees). The controls <l te . 
consecutively <tligned <tlong tr<1ils through the forest. 
~ Lesson 
3. Divide cl<tss into groups of3 ot 4 students <lnd <llloc('lte e('lch group to <:l 
different colour coded course. 
4. Instruct students on how to use the control m<ttket sheet (use resource: OH-
9.2) <tnd colour coded m<tps. 
168 
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T ectchet Resou tee: I 0 · I 
5. Prior to commencing the Be<! I' Hunt h<~ve students ol'ient<~te their m<~ps to 
North . 
6. Fwm <~common st<!t"ting <!l'e<l, st<~gger student gwup send off times, 
C~ltem<~ting the gwups so th<1t no two gwups Cll'e beginning the S<!me comse <1t 
the SCI me time. 
7. Students <!t"e to find, identify <1nd recmd conhol m<~rket"S (be<!t"S) on the 
conholsheets (forms: 9.1<~/ 9.1b), <~nd retum to the st.:tning <~re.:t. 
8. Vpon eqch group's retum, give them their finish time <1nd h<1ve them check 
their conhol sheets for Cjccur<Jcy. 
9. E<Jch group repe<1ts the pwcess with the rem<!ining colour coded m<!ps. Fom 
colour-coded m<!ps <!l'e to be completed over <1 period of two 4.5-minute 
lessons. 
Debtiefing: 
Ask students 
1. Did they h<~ve houble determining which direction code m<~rket"S were pi<Jced 
fm e<Jch cou t"Se? 
2. Did they h<Jve houble convening mehic dist<~nces into p<!ces when trying to 
qlcul<~te how fur- to the next contr-ol m<~r-ker-? 
3. Did <1ny gr-oups h<~ve cle<~r-ly identiti<~ble le<1ders m did <11! member-s conhibute 
to pr-ocess of finding conhol m<Jrker-s? 
4. It <1ny of the cout"Ses <!ppe<!t-ed h<!t-dedh<!n the others? Wh<!t m<~y h<~ve m<1de 
this cour-se mme difficult? 
rf 
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Teqchet Resource: 10 · I c4..1 
Enlqtge Gtizzly Beqt temp(qtes to suite code mqtket size 
·' 
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Te(}chet Resource: 10 ·1 cv 
Enl'ltge Grizzly Be'lttempl'ltes to suite code m'ltket size 
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Tectcher Resource: tO· f o....-
Enlctrge Grizzly Bectr templcttes to suite code mctrker size 
~ J ~: 
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Teqchet Resource: 10· 1 b 
Ent~tge Bi<Kk beqrtempL~tes to suft:e coqe m~tket size 
• 
175 
T e4chet Resource: I 0 ·I b 
Enhttge Blctck bectttemplcttes to suite code m~tket size 
176 
T e4chet R.esou tee: I 0 ·I b 
Enl4rgeBI4ck be4ttemplates to sufte code market size 
177 
T~cher Resource: 10 ·I b 
Enl<trge Bl<tck be<tr templ<ttes to suite coc\e market size 
Resource: OH IO · 2. o..,.. 
178 
Be(lr AwClre MCipping Skills 
·ifJ To find NORTH Cllign your mCip so thClt you (lre 
stClnding with the school building on your right 
Clnd the fence opening on your left (these will serve 
ClS your hClnd re}ils) 
41 MClke sure you record your st(lrt Clnd finish times. 
... Check thCit you C}re reClding the right colour mClp 
i nstrudions 
¥A Record your be(lr identificCltions for e(lch number 
on the instruction sheet 
fJ PIClce you Cind your pClrtners/ nClmes on the 
instruction sheet 
Te(lms will depClrt in the following mClp course 
order: 
\11 purple, 
fA orClnge, 
~~ red , 
ttl yellow 
rf 
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Group Member Names: _____________ _ 
Block: Date: -------- -------
Form: tO· lc::L.-
Be(lr Sightings 
Purple Coutse 
,--------······-··--·· ···························································---------·····--------------·················· 
St£lrttime: 
: ................................................................. ----·····-------------------···-·····-··-- ----------···-·····----- ~ 
Finish time: 
Tot(l( time: 
r-------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- -------------------------------------· 
:· ·········s~a--~· ·;·i~ihtin·9···· ······ ···· · · ·· ·····=r;;r;·~·- ;r·b~~-~----······· · · 
Co ntto I G - g tizzly ! 
Markets BB- Black bear : 
1 
·--------------------·-----------·········--------·---------------------·-······----------------------------------··-! 
2 
:.--··································-···········••·•····· ··•····••···························•······· .......•.....•..•..... 
3 
4 
·---------------·-···s ·········--····--·----·-· --··---···--·-···--------------·-···---·------·-----··-·-1 
····-·····-···--------------····-···-·-· ···········--·-··----····--·--·-·-·-·--·····-···-·-····· 
M'lp A: Purple M'lpping Clues 
J]· Contt-ol mClt-ket- (tt-ee identified on m£lp) 
1. Ft-om cornet- fence heCld NE wCllking 10m Clnd stop then 
tut-n Left Clnd heCld N wCllking 10m to site# 1 ~ 
2. From site #1 heCld N wCllking 10m to Cl .!l {purple m41-ker 
only). Stop, turn Left then heCld W WCllking 25m to site #2 
~ 
3. From site #2 heCld W w(llking (}long the tt-Clil 50m t o site 
#3 .!l 
4. From site #3 heCld SE following the trClil25m to site #4 ~ 
5. From site# 4 he£ld W wCllking 10m to site #5 J] 
- .. - - -- . - ·· - ----~---- ·- ------- .. ·-- --· -- ··- - -·- ---·-· --- ------·-· ----------
-- · --. - -- -- - ~ ~ 
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Group Member Nqmes: _____________ _ 
Block: Dqte: ------- ---------
Form: JO· I a__ 
Red Coutse 
Finish time: I 
j·········-··-·T;t~·rtim·~·;··· ···························· ·········-········ ···············1 
; : 
M'lp B: Reel M'lpping Clues 
Jl : Control m(1rker (tree identified on m'1p) 
-~ ; 
1. From corner fence he'1d NE walking 10m '1nd stop at Jl 
{reel m;JrkeronlyJ. Turn left '1nd he'1d N w(1lking 10m t o 
site# 1 J] 
2. From site# 1 head N w'1lking '1long the tr'1il10m to site 
#2 ~ 
3. From site #2 he'1d NE w'11king 25m to site #3 ~ 
4. From site #3 he'1d E walking 10m to main hiking tr'1i l then 
turn Left '1nd he'1d N w(1lking 50m site #4 J.J 
5. From site# 4 he'1d E w'1lking 25m to site #5 .Jl 
rf 
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Gtoup Membet N~mes: _____________ _ 
Block: D~te: ------- ------
Fotm: IO··Ib 
Be<1t Sightings 
Ot<lnge Coutse 
~----- . ---·--
1--i!~ ::::~ -------·-·-·--·1 
: : 
Tot(}! time: r---- ·----------------i 
:-B~~ t-;-ig hti_n_g--+----T-y ___ pe--.;rbe-;-1 
Conttol G - gtizzly I 
BB- Bl~ck ~t ! 
: 
M~tketS 
1 
2 ~-------3----- _,_., ________________ , __ 
4 
5 
------------~------------i 
M<1p C: Ot<lnge Mqpping Clues 
Jl: Control mClrker (tree identif1ed on mCJp) 
1. From corner Fence he;qd NWN w;qlking 25m to site #1 
Jl 
2. From site #1 heCld NWN wCllking 50m to site # 2 Jl 
3. From site #2 heCld NWN wCJiking 50m to site # 3 Jl · 
4. From site #3 heCld SW wCJlking 40m to site #4 Jl 
5. From site# 4 heCld W wc:dking 40m to site #5 Jl 
182 
Group Member NClmes: _____________ .....,..-
Block: DClte: ---- --------
Fotm: · )0; I b 
Yell ow Cou t"Se 
c=~--~t~!fti~~~=~~~~=~=-=-~=-=J 
! Finish time: i 
Totql time: 
[~=~===~=--~--~==~~==:] i BeClr sighting Type ofbeClt i 
i Control G- gtizzly l 
l MCltkets BB - BIClck beClt I 
' 1 
~------1-·- --------~ 
~------~---- ~-------i 
4-
-------+-----------~ 
5 
Mqp D: Yellow Mqpping Clues 
Jl: Control marker (tree iqentif1ecl on map) 
1. From corner fence heaq NWN walking 4-0m to site #1 
J] 
2. From site# 1 heacl N walking 25m to J] {yellow mqrker 
only). 
3. From J] {yellow mqrkeron/y) turn W cmcl walk 25m 
to Site #2 r;l] 
4-. From site #2 heacl W walking 25m to site #3 r;l] 
5. From site #3 heacl NW walking 25m to site #4- Jl 
6. From site# 4- he'ld N walking 10m to site #5 r;l] 
Group: __________ Bik:. __ Dqte: __ 
Form: J0·2a 
Beqr Encounters 
Wh'1t should you do if ... .. 
Situqtion 
You spot q beq r, but it hqs 
not detected you 
The beqr hqsn't detected 
you, but is moving towqrds 
you 
The beqr hqs noticed you, 
but is q considerqble 
d istq nee qWqy? 
A grizzly beqr stqrts to 
follow you? 
A smqll grizzly or blqck 
beqr qttqcks you? 
You surprise q grizzly or 
blqck beqr in close 
confrontqtion? 
A lqrge grizzly beqr qttqcks 
you? 
Solution 
Plqce Number# from chosen 
response 
183 
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Form: I 0 ·l. b 
Be'l t- Encou ntet-s 
Wh'lt should you do if ..... 
--:\\ Sol uti on 
1 W'l I k 'lW'lY slowly the W'1Y you c(1 me ( nevet-
t-un) 
2 M'lke yout-selfknown (use noise)to the be'1 t-
'lnd slowly W'11k 'lW'1Y 
3 M'1ke yout-selfknown to the be(1r by : 
~ Climbing on '1 log, stump ot- rock (be 
big) 
~ W(lve yout- (1rms (1round '1nd m'1ke loud 
noises 
~ Climbing '1 tree (4m ft-om the ground) if 
it continues to follow 
4 Determine the be(1t-'s intent: 
~ Defensive (protecting cubs, ki II or 
territory)- ~rop to the groun~ 'lnd pl'ly 
de'1d 
¥1 Pred'1tory (Hungry)- fight b'lck feet 
first, kick in the nose. If given '1 ch'lnce 
climb '1 tree (4m off ground) 
5 St'lnd still, keep eyes down '1nd then slowly 
back '1W'lY (put something between you '1n 
the be(1r ie: bike) 
--- -- · ----· 
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Resource: OH l0·2b 
· Be(;)t Encounter Responses 
WhClt shoulq you qo if ..... 
~----Situ(lti on·------···---· i -- ------s;r~t-i~·;··-~~---------1 
:---v 0~-;r;t~s~-a-~~-s~t- it h~;---~-1: w~ll-i~4Y-~~~~fyth~-~~-i1 
! not detected you I you c~me I 
; ! I 
The be(}r h4sn't c\etectec\ 12. M4ke yourself known to I 
I you, but is mov{ng tow(}rc\s I the be4r Clnc! slowly wCllk I 
, you l4w4y l 
r-Th~-b~q ~h-qs- notl~e~-Yo~-:--h~Mq k~-y;;~~~ltrn~n t~~ 
! but is 4 consider4ble 1 the be4r Clnc! slowly w4l k I 
I distqnce qwqy? [ qwqy I 
A grizzly be4 r st4 rts to 
follow you ? 
3. M4ke yourself known to 
the be4r by 
• climbing on q log, 
stump or rock (be big) 
\t W4ve your 4rms (} round/ 
m4ke loud noises 
V. Climbing 4 tree (4m 
ft-om the ground ) if it 
continues to follow 
Resource: OH I 0 ·..<__b 
Situation 
A small grizzly or black 
bear attacks you? 
I Solution# 
l4.Determine the bear's 
i intent 
I 4ttdefensive (protecting 
· cubs, kill or territory) -
drop to the ground and 
play dead 
j fA Predatory (Hungry) -
186 
. fight back feet first, kick 
in the nose. If given a 
chance climb a tree (4m 
off ground) 
: y;;~ ~~;p-;i;;;~ g;;;:ry;;;: j 5. St~ Od ;til[T~~p ~y~~ -_  , 
I black bear in close I down and then slowly back j 
confrontation? J away (put something · 
i between you and the bear 
I ie: bike) 
: i , . A-·T;;·~·g·~---g-~i-~~Ty ___ b~;;-·~·-·atta-~-k~----·····l ·· ·4·:·····6~t~-~m·T~-~---th~--b~~--~~-~-----·-·---··-·-··--- · ··! 
. you? : intent 
:-----············ .. ·······-·······-··-·····- ··-·····-·······----------···-·---·-·····-············----- --·------·-···-··-···-..:. . ...................................................................................................................................... ; 
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List N4me: Blk: D4te: 
Form: 11.1 
School Y'frd Comp'fss Work 
Task: To practice taking compass bearings. 
A) Playfield: Mid point between east:etn Goal Posts (GP) 
Compass reacting 
Beating line (r-ound by 10's 
e.g. 60° not 62°) 
Eastern GP to electricq[ green box 
Eastern GP to electticql red box 
Eastern GP to center of western goal posts 
Eastern GP to Northern gate exit 
Eastern GP to NW corner Fence post: 
B) Tether ball (TB) post closest: to basketball courts 
Compass reading 
Beating line (round by 10's 
e.g. 60° not 62°) 
TB post to western tether post 
TB posts to western (closest:) gym door exit 
TB post to yellow gate at end oF gym building 
TB post to play Held's northern (closest:) gate exit 
TB post to play Field's N E corner Fence post 
C) Center oF 2nd picnic table (PT) From basketball courts 
Compass Reading Record object Found on beating 
line 
70 o approx Sm ftom PT 
280 o approx 30m from PT 
20° approx 30m from PT 
160° approx 1m from PT 
1100 approx 25m ftom PT 
--- --
Teqchet Resource: 12.1q 
Aim: 
Comp4ss 
Coutse M4pping Skills 
~ To h<lve students pr<Jdice using comp<Jss be<Jrings to loqte m<lrker poles 
~ The ch<JIIenge will require 2 x 4-Smin blocks. 
Fielq 
0 0 0 
4 3 ~ 
s~skets~n / 
5 6 7 
0 0 
Coutse: Sq mple: 
Colout: Yellow 
rsii;:t--p~~~---------------- -- 6---------- ---- -----------------------------l 
r-- Loati~n -rs-~~~in9-coy··r-··Pole .. # _______ l 
r·----------- - --A·;·- ----------- -·:----------16-o·~-------------:------------ - ···s··--------- - ------1 
r··-· ················s :-·········---------:-----------296;········-:---------------i ············--·--l 
!··---------- --- -----c~;-·------- - - - - -------·---- -------34o~--------- - --·------- - ----------1"·----- - --- ------- -· 
D: 
Equipment: 
,~ B<Jsketb<lll posts ( m<Jtker poles) 
\J CI<Jss set o( comp<Jsses 
-~ Instruction overhe<ld (resource 12.1b) 
f.t Cl<1ss set o( worksheets ((orm: 12.1) 
8 
1 
8~ 
0 
School 
-!f Envelope filled with course wutes in 3 <Jssorted colours (s<lmple Form : 12.2) 
~ Course wutes <l nswer key (s<Jmple resource 12.3) 
188 
't 
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Teacher Resource: 12.1a 
Instructions 
1. IdentifY compass beaHngs between basketball poles (1-2, 1-5, 1-6, 1-7, 1-8 etc) 
2. Make <l wute key (see sample resource 12.3) 
3. Hand out worksheet ((orm 12.1). Students (lre to work in pairs. 
4. Instruct students on how to use compass challenge worksheet. Use overhead 
(resource 12.1b) . NOTE: Remind students to keep their body between the 
metal basketball pole and the compass (b<~cks against poles) to ensure accurate 
compass bearing settings at-e made. 
5. Have students select 2 course wutes From envelope. They at-e to t-ecord each 
course's colour, starting pole and compass beat-ings in the boxes provided on 
their worksheets, and then retum cout-se slips back to envelope. 
6. Once at ball courts sends students pairs oft to their first course's starting pole 
to commence ch<!llenge. 
7. Students upon completing each cout-se cqn check their answer with the wute 
key (t-esource 12.3) 
8. I( students do not receive a score higher than 3 out 4 help them to locate their 
mistake and redo the bearings again . 
9. When the first tow cout"Ses at-e complete conectly students may select another 
2 courses Fwm the envelope to Finish oft theit- wmksheet challenge. 
Debriefing: 
Ask students: 
1. To identifY any difficulties they hCld when using the compass. 
2. How can they check if they hClve cot-t-ectly Followed a be<Jt-ing ? 
3. What fuctors could lead to an incorrect reading oF a beat-ing? 
rf ____ ...... 
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Resource: OH 12.1b 
CompClss Coutse Mllpping Skills 
Fielc! 
-----------------------------------,------------------------------- r--- ---------------------------------,----------------------------------, 
0 : 0 0 0 
4 3 ~2---+---1~ 
v 
B~sket B~ II J Cou tt:s School 
6 7 8 
0+-------+--0 0 0 
Course: Sample: 
------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------···· 
Colour: Yellow 
·························-·······-·-··········· ·········-·-· ······-----··········------· ··············· ··--······------······ 
Start pole: 6 
~~-~u~~:I~1%~:~? J l ~~r~ -: 
C: 340° 1 
-------------- - -5; -------------+-----------s·a-~---------- -----] ,. ________________ s _________ ______  
-----·-··-----·······-··-----·-···········-L ............................... .. ........ L ...... :. .. ........................................... . 
Course: 1 Course: 2 
Colour: Colour: 
~---------5~-rt--p~T~~--------------------------------····--·------··· --·· --------------·-------··· -------··-·< ........... - ........... .. .... 1 
Stqrt: pole: 
, _______ 'L~Qti~-~-------·· -----s~~;i'~-9---c~f--·I·--------P;l~--~i·------< ! ...... --L~~~ti~~ -.. ----8~~-;i-~g--(~)--·T -------P~-i~- ti ... ; 
~ -- -···-----·-----A·;··--------·--··- -··--------------·--··-·-----------------··'·-··-···---·-····-·-··--·----·-· ------·· 
;-- -··------··-· .. "'13' ;--··---------------- ----- ------- ---------------- -------- ----- ,.. .. ...... .. ---------- ... --------- ---- ---i 
r---------------·c:;·---------------------------------···-- -----------------------;--·----------------·--------------------·: 
l·················-········· .. ····-.. ···· ..... ·-·······························i···········-·--·····-.. ·--·······---.. ·--l _,i_~· .. ·················D ···=···· .. ·····-······ .......................................... ; ............... - ...................... { _ ,;
1 ................... ~-:···-------------·---·---·----·--------------------··--·---..l. ......................................... , l ....................................................................................... l ......................................... .i 
~---------- ----- ---/\~-------------···-- ................................ : ................. -- ............... , 
: _____ __ _____________ i3·:·······-------·-··--····--·-··-···-··-·····-·-------------····!· ·- -·-·--·--···············- ·- 1 
:--·------- · ···-···-c:~·----------------········---·-·····-·········--- - ----- --·· ·-·: ........................................... ; 
/4 : 
L ......................................... .: 
................................ '/4--l 
: ........................ _ ................ ; 
rf l 
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Name: Parl:ner/s name: 
Block: Date: 
Form: 12·1 0. 
Comp'lss Coutse Ml1pping Skills 
Fielq 
0 0 0 0 
4 3 /2 1 
v 
Roac! Basket Ball v School 
s/ 6 7 8 
0 0 0 0 
Coutse: Sample: 
Colour: Yellow 
St4rl: pole: 6 
Location Beating (0 ) Pole# 
A: 160° 5 
B: 290° 2 
C: 34.0° 1 
D: 50° 8 
Coutse: 1 Coutse: 2 
Colour: Colour: 
StCJrl: pole: Start pole: 
Location Beating ( 0 ) Pole# Location Beating (0 ) Po le# 
A: A: 
B: B: 
C: C: 
D: D: 
I /41 
. 
I /4 1 
rf ~ 
- --> ~ 
- ~w 
Fotm: 17-·1 b 
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Compass 
Coutse Mapping Skills 
Field 
0 0 0 0 
4 3 v2 1 
v 
R.o<ld BClsket BClll v School 
s/ 6 7 8 r 
0 0 0 0 
Coutse: S4mple: 
Co lout: Yellow 
Stet tt pole: 6 
Locqtion Be<lting ( 0 ) Pole# 
A: 160° 5 
B: 290° 2 
C: 340° 1 
D: 50° 8 
Coutse : 3 Coutse: 4 
Colout: Co lout: 
St4tt pole: St4tt pole: 
Locqtion BeClting ( 0 ) Pole# Locqtion Be(lting ( 0 ) Pole # 
A: A: 
B: B: 
( : C: 
D: D: 
I 14 1 I ~~ 
.. 
rf 
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Form: 12.2 
Pink 
·sTART 
1 
80 
210 
160 
110 
Pink 
START 
6 
290 
160 
30 
290 
Yellow 
START 
1 
110 
340 
160 
260 
Yellow 
START 
6 
160 
310 
340 
110 
Pink 
START 
2 
30 
190 
80 
270 
Pink 
START 
7 ' 
200 
80 
320 
160 
Yellow 
START 
2 
80 
290 
130 
260 
Yellow 
START 
7 
210 
20 
260 
160 
Pink 
START 
3 
340 
30 
160 
210 
START 
8 
190 
340 
80 
290 
Yellow 
START 
3 
160 
30 
310 
80 
Yellow 
START 
8 
160 
290 
130 
160 
193 
lr-J 
't 
Pink Pink 
START START 
4 5 
80 290 
340 30 
260 290 
30 130 
Yellow Yellow 
START START 
4 5 
340 320 
30 160 
160 110 
30 340 
----, 
~w 
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Form: 12.2 
Gt"een Gt"een Gt"een Gt"een Gt"een 
START START START START START 
1 2 3 4 5 
160 340 110 30 320 
110 80 310 340 80 
210 200 340 290 210 
80 340 140 130 160 
Green Gt"een Gt"een 
START START START 
6 7 8 
310 80 200 
160 130 340 
100 340 130 
210 310 320 
rf 
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TeClcher Resource: 12 ·6 
KEY 
BClsketbClll POST 
Pink Pink Pink Pink Pink 
START # START # START # START # START # 
1 2 3 4 5 
80 8 30 8 340 2 80 5 290 3 
210 2 190 4 30 7 340 6 30 7 
160 3 80 5 160 6 260 3 290 1 
110 5 270 3 210 4 30 7 130 6 
Pink Pink Pink 
START # START # START # 
6 7 8 
290 2 200 4 190 4 
160 3 80 5 340 3 
30 7 320 1 80 6 
290 1 160 2 290 2 
Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow 
START # START # START # START # START # 
1 2 3 4 5 
110 7 80 7 160 4 340 3 320 1 
340 8 290 1 30 6 30 7 160 2 -
160 7 130 6 310 1 160 8 110 6 
260 2 260 3 80 8 30 2 340 7 
--
-
Yellow Yellow Yellow 
START # START # START # 
6 7 8 
160 5 210 3 160 7 
310 2 20 8 290 1 
340 1 260 1 130 6 
110 7 160 2 160 5 
-· 
.--4J] 
-~ll 
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Te<:lcher Resource: 12.· a 
Green Green Green Green Green 
START # START # START # START # START # 
1 2 3 4 5 
160 2 340 1 110 5 30 6 320 1 
110 6 80 8 310 2 340 7 80 8 
210 4 200 3 340 1 290 1 210 2 
80 5 340 1 140 5 130 6 160 3 
Green Green Green 
START # START # START # 
6 7 8 
310 1 80 2 200 3 
160 2 130 · 5 340 2 
100 6 340 6 130 5 
210 4 310 1 320 1 
Teacher Resource: 13.1 
Back Beatings Challenge 
Aim: 
To have students pt"adice checking compass beat"ings fat" accut"acyby taking 
back beat"ings between two points of intet"est 
Equipment: 
~ Class set of compasses 
~ Class set of wmksheets dot"ms: 13.1- A ,B,C,D) 
·¥i 2 sets o(Wot"ksheet keys (t"esout"ce: 13.2- A,B,C,D) 
Instructions: 
1. Have students get into pait"S and commence challenge cout"Se at designated 
stat"ting post on 1 o( 4 wot"ksheets (Fot"ms: 13.1 - A,B,C,D) 
2. Students will take a compass beat"ing t"eading hom post A to B then check theit-
answet" by taking a back beat"ing fwm B to A. 
3. I( students have taken an accmate t"eading they will find the beat"ing fmm A to 
B will be 180° in opposition to the t"eading (t"om B to A. 
4. Have students check theit- answet"S against the wmksheet keys ( t-esout"ce: 13.2) 
Debriefing: 
Ask students: 
~ Did they find back beat"ings innease theit" success in making accut"ate compass 
dit"edion t"eadings? 
;~ Wet"e theit" any pwblems encountet-ed dut"ing this activity that may a((ect theit" . 
accut-acy? 
rf 
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N4me: __________ P4rtner's N4me: ________ _ 
Block: ---
Form: t3·\ a 
R.o<~d 
Pole 
directions 
1-6 
3-7 
8-2 
3-2 
DC~te : ____ _ 
0 
4 
5 
0 
B'1ck Be'1rings 
(Checking your Compe1ss reC1dings) 
A 
Field 
0 0 
3 2 
6 7 
0 0 
Compe1ss Pole 
Degree0 directions 
ReC1ding 
6-1 
7-3 
2-8 
2-3 
0 
1 
School 
8 
0 
CompC1ss 
Degree0 
BC1ck BeC)ring 
·-- .J~ 
Te.qcher Resource: 13·Jo... 
0 
4 
RoCJq 
5 
0 
Pole 
directions 
1-6 
3-7 
8-2 
3-2 
BC!ck BeCirings 
(Checking your Comp.qss re.qdings) 
A 
Fielq 
0 0 
3 2 
6 7 
0 0 
Comp.qss Pole 
Degree0 directions 
Re.qding 
130 6-1 
30 7-3 
210 2-8 
34-0 2-3 
't 
199 
0 
1 
School 
8 
0 
Comp.qss 
Degree 0 
B.qck Be.qring 
310 
210 
30 
160 
rf 
----- --. ··----' 
5 6 7 8 
0 0 0 0 
Pole Comp~ss Pole Comp~ss 
d iredions Degree0 directions Degree0 
Re~ding B~ck Be~ring 
3-6 6-3 
2-7 7-2 
5-2 2-5 
4--7 7-4-
---· 
·---- -
Te~cher Resource: 13 ·I c. 
0 
4 
RoCJd 
5 
0 
Pole 
directions 
1- 8 
8-4 
3-4-
5-1 
B~ck Be~ h ngs 
(Checking your Comp~ss re~dings) 
c 
Field 
0 0 
3 2 
6 7 
0 0 
Comp~ss Pole 
Degree0 directions 
Re~ding 
80 8 -1 
190 4--8 
160 4--3 
320 1-5 
201 
0 
1 
School 
8 
0 
CompClss 
Degree0 
B~ck Be~ring 
260 
10 
340 
140 
. r:J 
-
202 
N<Jme: __________ P<Jrtnet's N<Jme: ________ _ 
Block: D<Jte: ----- ------
Form: 13· I ci. 
0 
4 
5 
0 
Pole 
directions 
1-7 
3-6 
8-3 
5-1 
B~ck Be~ rings 
(Checking your CompClss reCldings) 
D 
Field 
0 0 
3 2 
6 7 
0 0 
CompClss Pole 
Degree0 directions 
ReClding 
7-1 
6-3 
3-8 
1- 5 
0 
1 
School 
8 
0 
CompClSS 
Degree 0 
BClck BeClring 
Teqcher Resource: 13 · I ct 
0 
4 
5 
0 
Pole 
directions 
1-7 
3-6 
8-3 
5-1 
BC1ck BeC1rings 
(Checking your Compqss reqdings) 
D 
Field 
0 0 
3 2 
6 7 
0 0 
Compqss Pole 
Degree0 directions 
Reqding 
110 7-1 
80 6-3 
200 3-8 
320 1-5 
203 
0 
1 
School 
8 
0 
Compqss 
Degree0 
Bqck Beq ri ng 
290 
260 
10 
140 
rf 
-
TeClchet- Resource: 14.1 
204 
Sutvivql of the Fittest ChClllenge 
Aim: 
To h<~ve students in te<~ms ot3 to 4, complete theil' fin<~l n<lvig<~tion ch<~llenge 
on two sep<ll'<lte comp<:lss coui'Ses in the tol'est using skills <lnd knowledge <~ccumu l<~ted 
tt-om p<lrticip<lting in outdoot" educqtion <Jctivities. 
Equipment: 
~ Cl<lss set of compasses 
~ Cl<Jss set ofi<Jmin<Jted m<Jps fol' coui'Se 1 <lnd 2 (fmm: 14.1<l <Jnd 14. 1b) 
~ CI<Jss set of code m<JI'kel' scot-e sheets (tot"m: 14.2) 
\t1t 2 sets of coui'Se m<ll'kel' code question templ<~tes ( t"esomce: 14.2<J <Jnd 14.2b) 
-~ 2 sets of cout"Se m<Jt-ket- code coloul'ed le<Jt tempbtes ( l'esout"ce :14.3<~ <lnd 14.3b) 
<\tj Coui'Se m<ll'ket- code keys (t"esout-ce: 14.4<l <Jnd 14.b) 
~ M<ll'kel' code scmes (l'esout"ce: 14.5<~ <Jnd 14.5b) 
I nshudions: 
1. H<lve students get into te<Jms ot3 to 4 membei'S 
2. Give e<~ch gwup eithel' coui'Se 1 m 2 m<Jp (tmm: 14.1<l ot" 14.1b) <lnd a mat"kel' 
code scme sheet (tmm 14.2) 
3. Eqch te<lm is to t"ecot"d theit" st<lrting time betot"e t<lking theit" fii'St comp<Jss 
t"e<lding indic(lted on theit" m<Jt"ket" code scme sheet tot- coui'Se 1 or 2) 
4. All teqm begin theit" coui'Se <lt <l common st<lrting al'"e<l . Thet"e will be <l 
st<Jgget"ed st<Jrt ot30 second inte!'V<lls. 
5. Te<lm A doing coui'Se 1 willle<lve tii'St followed by te<Jm B doing coui'Se 2 30 
seconds l<~ter . This <~ltem<lting coui'Se st<lrt will continue until <~II te<Jms h<~ve 
left the st<~rting <~rea. 
6. Ft"om the common st<lrting <ll'e<l the te<~m m<~kes theit- w<ly to their fii'St m<~ket" . 
At this m<lt"ket" they will find <l question with 2 or 3 possible Clnswers. They C}re 
to select the best <~nswet" and then follow the comp<~ss t"e<lding <Jnd dist<~ nce 
given to tind their next m<lrkel'. It they choose the col'l'ect <~nswer <lnd follow 
the directions cClrefully given <lt e<Jch m<Jrkel' found, they will continue on <l 
route th<Jt willle<ld them to <l fin<JI m<Jrker with <l picture of <l colout"ed le<Jf. 
E<Jch le<Jt found <lt the end of <l particul<ll' route is worth points. The points m 
e<Jch lec:!f Cll'e b<Jsed on the number of cot-l'ectly chosen <Jnswei'S the te<J m h<ls 
m<:lde to get to this p<lrticul<ll' le<lt destin<ltion. The mot-e mist(lkes <l te<lm 
m<lkes the less likely they willl'e<lch <l fin<~lle<lt m<JI'ket" with <l high point I'Clting. 
7. Vpon finding theil' le<Jt m<:ll'"kel', the te<lm l'ecot"ds its co lout" on theil' mCl t"kel' 
code scme sheet <Jnd t"etums <lS quickly ClS possible to the st<lrting <ll'e<l to 
t-eceive theit" cout"Se finish time. 
··--' 
Teacher Resource: 14.1 
8. The te4m then commences theit- second comse and t-epeats the same pwcess 
of navigation. 
Debriefing: 
Ask students 
~ Wh4t wet-e the ch4llenges they encountet-ed as they hied to nCJvigCJte theit- wCJy 
tht-ough the cout"Se? 
~ WCJs theit- a pCJI"ticuiCJt- teCJm membet- thCJt took on leadet"Ship t-esponsibilities Fat-
the gt-oup? IF so, why did they t-ise to this status? 
~ Did all the gwup membet"S conhibute evenly to navigational and <1uestioning 
process? 
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Teqm Members' Names: ------~------------------------
Blk: Date: -------
Fotm: 14.2 
Sutvivql of the Fittest Ch'lllenge 
T(lsk: 
To complete this n~vig~tion ch~!lenge using m~pping skills ~nd knowledge 
g<1ined throughout outdoor eduqtion ~ctivities . 
Directions: 
1. Rec;otd yout st~tt time ~nd p~ce out the dist:mce to yout first m~tket. 
2. Answer the question ~t the first m~tket <~nd follow the directions given tot 
your choice to the 2nd m<ltket. Repe<~t this process until you find <1 m<l tket 
with <l coloured le~F. 
207 
3. Record the colour of the m<~rket's le<~t on this sheet <~nd return to the st<~tt to 
receive your finish time. 
Note:~ indicates what type oFttee the mat-ket- is Found on . 
Course 1: 
----------------·,----------
Stqt{ time: 
>--------·-rinr;h-ti~~= 
r-----------=rciaTti~~~-t--- --------~ 
~-------------------------------L.___ _____ _ 
It Go 270° (lnd 25m till you te(lch Jj m£ltket 
Recot-d finqlleqf mqrket- code co lout- here 
II Le(lf co lout: 
1l.f Leq f sco t-e: ------
~J 
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Te<1m Members' N<1mes: ---------------------------
Blk: D<1te: -----
Form: 14..2 
Coutse 2: 
,--·-·-···--·-···--···--···-·······················-· ····,..----------------, 
St<1rttime: 
>·················-·-·······-··-·-·· ·············-······--···!------------~ 
Finish time: 
>------ - -------- --------··:r~i~-rti~~-;··· 
·····-··-··-···-···-··---··· ·-·-··-··-·-·· ---'------------' 
9J Go 80° <lnd 25m till you re(lch Jj m<ltket 
Record hnqlleqf mqrker code colour here 
·fA Le'lf colour: 
·~ LeC1 f score: ------
·-- -~ 
~ 
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Resource: 14.2~ 
1 
Sutvivq[ Chq[[enge 
Course 1: Key 
Q. Grizzly beqrs c4n be i~entiBe~ by their .. 
4. L4ck of shoul~er hump 
(go 0 m) -
b. Curve~ ~ish sh4pe nose 
-
(go 0 m) -
c. Pointy IC1rge e4rs 
(go 0 m) -
Q. Hypothermi4 c4n occur in temper4tures 4bove 
zero (0°) . 
4. F4lse 
(go 0 m) -
b. True 
(go 0 m) -
-Resou tee: 14 .2~ 
Q. ln winter when the snow is fulling the best Wqy 
to mqrk q trqil is by .... . 
1----f--
q. Breqking tree brqnches 
(go o- m) 
b. Dropping smqll stones 
(go o- m) 
c. Tqking mentql pictures o( visuql [qndmqrks 
(go o- m) 
Q. Whqt five items would be the most imporl:qnt 
items to cqrry in your survivq[ kit 
f----+-
q. Mcttches, [qrge gqrbqge bqg, whistle, mirror, 
first qid kit 
(go o- m) 
b. Mqtches, whistle, string, pencil, hqrd boiled 
cqndy 
(go o- m) 
c. Mqtches, cqndle, pqper, first qid kit, string 
(go o- m) 
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2 
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Resource: 14.24 
3 
0. When lost your first priority is to .. 
a. Retrace your steps 
(go 0 m) -
b. Stop, think, observe and plan 
(go 0 m) -
c. Head up hill 
(go 0 m) -
Q. When lost your chances of being found alive 
increase if you .... 
a. Drink when thirsty and eat when hungty 
(go 0 m) -
b. Conserve water and food to ensure it will 
last 
(go 0 m) -
-
______, 
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Resou rce: 14-.].q 
4 
Q. He4t loss c(:}using hypothetmi£:1 is minimized by 
£:1. Coveting your he4d 
(go 0 m) -
b. Keeping the feet w4rm 4nd dry 
(go 0 m) -
c. We4ring long undetwe(:}r_ 
(go 0 m) -
~ 
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Resou tee: 14.3£t 
1 
Sutvivq[ Ch;:dlenge 
Course 1: Key 
1 0. Grizzly be(lrs c(ln be identified by their .. 
14 (l. L(lck of shoulder hump 
(go 0 m) -
th b. Curved dish shClpe nose 
./ 
(go 0 m) -
1c c. Pointy l'lt-ge e(lt-s 
(go 0 m) -
1b 0. Hypothermi'l c(ln occur in temper(ltures 
(lbove zero (0°). 
24 (l. FCllse 
(go 0 m) -
2h b. True 
./ 
(go 0 m) -
21 4 
Resource: 14.3~ 
2 
2b Q. In winter when the snow is fulling the best 
w4y to m4rk 4 tr4il is by ..... 
3b 4. Bre4king tree br4nches 
./ 
(go 0 m) -
purple b. Dropping sm4ll stones 
(go 0 m) -
ted c. Taking ment4l pictures of visual 
landmarks 
(go 0 m) -
1Cl Q. What five items would be the most 
important items to carry in your survival kit 
tb a. Matches, large garbage bag, whistle, 
./ mirror, first 4id kit 
(go 0 m) -
green 
- b. M4tches, whistle, string, pencil, h4rd 
boiled c4ndy 
(go 0 m) -
yellow c. M4tches, c4ndle, paper, first 4id kit, 
string 
(go 0 m) -
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Resource: 14-.3~ 
3 
2q Q. When lost your first priority is to .. 
brown 4. Retr4ce your steps 
(go 0 m) -
b/4ck b. Stop, think, observe 4nd pL:~n 
./ 
(go 0 m) -
blue c. He4d up hill 
(go 0 m) -
1c Q. When lost your ch4nces of being found 4live 
incre4se if you .... 
orqnge 4. Drink when thit"Sty 4nd e4t when hungry 
./ 
pink 
(go o m) 
b. Conserve w4ter 4nd food to ensure it 
will I4st 
(go 0 m) 
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Resource: 14..3(l 
4 
3b Q. Heat loss causing hypothermia is minimized 
by 
White a. Covering your head 
./ 
(go 0 m) -
Putp!e/ 
b. Keeping the feet warm and dry 
Yellow 
(go 0 m) -
Green/ 
c. Wearing long underwear 
Red 
(go m) 0 -
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Resource: 14.2b 
0. 
Q. 
Survive}[ ChClllenge 
Course 2: Key 
Grizzly be(lrs cCln be identified by Cl 
(1. PClw prints with long d(lws Clnd round toe 
pClds squClshed together 
(go 0 m) -
b. PClw prints with short d(lws Cl nd oyq I toe 
pClds spreCld well ClpClrt 
(go 0 m) -
WhClt should you do if Cl be(lr in the dist(lnce 
hCls detected you while hiking in Cl wooded 
(lre(l? 
(1. MClke noise Clnd w(lve your (lrms (}round 
Clnc! continue on your WClY 
(go 0 m) -
b. Run bClck the wCly you c(lme Clnc! climb Cl 
tree. 
(go 0 m) -
c. Slowly WCllk bClck the WClY you c(lme 
mClking noise ClS you go. 
(go 0 m) -
218 
1 
Resource: 14.2b 
0. When cqmping in be<1r territory you should ... 
(1. Pl<1ce tents dose together in <1 circle 
forni<1tion for protection 
(go 0 m) -
b. Keep your c<1mp fire dose to the tent site 
for protection 
(go 0 m) -
c. food/g<1rb<1ge 200m from the tent 
(go 0 m) -
It's r(lining <1nd <1 member in your hiking p<1rty 
0. is suffering from hypothermi(l . Your first t<1sk 
is to ...... 
(1. Continue w<1lking to keep them W'lrm 
(go o- m) 
b. Stop <1nd m<1ke c<1mp (set up tent/build <1 
shelter) 
(go o- m) 
c. Find <1 W(lrm dty resting pl<1ce <1nd offer 
them food, extr<1 clothing <1nd W'lrm 
li<1uid 
(go 0 m) 
219 
2 
-...., 
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Resout-ce: 14.2b 
3 
0. If pl'lnning 'l hike in be(lr country 'l person 
lowers the risk ofbe(lr encounters if they ... 
(l. P(lck 'llong noise m'lkers (whistles, tin 
c(ln with rocks) 
(go 0 m) -
b. T(lke 'llong the fumily clog for protection 
(go 0 m) -
0. The m'lin c(luse of de'lth in the b(lck country 
IS ..... 
(l. Hypothermi'l 
(go 0 m) -
b. Wild 'lnim'll (ltt(lcks 
(go 0 m) -
c. Drowning 
(go 0 m) -
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Resource: ·14 2b 
.4 
Q. Lost hikers ctre usu4Ily found ... 
4. On 4 downhill tr4il or in 4 de4ring 
(go 0 m) 
b. By w4ter 
(go 0 m) 
4. In 4 c4ve or other types of n4tur4l 
shelters lctndm4rks 
(go 0 m) 
Resource: 14.3b 
1 0. 
14 
../ 
1h 
1q 
0. 
pink 
bl<1ck 
f4c 
../ 
Sutviyql ChCillenge 
Course 2: Key 
Grizzly be4rs cCin be identified by 4 
4. P4w prints with long cl4ws Cind round 
toe pCids sq uCished together 
(go 0 m) -
222 
1 
b. P4w prints with short cl4ws Cind oyql toe 
pCids spreCid well 4p4rt 
(go 0 m) -
Wh4t should you do if 4 be4r in the distCi nce 
hCis detected you while hiking in 4 wooded 
C}reC}? 
C}. M4ke noise Cind WC}ve your 4rms (lround 
Cind continue on your w4y 
(go 0 m) -
--
b. Run b4ck the w4y you cC}me Cind climb · 
4 tree. 
(go 0 m) -
c. Slowly w4lk b4ck the w4y you cCime 
mCiking noise CIS you go. 
(go 0 m) -
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Resource: 14.3b 
2 
1b 0. When cCimping in beCir territory you 
should ... 
blue C} . PICice tents dose together in CI circle 
formCition for protection 
(go 0 m) -
purple b. Keep your cCimp fire dose to the tent 
site for protection 
(go 0 m) -
the c. food/garbage 200m From the tent 
~ 
(go 0 m) -
1bc It's raining and a member in your hiking 
0. pCirty is suffering From hypothermia. Your 
first tCisk is to ...... 
ted a. Continue wCIIking to keep them WCirm 
(go 0 m) -
green b. Stop and make cCimp (set up tent/build 
a shelter) 
(go 0 m) -
1qc c. Find a wCirm dry resting place Clnd o ffer 
~ them food, extrCI clothing and wCirm 
liquid 
J (go 0 m) -
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Resource: 14.3b 
3 
1'lc 0. If pl<1nning <1 hike in be<1r country <1 person 
lowers the risk ofbe(lr encounters if they ... 
(1. P<1ck <1long noise m<1kers (whistles, tin 
2qC ../ c(ln with rocks) 
(go 0 m) -
brown b. T<1ke (l[ong the fumily dog for 
protection 
(go 0 m) -
2(lc 0. The m<1in c(luse of de<1th in the b<1ck country 
IS ..... 
3c;c 
(1. Hypothermi<l 
../ (go 0 m) -
b. Wild <1nim<1l <1tl<1cks 
Or::mge/ 
Blc;ck 
(go m) 0 -
-
Green/ 
c. Drowning 
Red 
(go m) 0 -
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Resource: 14.3b 
3(=lc Q. Lost hikers (lre usu'llly found ... 
Yellow 
(1. On C1 downhill tr'lil or in C1 cle(lring 
../ 
(go 0 m) -
White 
b. By w(lter 
(go 0 m) -
Pink/ 
(1. In C1 c(lve or other types of n(ltur(ll 
shelters l'lndm'lrks 
Blue 
(go 0 m) -
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Lqst N~me: _______ Fitst N~me lniti~l: D~te: Blk: ----
Form: 15 ·I 
Post- Swvi~l Quiz 
C~n you sutvive in the wilderness? How well you Qn answer the 
following questions may be an indiQtion. 
227 
R4te yourself: 1 (low ability/ knowledge) to 5 (high ability/ knowledge) 
R4ting Questions 
1. Do you know wh~t ~ topogr~phic~l m~p is? 
2 . C~n you use~ comp~ss 
3. C~n you identiFy devils club? 
4. C~n you identiFy poison ivy? 
5. C~n you build ~ le~n-to? 
6. C~n you run 2 kms without stopping? 
7. Do you know wh~t to do iF you encounter~ be~r on~ h~i l? 
8. Do you know how to he~t ~poisonous bite (sn~ke ?r sp ider) ? 
9. Do you know the simplest w~y to puri(y w~ter to drink? 
10. Do you know the symptoms oF Gi~rdi~? 
11. IF f4ced with~ diFAcult ch~llenge, c~n you rel~x I keep your sense 
oF humor? 
12. C~n you list 10 essenti~l items you should c~rry in~ d~y-pack? · 
13. IF you got lost in the wilderness would you know wh~t to do? 
14. C~n you list 9 s·urviv~l priorities (Things you must do to keep 
~live when sh~nded or lost)? 
15. C~n you st~rt ~ Are with one m~tch? 
16. Do you know the symptoms oFhe~t exh~ustion? 
17. Do you know the symptoms oFhe~t stroke? 
18. Do you know how to he~t ~victim oFhe~t stroke? 
19. C~n you identiFy~ person suffering From hypothermi~? 
20. Do you know how to he~t ~victim oFhypothermi~? 
R.:lti ng tot~ I 
Rating 
\11 95to 100: 
\t 90to 95: 
\11 85 to 90: 
-\1j Below80: 
You're <l re<ll survivor 
You're <1ble to meet most ch<~llenges 
You need to m<Jke mote ptep<lt<Jtions 
Don't t<1ke <lny ch<Jnces you need to get mote wilderness S<lvvy 
